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Figure i Final multimodal presentation: icon of correct size.

as segment,. Thus, Find-proposals adds another action to this option,
namely (enlarge width(segmens3)). The ranges that remain after the dele-
tion of the ranges corresponding to width(segment) unify. On completion of
its process, the proposals generated by Find-proposals are:

{ (reduce width(segmenh)) I
{ (enlarge width(segment,)) (enlarge width(segmenta)) I.

For the first proposal, the table agent sets width(column2) to 50, which
satisfies all the preferred constraints (viz., snss, sat6, and scng). However, in
this case, the required constraint scn4 is violated. To satisfy this constraint,
the table agent and the icon agent presenting the right-arrow icon engage
in a negotiation process where the table agent asks the icon agent to reduce
width(segment) to fit the new column width. Upon receiving an OK-event,
the plan is improved because all the required constraints are satisfied, as
well as additional preferred constraints. An improved presentation of
Figure 14 is shown in Figure 18, where the big right-arrow icon has been
reduced. Note that in addition to the adjustment of width(column 2) to satisfy
additional preferred constraints, the width of each column has been ad-
justed to satisfy the minimum requirement for presenting a column head-
ing (i.e., the width of the column must fit the longest word in a column
heading). If the icon agent had been unable to reduce the right-arrow icon,
the table agent would have dropped this proposal and recovered the
previous value of width(column 2). If time permitted, the table agent would
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have attempted the second proposal, which also would have failed due to
the unavailability of larger up-arrow icons in the icon library.

This procedure does not always produce a better plan because it may
result in the violation of previously satisfied constraints. In addition to the
constraints that pertain to the width of columns, there are similar con-
straints that affect the height of rows. When an agent enlarges or reduces
a segment to satisfy a preferred width constraint, a height constraint may
be violated. As seen in Section 5.1, such a situation may be encountered
when the table agent asks an icon agent to enlarge or reduce the width of
an icon because, in this case, both the width and the height of the icon may
be increased or decreased. In our example, the box icon in the first
column cannot be reduced because it is the only icon available for a box.
Thus, a preferred constraint that pertains to the height of the right-arrow
icon is violated after this icon is reduced. When processing a proposal,
MAGPIE considers each table column and row in turn, modifying entries
so that additional preferred constraints are satisfied (even if another pre-
ferred constraint is violated as a result of a modification). On completion
of these modifications, the table agent evaluates the resulting plan in terms

oof the number of preferred constraints that are satisfied. The new plan
replaces the previous plan if it satisfies more preferred constraints. This
process continues until it is time to display the table.

As negotiations over a variable may introduce a new negotiation proc-
ess regarding another variable, the master agent must sort out the order in
which variables are considered for constraint satisfaction to avoid endless
negotiations with its server agents. The considerations applied by the table
agent to achieve this goal are based on the constraint that demands that the
same modality be used for all the entries in a column when a table is in
Format (a), where each instantiation is presented in a row (see Section 4.1).
As a result of this constraint, the segments in the same column of a table
are generated by the same type of agent and are therefore more likely to
be of uniform size than segments generated by different types of agents.
Thus, the table agent adjusts the width of each column before adjusting the
height of each row. When the table agent is trying to modify the width of
a column, requests from its server agents to modify the height of a row are
accepted if the constraints placed on the height of the table are satisfied. In
contrast, when the table agent is trying to modify the height of a row, it
refuses any request from a server agent to change the width of a column
that has been processed.

7. RELATED RESEARCH

Several mechanisms have been used to address specific problems in
multimodal presentation planning. These mechanisms are described as
follows.
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Syntactic and Semantic Analysis. Graphical languages were defined
by Mackinlay (1986) and by Roth and Mattis (1991) to encode the syntactic
and semantic properties of graphical presentations. These languages de-
fine techniques that can be used to express different semantic relations
within the information to be presented. Some perceptual tasks are accom-
plished more accurately by one presentation technique than by others
(e.g., using different lengths to convey the value of an attribute versus
using different shapes). Thus, alternative designs can be evaluated by
means of criteria that rank the different techniques based on the expres-
siveness and effectiveness of the presentation (Mackinlay, 1986). Although
syntactic and semantic analysis has proved to be useful in selecting pres-
entation techniques, the analysis is at a low level (e.g., characteristics of
attributes or binary relations). It is not sufficient for perceptual tasks that
contain composite information (e.g., an illustration of cause and effect).

C)Hierarchical Planning. Hierarchical planning is used for modality
(selection in several systems that design presentations during discourse

planning. A hierarchical content planner is used by COMET (Feiner &
N: McKeown, 1990) to refine a hierarchy of Logical Forms, which are used to

represent a presentation plan. Communicative acts are used to represent a
presentation plan in the Map Display system (Maybury, 1993) and in WIP
(Andre et al., 1993). Because a complex act can be decomposed into a set
of sub-acts, a hierarchical planning mechanism is applied in these systems

0to refine the communicative acts of a presentation plan. However, there
may be several acts that are suitable for achieving a goal. To cope with the
selection problem, the WIP system ranks these acts using criteria that take
into account their effectiveness, side effects, and cost of execution. In
contrast, Maybury (1993) considered the following factors: (a) the kind of
communication being conducted, (b) the number and kind of entities
visible in the region, and (c) their visual properties (e.g., size, color,

0 shading). For example, the last two factors can be used to select acts that
maximize the distinction between a given entity and its background.

Feature-Based Analysis. Modalities and information types were clas-
sified by Arens, Hovy, and Vossers (1993) according to their natural
features and their ability to achieve particular communicative goals. For
instance, urgent information may convey a warning. Thus, this type of
information should be emphasized by techniques such as highlighting and
blinking. The interdependencies among these features are described by a
dependency network and modality allocation rules. Based on these rules,
feature-based analysis can be applied to the intended information and the
communicative goals to allocate suitable modalities for a presentation.
However, this type of static analysis cannot cope with restrictions on
resource consumption, which would not be available until run-time.
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Constraint Satisfaction. Constraints are used to describe the syntac-
tic, semantic, spatial, and temporal relations between presentation compo-
nents in several multimodal presentation systems. In the COMET system
(Feiner, Litman, McKeown, & Passonneau, 1993), Allen's (1983) temporal
logic is employed to solve the temporal constraints between presentation
components. In the WIP system (Graf, 1992; Rist & Andre, 1992), an
incremental constraint hierarchy solver based on the DeltaBlue algorithm
(Borning, Freeman-Benson, & Wilson, 1992) is used to solve the semantic
and spatial constraints associated with layout formats. To refine a presen-
tation plan, both systems evaluate the constraints that describe the precon-
ditions of communicative acts. Thus, they incorporate constraint
satisfaction into their planning mechanism during multimodal presenta-
tion planning. Because the constraints in MAGPIE are distributed in the
presentation plan hierarchy, none of our agents can access all the con-
straints. Hence, these algorithms cannot be used to solve our constraint
satisfaction problem.

eMAGPIE uses unification and local constraint propagation algorithms
to solve the constraint satisfaction problem. Our approach is similar to the

N* multiagent simulated annealing approach described by Ghedira (1994)
and the heuristic repair method described by Minton, Johnston, Philips,
and Laird (1990). These approaches start with a configuration containing

Iconstraint violations and incrementally repair the violations until a consis-
tent assignment is achieved. The multiagent simulated-annealing ap-
proach and our approach take advantage of multiagent systems to deal
with the dynamic constraint satisfaction problem, where constraints can be

"S added or deleted during the reasoning process. However, due to the
hierarchical structure of MAGPIE, the communication between agents is

7simpler than the communication in Ghedira's system, as MAGPIE's com-
munication is restricted to an agent and its children. Further, in MAGPIE,
each agent manages the satisfaction of a set of constraints; hence it can

0 repair independently the violation of constraints that pertain to its vari-
ables (Han & Zukerman, 1996).

Finally, Mittal and Falkenhainer (1990) described a language to specify
dynamic constraint satisfaction problems, where the set of variables and
constraints may change as the search progresses. However, this language
cannot handle constraints with different strengths, which are required by
MAGPIE (see Section 5).

Existing systems use three types of planning approaches for multimodal
presentation planning: (a) top-down, (b) mixed top-down and bottom-up, and
(c) cooperative.

The top-down approach is used in COMET (Feiner & McKeown, 1990;
McKeown, Feiner, Robin, Seligmann, & Tanenblatt, 1992). COMET first
determines the communicative goals and the information to be presented
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and then allocates a presentation modality (viz., text or graphics) based on
a rhetorical schema. This modality annotation process is carried out
during discourse planning; hence, feedback from the modality-specific
generators is not considered by the discourse planner. In addition, all the
means of integration between modalities are predefined in COMET.

The mixed top-down and bottom-up approach is used in WIP (Rist &
Andre, 1992; Wahlster, Andre, Finkler, Profitlich, & list, 1993). WIP has
distinct planning processes for textual and graphical presentations and
applies a two-step process for presentation planning. First, a presentation
planner uses a top-down method to expand communicative goals into a
hierarchy of communicative acts. Second, the text generator and graphics
generator use a bottom-up method to select communicative acts for reali-
zation according to their abilities. WIP's layout manager then automat-
ically arranges layout components of different modalities into an efficient
and expressive format by solving graphic constraints representing seman-
tic and pragmatic relations between different discourse components (Graf,

e1992). WIP is more flexible than COMET because modalities are selected
on the basis of presentation plans, and negotiations between the layout

Nmanager and the presentation planner are allowed during the planning
process.

Finally, the cooperative approach is found in a few recent systems. In
the system described by Arens and Hovy (1994), discourse planning and
presentation planning are implemented as two reactive planning proc-

"esses. However, rather than working on the same plan as done in WIP, the
discourse planning process generates discourse structures, and then the

"S presentation planning process transforms them into presentation struc-
tures. The second process is carried out by applying modality allocation
rules to a set of semantic models, which characterize the nature and
functionality of the modalities supported by the system. This approachprovides a generic interaction platform, in which knowledge required for

0 multimodal presentation planning can be represented using a common
knowledge representation and used by two reactive planning processes at
different stages. This approach enhances the system's extensibility and
portability because only the semantic models need to be modified when
new interaction behaviors or new modalities are added to the system.

The DenK system (Bunt, Ahn, Beun, Boeghuis, & van Overveld, 1995)
provides a cooperative human-computer interface in which an elctronic
cooperator and a user can (a) observe a visual representation of an applica-
tion domain and (b) exchange information in natural language or by direct
manipulation of the objects in the application domain. The electronic
cooperator considers its private beliefs and its assumed mutual beliefs with
the user to determine the content of a presentation. It communicates with
the natural language processor and the Generalized Display Processor to
convey the intended information, as well as to understand the user's
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questions. Hence, interactions between these two processors are allowed,
albeit indirectly. The cooperative architecture of the DenK system is
independent from an application domain because of the separation be-
tween its content planning process (dialogue management) and presenta-
tion planning process (the natural language processor and the Generalized
Display Processor). However, the addition of a new modality-specific
generator to the system requires this generator to be able to apply the
reasoning formalism used by the system.

A cooperative approach based on the client-server concept is used in a
system described by Bourdot, Krus, and Gherbi (1995) and a system
presented by Cheyer andJulia (1995). Bourdot et al. focused on multimo-
dal presentations using alternative modalities. They developed a modality
server for multimodal application clients on the X server under Unix and a
multimodal widget to manage nonstandard events that occur in multimodal
interactions. As a result, the system can process a user's voice commands,
such as "Put the red door here," in conjunction with pointing to the
intended position. This is enabled by the cooperation between a voice
recognition system and a graphical interface. However, the manipulation
of multimodal input or output depends on the semantics of a particular
command provided by the graphical interface. Cheyer andJulia described
a system that uses the Open Agent Architecture (Cohen, Cheyer, Wang, &
Baeg, 1994) to enable the simultaneous combination of direct manipula-
tion, gestural drawing, handwriting, and typed and spoken natural lan-
guage in a travel planning domain. In this system, multimodal input is
interpreted via the cooperation of multiple agents, where each agent may
require supporting information from other distributed agents or from the
user. A server called a facilitator is responsible for the analysis of a
multimodal query and the delivery of tasks required by the query to the
appropriate agents. Like the system described by Bourdot and colleagues,
this system enables a user to ask for information by circling an item on the
screen and speaking to a microphone. The agents in this system commu-
nicate what they can do to the facilitator. Then, when one agent asks for a
capability, the facilitator matches this requirement with the agents offering
the capability and routes the request to these agents.

Because our multiagent mechanism uses a hierarchical presentation
planning process to generate presentations from a discourse structure
determined by a discourse planner, the presentation structures reflect the
overall structure of the discourse. In addition, the agent-based architecture
used in MAGPIE enables dynamic activation or deactivation of modality-
specific generators, and the blackboard enables these processes to commu-
nicate with each other with respect to resource restrictions imposed on
presentations. As a result, the interaction between these agents is flexible.
Compared with the system described by Arens and Hovy (1994), the
modality-specific agents in MAGPIE do not have to share a common
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knowledge representation. Our approach is similar to that used by Cheyer
andJulia (1995). However, MAGPIE selects agents not only based on their
capabilities (which is a static factor) but also on the resource restrictions
imposed by the discourse structure (which is a dynamic factor).

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Multimodal presentation planning must take into account both the
overall discourse structure of the communication process and the require-
ments that existing plans place on the plan refinement process. The
hierarchical presentation planning process used in our multiagent plan-

oning architecture satisfies the former requirement, and the constraint
propagation and negotiation processes satisfy the latter requirement. In
particular, our mechanism allows multimodal presentations to be gener-
ated cooperatively and simultaneously by independent modality-specific
processes and supports flexible interactions between these processes.

The multiagent architecture and algorithms described in this article
have been fully implemented in a prototype system that currently supports
five modalities. Although the integration of modality-specific presenta-
tions and variation in display arrangements are restricted at this stage, our
experiments with a few discourse plans and planning strategies have
demonstrated that the extensibility and the flexibility offered by our
approach are promising.

Proposals for future research concern a number of issues. First, we
-propose to enhance MAGPIE so that additional modalities (e.g., line

charts) are supported and the existing agents offer more format varieties.
For example, chart agents should be able to relocate the legend and labels
of a chart (to save screen space) or allow icons to be used as labels, and the
table agent should be able to use modalities such as vectors to present
composite information, thereby reducing the number of columns required

0 for the attributes in focus. An existing grammar and text generator (El-
hadad, 1991) will be adopted to enable the text agent to generate text from
our knowledge base. In addition, we intend to use constraints to represent
time restrictions on multimodal presentations and to develop a mechanism
for the propagation of time constraints. This will allow the system to
manipulate the time available for generating a discourse component (e.g.,
the time available to the table agent or the chart agent to improve a
presentation).

Further, the modality selection process in the current system is not
flexible. We need a mechanism that selects modalities according to the
information characteristics of the intended information, the capabilities of
the modalities supported by the system, and the ability of the perceivers.
The first two factors may be addressed by applying rules such as those
described by Arens, Hovy, and Vossers (1993) to propose modalities that
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are capable of presenting the intended information. To address the third
factor, we propose to use a sophisticated user model, such as that in PPP
(Andre, Miller, & Rist, 1996), which represents the interests and abilities
of perceivers. A reasoning mechanism such as that described by Zukerman
and McConachy (1993) can then be used in conjunction with the user
model to anticipate the effect of different modalities on the understanding
of perceivers, and to select a preferred modality. This mechanism may be
extended to take into consideration graphical implicatures when determin-
ing the different components to be used in a presentation and their layout
in the display (Marks & Reiter, 1990). In addition, if the perceiver has
difficulty understanding a graphical presentation, strategies such as those

odescribed by Mittal, Roth, Moore, Mattis, and Carenini (1995) may be
employed to produce an integrated presentation where the text contains

-D information that explains a table or a chart.
Finally, the extension of the approach presented in this article to handle

multimodal interactions requires the design of reactive agents that can
translate a user's request into events and send these events to appropriate
presentation agents. This may require the implementation of new event

rhandlers and planning strategies to enable each modality-specific agent to
handle the events generated by the reactive agents.
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Abstract

We discuss ongoing work investigating how humans in-
teract with multimodal systems, focusing on how suc-
cessful reference to objects and events is accomplished.
We describe an implemented multimodal travel guide
application being employed in a set of Wizard of Oz
experiments from which data about user interactions
is gathered. We offer a preliminary analysis of the
data which suggests that, as is evident in Huls et al.’s
(1995) more extensive study, the interpretation of re-
ferring expressions can be accounted for by a rather
simple set of rules which do not make reference to the
type of referring expression used. As this result is
perhaps unexpected in light of past linguistic research
on reference, we suspect that this is not a general re-
sult, but instead a product of the simplicity of the
tasks around which these multimodal systems have
been developed. Thus, more complex systems capable
of evoking richer sets of human language and gestural
communication need to be developed before conclu-
sions can be drawn about unified representations for
salience and reference in multimodal settings.

Introduction
Multimodal systems are particularly appropriate for
applications in which users interact with a terrain
model that is rich in topographical and other types
of information, containing many levels of detail. Ap-
plications in this class span the spectrum from travel
guide systems containing static, two-dimensional mod-
els of the terrain (e.g., a map-based system), to crisis
management applications containing highly complex,
dynamic, three-dimensional models (e.g., a forest fire
fighting system). We are currently investigating how
humans interact with multimodal systems in such set-
tings~ focusing on how reference to objects and events
is accomplished as a user communicates by gestur-
ing with a pen (by drawing arrows, lines, circles, and
so forth), speaking natural language, and handwriting
with a pen.

In this report, we begin to address the question of
how knowledge and heuristics guiding reference reso-
lution are to be represented. Is it possible to have
a unified representation for salience that is applicable
across multimodal systems, or do new tasks require

new representations? Can constraints imposed by the
task be modularized in the theory, or are they inher-
ently strewn within the basic mechanisms? Can lin-
guistic theories of reference, which typically treat ges-
tural and spoken deixis as a peripheral phenomenon,
be naturally extended to the multimodal case, in which
such deixis is the norm?

A Fully Automated Multimodal Map
Application

The basis for our initial study is an implemented pro-
totype multimodal travel guide application (Cheyer ~z
Julia 1995) that was inspired by a multimodal Wiz-
ard of Oz simulation (Oviatt 1996). The system pro-
vides an interactive interface on which the user may
draw, write, or speak. The system makes available in-
formation about hotels, restaurants, and tourist sites
that have been retrieved by distributed software agents
from commercial Internet World Wide Web sites.

The types of user interactions and multimodal issues
handled can be illustrated by a brief scenario featuring
working examples. Suppose Mary is planning a busi-
ness trip to Toronto, but would like to schedule some
activities for the weekend. She turns on her laptop PC,
executes a map application, and selects Toronto.

To determine the most appropriate interpretation
for the incoming streams of multimodal input, our ap-
proach employs an agent-based framework to coordi-
nate competition and cooperation among distributed
information sources, working in parallel to resolve the
ambiguities arising at every level of the interpretation
process. With respect to interpreting anaphora, such
as in the command "Show photo of hotel", separate
information sources may contribute to the resolution:

¯ Context by object type: The natural language com-
ponent can return a list of hotels talked about.

¯ Deictic: Pointing, circling, or arrow gestures might
indicate the referent, which may occur before, dur-
ing, or after an accompanying verbal command.

¯ Visual context: The user interface agent might de-
termine that only one hotel is currently visible.
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[Speaking] Wnere is do.nto.n?
Map scrolls to appropriate area.
[Speaking and drawing region]
Show me all hotels near here.
Icons representing hotels appear.

N: [Writes on a hotel] Info?
A textual description appears.

M: [Speaking] I only .ant hotels .ith a pool.
Some hotels disappear.

M: [Dra.s a oronsout on a hotel near a high.ay]
Hotel disappears.

M: [Speaking and circling]
Show me a photo of this hotel.
Photo appears.

M: [Points to another hotel]
Photo appears.
[Speaking] Price of the other hotel?
Price appears for previous hotel.

M: [Speaking and dra.ing an arro.] Scroll do.n.
Display adjusted.

M: [Speaking and dra.ing an arro. to.ard a hotel]
What is the distance from here to China To.n?
A line and number representing distance displayed.

¯ Database queries: Information from a database
agent can be combined with results from other res-
olution strategies, such as location information for
the hotel asked about.

¯ Discourse analysis: The discourse history provides
information for interpreting phrases such as "No, the
other one."

The map application is implemented within a multi-
agent framework called the Open Agent Architecture
(OAA). 3 The OAA provides a general-purpose infras-
tructure for constructing systems composed of multi-
ple software agents written in different programming
languages and running on different platforms. Simi-
lar in spirit to distributed object frameworks such as
OMG’s CORBA or Microsoft’s DCOM, agent interac-
tions are more flexible and adaptable than the tightly
bound object method calls provided by these architec-
tures, and are able to exploit parallelism and dynamic
execution of complex goals. Instead of preprogrammed
single method calls to known object services, an agent
can express its requests in terms of a high-level logi-
cal description of what it wants done, along with op-
tional constraints specifying how the task should be
performed. This specification request is processed by
one or more Facilitator agents, which plan, execute
and monitor the coordination of the subtasks required
to accomplish the end goal (Cohen et hi. 1994).

Open Agent Architecture and OAA are trademarks of
SRI International. Other brand names and product names
herein are trademarks and registered trademarks of their
respective holders.

Application functionality in the map application
is thus separated from modality of user interaction.
The system is composed of 10 or more distributed
agents that handle database access, speech recogni-
tion (Nuance Communications Toolkit or IBM’s Voice-
Type), handwriting (by CIC) and gesture (in-house 
gorithms) recognition, and natural language interpre-
tation. These agents compete and cooperate to inter-
pret the streams of input media being generated by the
user. More detailed information regarding agent inter-
actions for the multimodal map application and the
strategies used for modality merging can be found in
Cheyer and Julia (1995) and Julia and Cheyer (1997).

Data Collection

Despite the coverage of the system’s current anaphora
resolution capabilities, we are interested in collecting
naturally-occurring data which may include phenom-
ena not handled by our system. We therefore designed
a Wizard of Oz (WOZ) experiment around the travel
guide application. In WOZ experiments, users believe
they are interacting directly with an implemented sys-
tem, but in actuality a human "wizard" intercepts the
user’s commands and causes the system to produce the
appropriate output. The subject interface and wizard
interface are depicted in Figure 1.

Experiment Description Subjects were asked to
plan activities during and after a hypothetical busi-
ness trip to Toronto. They planned places to stay,
sights to see, and places to dine using speech, writing,
and pen-based gestures. The task consisted of four
subtasks. To provide experience using each modality
in isolation, during the first two tasks subjects planned
half days using speech only and pen only respectively.
In the third task, subject planned two half-days using
any combination of these modalities they wished. Fi-
nally, the subjects completed a direction giving task,
begun by picking up a phone placed nearby. On the
other end was an experimenter who told the subject
that he wants to meet for dinner, providing the name
of the hotel at which he is staying and the restaurant
at which they are to meet. The subject then inter-
acted with the system to determine directions to give
to the experimenter. For all tasks, the subjects were
given only superficial instruction on the capabilities of
the system. The tasks together took an average of 40
minutes. At the end of a session, the subjects were
given surveys to determine whether they understood
the task and the modalities available to them, and to
probe their thoughts on the quality of the system.

The interactions were recorded using video, audio,
and computer storage. The video displays a side-by-
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Figure 1: The Wizard Interface (left) and the Subject Interface (right)

side view with the subject on one side and the map
interface on the other. The video and audio records
are used for transcription, and the computer storage
for reenacting scenarios for evaluation.

Coevolut|on of Multimodal and Wizard-of-Oz
Systems In our quest for unconstrained, naturally-
occurring data, we sought to place as few assumptions
on the user interactions as possible. Unfortunately,
WOZ experiments using simulated systems often ne-
cessitate such assumptions, so that facilities allowing
the wizard to respond quickly and accurately can be
encoded. We have improved upon this paradigm by
having the wizard use our implemented and highly ca-
pable multimodal system to produce the answers to
the user.

As described by Cheyer et al. (1998), our multi-
modal map application already possessed two qualities
that allowed it to be used as part of a WOZ experi-
ment. First, the system allows multiple users to share
a common workspace in which the input and results of
one user may be seen by all members of the session.
This enables the Wizard to see the subject’s requests
and remotely control the display. Second, the user in-
terface can be configured on a per-user basis to include
more or fewer graphical user interface (GUI) controls.
Thus, the Wizard can use all GUI command options,
and also work on the map by using pen and voice.
Conversely, the subject is presented with a map-only
display. To extend the fully automated map applica-
tion to be suitable for conducting WOZ simulations, we
added only three features: a mode to disable the auto-
matic interpretation of input from the subject, domain-
independent logging and playback functions, and an
agent-based mechanism for sending WOZ-specific in-

structions (e.g., Please be more specific.) to the user
with text-to-speech and graphics.

The result is a hybrid WOZ experiment: While a
naive user is free to write, draw, or speak to a map
application without constraints imposed by specific
recognition technologies, the hidden Wizard must re-
spond as quickly and accurately as possible by using
any available means. In certain situations, a scroll-
bar or dialog box might provide the fastest response,
whereas in others, some combination of pen and voice
may be the most efficient way of accomplishing the
task. In a single experiment, we simultaneously col-
lect data input from both an unconstrained new user
(unknowingly) operating a simulated system - provid-
ing answers about how pen and voice are combined in
the most natural way possible - and from an expert
user (under duress) making full use of our best auto-
mated system, which clarifies how well the real system
performs and lets us make comparisons between the
roles of a standard GUI and a multimodal interface.
We expect that this data will prove invaluable from an
experimental standpoint, and since all interactions are
logged electronically, both sets of data can be applied
to evaluating and improving the automated processing.

Performing such experiments and evaluations in a
framework in which a WOZ simulation and its corre-
sponding fully functional end-user system are tightly
intertwined produces a bootstrap effect: as the auto-
mated system is improved to better handle the cor-
pus of subject interactions, the Wizard’s task is made
easier and more efficient for future WOZ experiments.
The methodology promotes an incremental way of de-
signing an application, testing the design through semi-
automated user studies, gradually developing the au-
tomated processing to implement appropriate behavior
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for input collected from subjects, and then testing the
finished product while simultaneously designing and
collecting data on future functionality - all within one
unified implementation. The system can also be used
without a Wizard, to log data about how real users
make use of the finished product.

Data Analysis

At the time of this writing, 17 subjects out of a planned
25 have completed the tasks. We are currently in the
process of transcribing and analyzing this data, and so
we limit our discussion to a subset of 10 of the sessions.
Our conclusions must therefore remain preliminary.

Our analysis of the data covers a broad range
of factors concerning modality use. In addition to
classical metrics used for analyzing multimodal cor-
pora (monomodal features, temporal relationship be-
tween speech and gesture), we are analyzing the com-
mands using a typology based on types of cooper-
ation: specialization, equivalence, redundancy, com-
plementarity, concurrency, and transfer (Martin 1997;
Martin, Julia, ~ Cheyer 1998). Our focus here, how-
ever, concerns the use of referring expressions, and we
therefore restrict our analysis to this issue.

Models of linguistic reference generally consist of two
components. The first is the evolving representation of
the discourse state, or "discourse model", which usu-
ally includes a representation of the salience of previ-
ously introduced entities and events. For instance, en-
tities introduced from an expression occupying subject
position are generally considered as being more salient
for future reference than those introduced from the di-
rect object or other positions. The second component
is a representation of the properties of referring expres-
sions which dictates how they should be interpreted
with respect to the discourse model (Prince 1981;
Gundel, Hedberg, & Zacharski 1993). For instance,
pronouns have been claimed to refer to entities that
are highly salient or ’in focus’, whereas full definite
noun phrases need not refer to salient entities, or even
ones that have been mentioned at all. Similarly, the
choice among different deictic expressions (i.e., ’this’
vs. ’that’) is presumably guided by factors relating to
the relative places at which their antecedents reside
within the discourse model. Within this picture, the
representation of discourse state and the interpretation
of referring expressions against it are kept distinct; fur-
thermore, they are considered independent of the task
underlying the interaction.

An alternative embodied in some multimodal sys-
tems, including ours, could be termed the ’decision
list’ approach. Here, heuristics are encoded as a de-
cision list (i.e., a list of if-then rules applied sequen-

tially) which do not necessarily enforce a strict sep-
aration between the representation of multimodally-
integrated salience factors and the identities and prop-
erties of particular referring expressions. Furthermore,
these rules might even query the nature of the task be-
ing performed or the type of command being issued,
if task analyses would suggest that such differences be
accounted for (Oviatt, DeAngeli, & Kuhn 1997).

A unified, modularized theory of reference which is
applicable across multimodal applications is presum-
ably preferable to a decision list approach. Huls et
al. (1995) in fact take this position and propose such
a mechanism. They describe data arising from ses-
sions in which subjects interacted with a system using
a keyboard to type natural language expressions and
a mouse to simulate pointing gestures. To model dis-
course state, they utilize Alshawi’s (1987) framework,
in which context factors (CFs) are assigned significance
weights and a decay function according to which the
weights decrease over time. Significance weights and
decay functions are represented together via a list of
the form [Wl,...,wn,0], in which wl is an initial signifi-
cance weight which is then decayed in accordance with
the remainder of the list. The salience value (SV) 
an entity inst is calculated as a simple sum of the sig-
nificance weights W(CF~):

i=l

Four "linguistic CFs" and three "perceptual CFs"
were encoded. Linguistic CFs include weights for being
in a major constituent position ([3,2,1,0]), the subject
position ([2,1,0], in addition to the major constituent
weight), a nested position ([1,0]), and expressing a 
lation ([3,2,1,0]). Perceptual CFs include whether the
object is visible ([1,...,1,0]), selected ([2,...,2,0]), and 
dicated by a simultaneous pointing gesture ([30,1,0]).
The weights and decay functions were determined by
trial and error.

To interpret a referring expression, the system
chooses the most salient entity that meets all type con-
straints imposed by the command and by the expres-
sion itself (e.g., the referent of "the file" in "close the
file" must be something that is a file and can be closed).
This strategy was used regardless of the type of refer-
ring expression. Huls et al. tested their framework on
125 commands containing referring expressions, and
compared it against two baselines: (i) taking the most
recent compatible reference, and a pencil-and-paper
simulation of a focus-based algorithm derived from
Grosz and Sidner (1986). They found that all 125 re-
ferring expressions were correctly resolved with their
approach, 124 were resolved correctly with the Grosz
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and Sidner simulation, and 119 were resolved correctly
with the simple recency-based strategy.

The fact that all of the methods do very well, includ-
ing a rather naive recency-based strategy, indicates a
lack of difficulty in the problem. Particularly notewor-
thy in light of linguistic theories of reference is that this
success was achieved with resolution strategies that
were not tied to choice of referring expression. That is,
well-known differences between the conditions in which
forms such as "it", "this", "that", "here", and "there"
are used apparently played no role in interpretation.

We were thus inclined to take a look at the refer-
ence behavior shown in our corpus. Table 1 summa-
rizes the distribution of referring expressions within
information-seeking commands for our 10 subjects.
(Commands to manipulate the environment, such as
to scroll the screen or close a window, were not in-
cluded.) On the vertical axis are the types of referential
form used. The symbol ¢ denotes "empty" referring
expressions corresponding to phonetically unrealized
arguments to commands (e.g., the command "Infor-
mation", when information is requested for a selected
hotel). Full NPs are noun phrases for which interpre-
tation does not require reference to context (e.g., "The
Royal Ontario Museum"), whereas definite NPs are re-
duced noun phrases that do (e.g., "the museum").

On the horizontal axis are categories indicating the
information status of referents. We first distinguish be-
tween cases in which an object was gestured to (e.g.,
by pointing or circling) at the time the command was
issued, and cases in which there was no such gesture.
"Unselected" refers to a (visible) object that is not
selected. "Selected Immediate" includes objects that
were selected and mentioned in the previous command,
whereas "Selected Not Immediate" refers to objects
that have remained selected despite intervening com-
mands that have not made reference to it (e.g., due to
intervening commands to show the calendar or scroll
the screen). There was also one outlying case, in which
the user said "Are there any Spanish restaurants here",
in which "here" referred to the area represented by the
entire map.

These data show a divergence between the distri-
bution of referring expressions and the heuristics one
might use to resolve them. On one hand, there are dis-
tributional differences in even our admittedly limited
amount of data that accord roughly with expectations.
For instance, unselected entities, which are presumably
not highly salient, were never referred to with pronom-
inal forms without an accompanying gesture. Instead,
nonpronominal noun phrases were used (20 full NPs
and 2 definite NPs), and in all cases the content of
the noun phrase constrained reference to one possible

antecedent (e.g., "the museum" when only one mu-
seum was visible). Also, the antecedents of empty re-
ferring expressions were almost always highly-focused
(selected, immediate) objects when no accompanying
gesture was used, and "it" always referred to a se-
lected, immediate antecedent. Finally, in accordance
with their generally deictic use, "this NPs" (e.g., "this
museum") and "this" were usually accompanied by 
simultaneous gesture. "Here" was only used when ac-
companied by such a gesture, whereas "there" was used
for all types of selected referents.

Certain other facets of the distribution are more con-
trary to expectation. For instance, in 36 cases a full
NP was used to refer to a selected, immediate object
which, as such, was a candidate for a reduced refer-
ential expression. In four of these cases, the user also
gestured to the antecedent, resulting in an unusually
high degree of redundancy. We suspect that such us-
age may result from a bias some users have regarding
the ability of computer systems to interpret natural
language.

Despite the distributional differences among the ref-
erential forms, a simple algorithm can be articulated
which handles all of the data without making reference
to the type of referential expression used nor its distri-
butional properties. First, the algorithm narrows the
search given any type constraints imposed by the con-
tent (vs. the type) of the referring expression, as when
full and definite NPs are used. As indicated earlier,
in these cases the constraints narrowed the search to
the correct referent. The remaining cases are captured
with two simple rules: if there was a simultaneous ges-
ture to an object, then that object is the referent; oth-
erwise the referent is the currently selected object.

While our preliminary findings accord with Huls et
al., we have articulated our rules in decision list form
rather than a salience ordering scheme. In fact, at
least part of the Huls et al. analysis appears to be of
the decision list variety, albeit cast in a salience order-
ing format. For instance, they found, as did we, that
all referring expressions articulated with simultaneous
gesturing to an object refer to that object. While they
encode this preference with a very large weight (30),
this value is chosen only to make certain that no other
antecedent can surpass it.

To conclude, the question of whether a unified view
of salience and reference for multimodal systems can
be provided remains open. It appears that the nature
of the tasks used in our experiments and by Huls et
al. makes for a relatively easy resolution task. This
could be due to two reasons: either reference is gen-
erally so constrained in multimodal interactions that
the distinctions made by different referring expressions
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No Gesture Simultaneous Gesture
Form Unselected I Selected Selected Unselected Selected Selected Total

Immediate Not Immediate Immediate Not Immediate
Full NP 2O 32 5 10 4 0 71

Definite NP 2 1 1 0 0 0 4
"here" 0 0 0 5 3 0 8

"there" 0 7 3 0 3 1 14
"this" NP 0 0 0 2 10 0 12
"that" NP 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

"this" 0 4 0 8 5 0 17
"they" 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

"it"

¢
0 6 0 0 2 0 8
0 22 2 13 1 0 38

TOTAL 22 74 11 38 28 1 II 174

Table h Distribution of Referring Expressions

become unimportant for understanding, or the sys-
tems that have been developed have not been complex
enough to evoke the full power of human language and
gestural communication. We expect that in fact the
latter is the case, and are currently designing systems
in more complicated domains to test this hypothesis.

Conclusions and Future Work

We have described an implemented multimodal travel
guide application be!ng used in a WOZ setting to
gather data on how successful reference is accom-
plished. We presented a preliminary analysis of data
which suggests that, as is evident in Huls et al.’s (1995)
more extensive study, the interpretation of referring ex-
pressions can be accounted for by a set of rules which
do not make reference to the type of expression used.
This is contrary to previous research on linguistic refer-
ence, in which the differences between such forms have
been demonstrated to be crucial for understanding.

We suspect that this not a general result, but in-
stead a product of the simplicity of the tasks around
which these multimodal systems have been developed.
We are currently planning the development of a cri-
sis management scenario which would involve expert
or trainee fire-fighters directing resources to objectives
while using a multimodal computerized terrain model.
This model will be three-dimensional and dynamic, in
contrast to the two-dimensional, static map applica-
tion. We expect that the complexity of the task will
evoke much richer interactions, and thus may serve to
clarify the use of reference in these settings.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an emerging application of multimodal
interface research to distributed applications. We have
developed the QuickSet prototype, a pen/voice system running
on a hand-held PC, communicating via wireless LAN through an
agent architecture to a number of systems, including NRaD's'
LeatherNet system, a distributed interactive training simulator
built for the US Marine Corps. The paper describes the overall
system architecture, a novel multimodal integration strategy
offering mutual compensation among modalities, and provides
examples of multimodal simulation setup. Finally, we discuss
our applications experience and evaluation.
KEYWORDS: multimodal interfaces, agent architecture,
gesture recognition, speech recognition, natural language
processing, distributed interactive simulation.
1. INTRODUCTION
A new generation of multimodal systems is emerging in which
the user will be able to employ natural communication
modalities, including voice, hand and pen-based gesture, eye-
tracking, body-movement, etc. [Koons et al., 1993; Oviatt,
1992, 1996; Waibel et al., 1995] in addition to the usual
graphical user interface technologies. In order to make
progress on building such systems, a principled method of
modality integration, and a general architecture to support it is
needed. Such a framework should provide sufficient flexibility
to enable rapid experimentation with different modality
integration architectures and applications. This
experimentation will allow researchers to discover how each
communication modality can best contribute its strengths yet
compensate for the weaknesses of the others.

Fortunately, a new generation of distributed system frameworks
is now becoming standardized, including the CORBA and
DCOM frameworks for distributed object systems. At a higher
level, multiagent architectures are being developed that allow
integration and interoperation of semi-autonomous knowledge-
based components or "agents". The advantages of these
architectural frameworks are modularity, distribution, and
asynchrony - a subsystem can request that a certain
functionality be provided without knowing who will provide it,
where it resides, how to invoke it, or how long to wait for it.
In virtue of these qualities, these frameworks provide a
convenient platform for experimenting with new architectures
and applications.

In this paper, we describe QuickSet, a collaborative,
multimodal system that employs such a distributed, multiagent
architecture to integrate not only the various user interface
components, but also a collection of distributed applications.
QuickSet provides a new unification-based mechanism for
fusing partial meaning representation fragments derived from
the input modalities. In so doing, it selects the best joint
interpretation among the alternatives presented by the
underlying spoken language and gestural modalities.
Unification also supports multimodal discourse. The system is
scaleable from handheld to wall-sized interfaces, and
interoperates across a number of platforms (PC's to UNIX
workstations). Finally, QuickSet has been applied to a
collaborative military training system, in which it is used to
control a simulator and a 3-D virtual terrain visualization
system.

This paper describes the "look and feel" of the multimodal
interaction with a variety of back-end applications, and
discusses the unification-based architecture that makes this new
class of interface possible. Finally, the paper discusses the
application of the technology for the Department of Defense.

I NRaD = US Navy Command and Control Ocean Systems Center
Research Development Test and Evaluation (San Diego).
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2. QUICKSET

QuickSet is a collaborative, handheld, multimodal system for
interacting with distributed applications. In virtue of its
modular, agent-based design, QuickSet has been applied to a
number of applications in a relatively short period of time,
including:

" Simulation Set-up and Control - Quickset is used to
control LeatherNet [Clarkson and Yi, 1996], a system
employed in training platoon leaders and company
commanders at the USMC base at Twentynine Palms,
California. LeatherNet simulations are created using the
ModSAF simulator [Courtmanche and Ceranowicz, 1995]
and can be visualized in a wall-sized virtual reality CAVE
environment [Cruz-Neira et al., 1993; Zyda et al., 1992]
called CommandVu. A QuickSet user can create entities,
give them missions, and control the virtual reality
environment from the handheld PC. QuickSet
communicates over a wireless LAN via the Open Agent
Architecture (OAA) [Cohen et aL, 1994] to ModSAF, and
to CommandVu, each of which have been made into agents
in the architecture.

* Force Laydown - QuickSet is being used in a second effort
called ExInit (Exercise Initialization), that enables users to
create large-scale (division- and brigade- sized) exercises.
Here, QuickSet interoperates via the agent architecture
with a collection of CORBA servers.

* Medical Informalics - A version of QuickSet is used in
selecting healthcare in Portland, Oregon. In this
application, QuickSet retrieves data from a database of
2000 records about doctors, specialties, and clinics.

Next, we turn to the primary application of QuickSet
technology.

3. NEW INTERFACES FOR DISTRIBUTED
SIMULATION

Begun as SIMNET in the 1980's [Thorpe, 1987], distributed,
interactive simulation (DIS) training environments attempt to
provide a high degree of fidelity in simulating combat
equipment, movement, atmospheric effects, etc. One of the
U.S. Government's goals, which has partially motivated the
present research, is to develop technologies that can aid in
substantially reducing the time and effort needed to create large-
scale scenarios. A recently achieved milestone is the ability to
create and simulate a large-scale exercise, in which there may be
on the order of 60,000 entities (e.g., a vehicle or a person).

QuickSet addresses two phases of user interaction with these
simulations: creating and positioning the entities, and
supplying their initial behavior. In the first phase, a user
"lays down" or places forces on the terrain, which need to be
positioned in realistic ways, given the terrain, mission,
available equipment, etc. In addition to force laydown the user
needs to supply them with behavior, which may involve
complex maneuvering, communication, etc.

Our contribution to this overall effort is to rethink the nature
of the user interaction. As with most modem simulators, DISs
are controlled via graphical user interfaces (GUIs). However,
GUI-based interaction is rapidly losing its benefits, especially
when large numbers of entities need to be created and
controlled, often resulting in enormous menu trees. At the same
time, for reasons of mobility and affordability, there is a strong
user desire to be able to create simulations on small devices
(e.g., PDA's). This impending collision of trends for smaller

screen size and for more entities requires a different paradigm
for human-computer interaction with simulators.

A major design goal for QuickSet is to provide the same user
input capabilities for handheld, desktop, and wall-sized
terminal hardware. We believe that only voice and gesture-
based interaction comfortably span this range. QuickSet
provides both of these modalities because it has been
demonstrated that there exist substantive language, task
performance, and user preference advantages for multimodal
interaction over speech-only and gesture-only interaction with
map-based tasks [Oviatt, 1996; Oviatt, in press].2 Specifically,
for these tasks, multimodal input results in 36% fewer task
performance errors, 35% fewer spoken disfluencies, 10% faster
task performance, and 23% fewer words, as comppred to a
speech-only interaction. Multimodal pen/voice interaction is
known to be advantageous for small devices, for mobile users
who may encounter different circumstances, for error avoidance
and correction, and for robustness [Oviatt, 1992; Oviatt 1995].

In summary, a multimodal voice/gesture interface
complements, but also promises to address the limitations of,
current GUI technologies for controlling simulators. In
addition, it has been shown to have numerous advantages over
voice-only interaction for map-based tasks. These findings had
a direct bearing on the interface design and architecture of
QuickSet.

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In order to build QuickSet, distributed agent technologies based
on the Open Agent Architecture were employed because of its
flexible asynchronous capabilities, its ability to run the same
set of software components in a variety of hardware
configurations, ranging from standalone on the handheld PC to
distributed operation across numerous computers, and its easy
connection to legacy applications. Additionally, the
architecture supports user mobility in that less
computationally-intensive agents (e.g., the map interface) can
run on the handheld PC, while more computationally-intensivo
processes (e.g., natural language processing) can operate
elsewhere on the network. The agents may be written in any
programming language (here, Quintus Prolog, Visual C++,
Visual Basic, and Java), as long as they communicate via an
interagent communication language. The configuration of
agents used in the QuickSet system is illustrated in Figure 1. A
brief description of each agent follows.

Figure 1: The facilitator, channeling
queries to capable agents.

2 Our prior research [Cohen et al., 1989; Cohen, 1992] has demonstrated

the advantages of a muhimodal interface offering natural language and
direct manipulation for controlling simulators and reviewing their results.
2 Open Agent Architecture is a trademark of SRI International.
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5. EXAMPLES

5.1 Leathernet
Holding QuickSet, the user views a map from the ModSAF
simulation. With speech and pen, she then adds entities into
the ModSAF simulation. For example, to create a unit in
QuickSet, the user would hold the pen at the desired location and
utter: 'Ired T72 platoon" resulting in a new platoon of the
specified type being created. The user then adds a barbed-wire
fence to the simulation by drawing a line at the desired location
while uttering "barbed wire." A fortified line can be added
multimodally, by drawing a simple line and speaking its label,
or unimodally, by drawing its military symbology. A minefield
of an amorphous shape is drawn and is labeled verbally. Finally
an MlA1 platoon is created as above. Then the user can assign
a task to the platoon by saying "MlA1 platoon follow this
route" while drawing the route with the pen.

t-Igure 4: UUIeKbGt running on a wiretess nananeia iu. i neuser has created numerous units, fortifications
and objectives.

The results of these commands are visible on the QuickSet
screen, as seen in Figure 4, as well as on the ModSAF
simulation, which has been executing the user's QuickSet
commands in the virtual world (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Controlling the CommandVu 3-D visualization
via QuickSet interaction. QuickSet tablets are on the
desks.

Two specific aspects of QuickSet to be discussed below are its
usage as a collaborative system, and its ability to control a
virtual reality environment

5.1.1 Collaboration.
In virtue of the facilitated agent architecture, when two or more
user interfaces connected to the same network of facilitators
subscribe to and/or produce common messages, they (and their
users) become part of a collaboration. The agent architecture
offers a framework for heterogeneous collaboration, in that
users can have very different interfaces, operating on different
types of hardware platforms, and yet be part of a collaboration.
For instance, by subscribing to the entity-location database
messages, multiple QuickSet user interfaces can be notified of
changes in the locations of entities, and can then render them
in whatever form is suitable, including 2-D map-based, web-
based, and 3-1) virtual reality displays. Likewise, users can
interact with different interfaces (e.g., placing entities on the
2-D map or3-D VR) and thereby affect the views seen by other
users. To allow for tighter synchronicity, the current
implementation also allows users to decide to couple their
interface to those of the other users connected to a given
network of facilitators. Then, when one interface pans and
zooms, the other coupled ones do as well. Furthermore, coupled
interfaces subscribe to the "ink" messages, meaning one user's
ink appears on the others' screens, immediately providing a
shared drawing system. On the other hand, collaborative
systems also require facilities to prevent users from interfering
with one another. QuickSet incorporates authentication of
messages in order that one user's speech is not accidentally
integrated with another's gesture.

In the future, we will provide a subgrouping mechanism for
users, such that there can be multiple collaborating groups
using the same facilitator, thereby allowing users to be able
to choose to join collaborations of specific subgroups. Also to
be developed is a method for handling conflicting actions
during a collaboration.

5.1.2 Multimodal Control of Virtual Travel
Most terrain visualization systems allow only for flight
control, either through a joystick (or equivalent), via keyboard
commands, or via mouse movement. Unfortunately, to make
effective use of such interfaces, people need to be pilots, or at
least know where they are going. Believing this to be
unnecessarily restrictive, our virtual reality set-up follows the
approach recommended by Baker and Wickens [unpublished
ms]., Brooks [1996], and Stoakley et al., [1995] in offering
two "linked" displays - a 2-D "birds-eye" map-based display
(QuickSet), and the 3-D CommandVu visualization. In addition
to the existing 3-D controls, the user can issue spoken or
multimodal commands via the handheld PC to be executed by
ConumandVu. Sample commands are:

"CommandVu, heads up display on,"
"take me to objective alpha!"

"fly me to this platoon <gesture on QuickSet map>" (see Figure
4).

"fly me along this route <draws route on QuickSet map> at fifty
meters"

Spoken interaction with virtual worlds offers distinct
advantages over direct manipulation, in that users are able to
describe entities and locations that are not in view, can be
teleported to those out-of-view locations and entities, and can
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QuickSet interface: On the handheld PC is a geo-referenced
map of some region,4 such that entities displayed on the map
are registered to their positions on the actual terrain, and
thereby to their positions on each of the various user interfaces
connected to the simulation. The map interface provides the
usual pan and zoom capabilities, multiple overlays, icons, etc.
Two levels of map are shown at once, with a small rectangle
shown on a miniature version of the larger scale map indicating
the portion of it shown on the main map interface.

Employing pen, speech, or more frequently, multimodal input,
the user can annotate the map, creating points, lines, and areas
of various types. The user can also create entities, give them
behavior, and watch the simulation unfold from the handheld.
When the pen is placed on the screen, the speech recognizer is
activated, thereby allowing users, to speak and gesture
simultaneously. The interface offers controls for various
parameters of speech recognition, for loading different maps,
for entering into collaborations with other users, for
connecting to different facilitators, and for discovering other
agents who are connected to the facilitator. The QuickSet
system also offers a novel map-labeling algorithm that
attempts to minimize the overlap of map labels as the user
creates more complex scenarios, and as the entities move (cf.
[Christensen et al., 1996]).

Speech recognition agent: The speech recognition agent
used in QuickSet is built on IBM's VoiceType Application
Factory and VoiceType 3.0, recognizers, as well as Microsoft
Whisper speech recognizer.

Gesture recognition agent: QuickSet's pen-based gesture
recognizer consists of both a neural network [Pittman, 1991,
Manke et al., 1994] and a set of hidden Markov models. The
digital ink is size-normalized, centered in a 2D image, and fed
into the neural network as pixels. The ink is also smoothed,
resampled, converted to deltas, and given as input to the HMM
recognizer. The system currently recognizes 68 pen-gestures,
including various military map symbols (platoon, mortar,
fortified line, etc.), editing gestures (deletion, grouping), route
indications, area indications, taps, etc. The probability
estimates from the tvo recognizers are combined to yield
probabilities for each of the possible interpretations. The
inclusion of route and area indications creates a special problem
for the recognizers, since route and area indications may have a
variety of shapes. This problem is further compounded by the
fact that the recognizer needs to be robust in the face of sloppy
writing. More typically, sloppy forms of various map
symbols, such as those illustrated in Figure 3, will often take
the same shape as some route and area indications. A solution
for this problem can be found by combining the outputs from
the gesture recognizer with the outputs from the speech
recognizer, as is described in the following section.

Figure 2: Pen drawings of routes and areas. Routes and
areas do not have signature shapes that can be
used to identify them.

4 QuickSet can employ either UTM or Latitude/Longitude coordinate
systems.

mortar tank deletion mechanized
platoon company

Figure 3: Typical pen input from real users, The recognizer must
be robust in the face of sloppy input.

Natural language agent: The natural language agent
currently employs a definite clause grammar and produces typed
feature structures as a representation of the utterance meaning,
Currently, for the force laydown and mission assignment tasks,
the language consists of noun phrases that label entities, as
well as a variety of imperative constructs for supplying
behavior.

Text-to-Speech agent; Microsoft's text-to-speech system
has been incorporated as an agent, residing on each individual
PC.

Multimodal integration agent: The task of the
integrator agent is to field incoming typed feature structures
representing individual interpretations of speech and of
gesture, and identify the best potential unified interpretation,
multimodal or unimodal. In order for speech and gesture to be
incorporated into a multimodal interpretation, they need to be
both semantically and temporally compatible. The output of
this agent is a typed feature structure representing the preferred
interpretation, which is ultimately routed to the bridge agent
for execution. A more detailed description of multimodal
interpretation is in Section 6.

Simulation agent: The simulation agent, developed
primarily by SRI International [Moore et al., 1997], but
modified by us for multimodal interaction, serves as the
communication channel between the OAA-brokered agents and
the ModSAF simulation system. This agent offers an API for
ModSAF that other agents can use.

Web display agent: The Web display agent can be used to
create entities, points, lines, and areas, and posts queries for
updates to the state of the simulation via Java code that
interacts with the blackboard and facilitator. The queries are
routed to the running ModSAF simulation, and the available
entities can be viewed over a WWW connection.

CommandVu agent: Since the CommandVu virtual reality
system is an agent, the same multimodal interface on the
handheld PC can be used to create entities and to fly the user
through the 3-D terrain.

Application bridge agent: The bridge agent generalizes
the underlying applications' API to typed feature structures,
thereby providing an interface to the various applications such
as ModSAF, CommandVu, and Exinit. This allows for a
domain-independent integration architecture in which
constraints on multimodal interpretation are stated in terms of
higher-level constructs such as typed feature structures, greatly
facilitating reuse.

CORBA bridge agent: This agent converts OAA messages
to CORBA IDL (Interface Definition Language) for the Exercise
Initialization project.

To see how QuickSet is used, we present the following
examples.
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ask questions about entities in the scene. We are currently
engaged in research to allow the user to gesture directly into
the 3-D scene while speaking, a capability that will make these
more sophisticated interactions possible.

5.2 Exercise Initialization: Exinit
QuickSet has been incorporated into the DoD's new Exercise
Initialization tool, whose job is to create the force laydown and
initial mission assignments for very large-scale simulated
scenarios. Whereas previous manual methods for initializing
scenarios resulted in a large number of people spending more
than a year in order to create a division-sized scenario, a
60,000+ entity scenario recently took a single ExInit user 63
hours, most of which was computation.

Exlnit is distinctive in its use of CORBA technologies as the
interoperation framework, and its use of inexpensive off-the-
shelf personal computers. ExInit's CORBA servers (written or
integrated by MRJ Corp. and Ascent Technologies) include a
relational database (Microsoft Access or Oracle), a
geographical information system (CARIS), a "deployment"
server that knows how to decompose a high-level unit into
smaller ones and position them in realistic ways with respect to
the terrain, a graphical user interface, and QuickSet for
voice/gesture interaction.

In order for the QuickSet interface to work as part of the larger
ExInit system, a CORBA bridge agent was written for the OAA,
which communicated via IDL to the CORBA side, and via the
interagent communication language to the OAA agents. Thus,
to the CORBA servers, QuickSet is viewed as a Voice/Gesture
server, whereas to the QuickSet agents, ExInit is simply
another application agent. Users can interact with the QuickSet
map interface (which offers a fluid multimodal interface), and
view ExInit as a "back-end" application similar to ModSAF. A
diagram of the QuickSet-ExInit architecture can be found in
Figure 6. Shown there as well is a connection to DARPA's
Advanced Logistics Program demonstration system for which
QuickSet is the user interface.

To illustrate the use of QuickSet for ExInit, consider the
example of Figure 7, in which, a user has said: "Multiple
boundaries," followed in rapid succession by a series of
multimodal utterances such as "Battalion <draws line>,"
"Company <draws line>," etc. The first utterance tells ExInit
that subsequent input is to be interpreted as a boundary line, if
possible. When the user then names an echelon and draws a
line, the multimodal input is interpreted as a boundary of the
appropriate echelon.

QuickSet

Numerous features describing engineering works, such as a
fortified line, a berm, minefields, etc. have also been added to
the map using speech and gesture. Then the user creates a
number of armored companies facing 45 degrees in defensive
posture; he is now beginning to add armored companies facing
225 degrees, etc. Once the user is finished positioning the
entities, he can ask for them to be deployed to a lower-level
(e.g., platoon).

An informal user test was recently run in which an experienced
ExInit user (who had created the 60,000 entity scenario)
designed his own test scenario involving the creation of 8 units
and 15 control measures (e.g., the lines and areas shown in
Figure 7). The user first entered the scenario via the Exnit
graphical user interface, a standard Microsoft Windows mouse-
menu-based GUI. Then, after a relatively short training
session with QuickSet, he created the same scenario using
speech and gesture. Interaction via QuickSet resulted in a two-
fold to seven-fold speedup, depending on the size of the units
involved (companies or battalions). Although a more
comprehensive user test remains to be conducted, this early data
point indicates the productivity gains that can potentially be
derived from using multimodal interaction.

ACiI £ ' aI

igure 7: QuickSet used for Exinit -
large-scale exercise initialization

5.3 Multimodal Interaction with Medical
Information: MIMI
The last example a QuickSet-based application is MIMI, which
allows users to find appropriate health care in Portland,
Oregon. Working with the Oregon Health Sciences University,
a prototype was developed that allows users to inquire using
speech and gesture about available health care providers. For
example, a user might say "show me all psychiatrists in this
neighborhood <circling gesture on map>". The system
translates the multimodal input into a query to a database of
doctor records. The query results in a series of icons being
displayed on the map. Each of these icons contains one or
more health care providers meeting the appropriate criterion.
Figure 8 show the map-based interaction supported by MIMI.
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Users can ask to see details of the providers and clinics, ask
follow-up questions, and inquire about transportation to those
sites.

In summary, QuickSet provides a multimodal interface to a
number of distributed applications, including simulation, force
laydown, virtual reality, and medical informatics. The heart of
the system is its ability to integrate continuous spoken
language and continuous gesture. Section 6 discusses the
unification-based architecture that supports this multimodal
integration.

6. MULTIMODAL INTEGRATION
Given the advantages of multimodal interaction, the problem of
integrating multiple communication modalities is key to future
human-computer interfaces. However, in the sixteen years since
the "Put-That-There" system [Bolt 1980], research on
multimodal integration has yet to yield a reusable scaleable
architecture for the construction of multimodal systems that
integrate gesture and voice. As we reported in Johnston et al.
[1997], we see four major limiting factors in previous
approaches to multimodal integration:

* The majority of approaches only consider simple deictic
pointing gestures made with a mouse [Brison and
Vigouroux (ms.); Cohen 1992; Neal and Shapiro 1991;
Wauchope 1994] or with the hand [Bolt, 1980; Koons et al
1993].

" Most previous approaches have been primarily language-
driven, treating gesture as a secondary dependent mode
[Neal and Shapiro 1991, Cohen 1992; Brison and
Vigouroux (ins.), Koons et al 1993, Wauchope 1994]. In
these approaches, integration of gesture is triggered by the
appearance of expressions in the speech stream whose
reference needs to be resolved, such as definite and deictic
noun phrases (e.g. 'the platoon facing east,' 'this one',
etc.).

" None of the existing approaches provide a well-understood
and generally applicable common meaning representation
for the different modes.

" None of the existing approaches provide a general and
formally-well defined mechanism for multimodal
integration.

6.1 Multimodal Architecture Requirements
In order to create such a mechanism we need:
* Parallel recognizers and "understanders" that produce a set

of time-stamped meaning fragments for each continuous
input stream

" A common framework within which to represent those
meaning fragments

" A time-sensitive grouping process that decides which
meaning fragments from each modality stream should be
combined. For example, should the gesture in a sequence of
<speech, gesture, speech> be interpreted with the
preceding speech, the following speech, or by itself?

" Meaning "fusion" operations that combine semantically
compatible meaning fragments. The modality
combination operation needs to allow any meaningful part
to be expressed in any of the available modalities

" A process that chooses the best joint interpretation of the
multimodal input. Such a process will support mutual
compensation of modes - allowing, for example, speech
to compensate for errors in gesture recognition, and vice-
versa.

* A flexible asynchronous architecture that allows
multiprocessing and can keep pace with human input.

6.2 Overview Of Quickset's Approach To
Multimodal Integration
Using a distributed agent architecture, we have developed a
multimodal integration process for QuickSet that meets these
goals.

" The system employs continuous speech and continuous
gesture recognizers running in parallel. A wide range of
continuous gestural input is supported, and Integration
may be driven by either mode.

* Typed feature structures are used to provide a clearly defined
and well understood common meaning representation for
the modes.

* Multimodal integration is accomplished through
unification.

* The integration is sensitive to the temporal characteristics
of the input in each mode.

* The unification-based integration method allows spoken
language and gesture to compensate for recognition errors
in the other modality.

* The agent architecture offers a flexible asynchronous
framework within which to build multimodal systems,

In the remainder of this section, we briefly present the
multimodal integration method. Further information can be
found in [Johnston et al., 1997].

6.3 A Temporally-Sensitive Unification-Based
Architecture for Multimodal Integration
One the most significant challenges facing the development of
effective multimodal interfaces concerns the integration of
input from different modes. In QuickSet, inputs from each mode
need to be both temporally and semantically compatible before
they will be fused into an integrated meaning.

6.3.1 Temporal compatibility
In recent empirical work [Oviatt et al. 1997], it was discovered
that when users speak and gesture in a sequential manner, they
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gesture first, then speak within a relatively short time window;
speech rarely precedes gesture. As a consequence, our
multimodal intepreter prefers to integrate gesture with speech
that follows within a short time interval, than with preceding
speech. If speech arrives after that interval, the gesture will be
interpreted unimodally. This temporally-sensitive architecture
requires that there at least be time stamps for the beginning and
end of each input stream. However, this strategy may be
difficult to implement for a distributed environment in which
speech recognition and gesture recognition might be performed
by different machines on a network, requiring a
synchronization of clocks. For this reason, it is preferable to
have speech and gestural processing performed on the same
machine.

6.3.2 Semantic compatibility through unification
of typed feature structures
Semantic compatibility is captured via unification over typed
feature structures [Carpenter 1990, 1992; Calder 1987].
Unification is an operation that determines the consistency of
two representational structures, and if they are consistent
combines them into a single result. Feature structure unification
is a generalization of term unification in logic programming
languages, such as Prolog (and is often implemented using term
unification). Feature structure unification differs from term
unification in logic programming where the features are
positionally encoded in a term, in that they are explicitly
labeled and unordered in a feature structure.
A feature structure consists of a collection of feature-value
pairs. The value of a feature may be an atom, a variable, or
another feature structure. When two features structures are
unified, a composite structure containing all of the feature
specifications from each component structure is formed. Any
feature common to both feature structures must not clash in its
value. If the values of a common feature are atoms they must be
identical. If one is a variable, it becomes bound to the value of
the corresponding feature in the other feature structure. If both
are variables, they become bound together, constraining them
to always receive the same value (if unified with another
appropriate feature structure). If the values are themselves
feature structures, the unification operation is applied
recursively. Importantly, feature structure unification can result
in a directed acyclic graph structure when more than one value
in the collection of feature/values pairs makes use of the same
variable. Whatever value is ultimately unified with that
variable thus will fill the value slot of all the corresponding
features, resulting in a DAG.
Typed feature structures are an extension of the representation
whereby feature structures and atoms are assigned to
hierarchically ordered types. Typed feature structure unification
requires pairs of feature structures or pairs of atoms which are
being unified to be compatible in type. To be compatible in
type, one must be in the transitive closure of the subtype
relation with respect to the other. The result of a typed
unification is the more specific feature structure or atom in the
type hierarchy.
Typed feature structure unification is ideally suited to the task of
multimodal integration because we want to determine whether a
given piece of gestural input is compatible with a given piece
of spoken input, and if they are compatible, to combine the two
inputs into a single result that can be interpreted by the system.
Unification is appropriate for multimodal integration because it

can combine complementary or redundant input from both
modes 'but rules out contradictory inputs.

6.3.3 Advantages of typed feature structure
unification
We identify four advantages of using typed feature structure
unification to support multimodal integration - partiality,
mutual compensation, structure sharing, and multimodal
discourse. These are discussed below.

Partial meaning representations. The use of feature
structures as a semantic representation framework facilitates the
specification of partial meanings. Spoken or gestural input
which partially specifies a command can be represented as an
underspecified feature structure in which certain features are not
instantiated, but are given a certain type based on the semantics
of the input. For example, if a given speech input can be
integrated with a line gesture, it can be assigned a feature
structure with an underspecified location feature whose value is
required to be of type line, as in Figure 9 where the spoken
phrase 'barbed wire' is assigned the feature structure shown.[ rstyle: barbed- wire

object: color:red

eline.objLlabel: "Barbed Wire"

create-linel location:lief ]

Figure 9: Feature Structure for 'barbed wire'

Since QuickSet is a task-based system directed toward setting up
a scenario for simulation, this phrase is interpreted as a
partially specified creation command. Before it can be
executed, it needs a location feature indicating where to create
the line, which is provided by the user's drawing on the screen.
The user's ink is likely to be assigned a number of
interpretations, for example, both a point interpretation and a
line interpretation, which are represented' as typed feature
structures (see Figures 10 and 11). Interpretations of gestures
as location features are assigned the more general command
type which unifies with all of the commands supported by the
system, one of which is createJine (see Figure 9).

location:
command

[xcoord: 95305
pointLycoord: 9436511

Figure 10: Point Interpretation of Gesture

[ '[coordlist: ]

location: [(95301,94360),/ l ~a tz n :  (95305,94365),[

command- in, (95310,94380)] ]
Figure 11: Line Interpretation of Gesture

Multimodal Compensation. In the example case above,
both speech and gesture have only partial interpretations, one
for speech, and two for gesture. Since the speech interpretation
(Figure 7) requires its location feature to be of type line, only
unification with the line interpretation of the gesture will

5 Redundant multimodal input occurs infrequently in map-based tasks
[Oviatt and Olsen, 1994; Oviatt et a]. 1977].
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succeed and be passed on as a valid multimodal interpretation
(Figure 12).

style: barbed_wire

object: color: red ]
line ob label"Barbed Wire"

[coordlist: 1
[(95301,94360), /

location: (95305,94365),

create- line line 95310,94380)J

Figure 12: Feature Structum for Multimodal Une Creation

The ambiguity of interpretation of the gesture was resolved by
integration with speech, which in this case required a location
feature of type line. If the spoken command had instead been
'M1A1 Platoon', intending to create an entity at the indicated
location, it would have selected the point interpretation of the
gesture in Figure 10. Similarly, if the spoken command
described an area, for example a swamp, it would only unify
with an interpretation of gesture as an area designation. In each
case the unification-based integration strategy compensates for
errors in gesture recognition through type constraints on the
values of features.

Gesture also compensates for errors in speech recognition. As a
simple example, in the open microphone mode, spurious
speech recognition errors are more common than with click-to-
speak, but are frequently rejected by the system because of the
absence of a compatible gesture for integration. For example,
if the system recognizes 'MIAI platoon', but there is no
overlapping or immediately preceding gesture to provide the
location, the speech will be ignored. More generally, the
architecture also supports selection among the n-best speech
recognition results on the basis of the preferred gesture
recognition. We obtain the best joint interpretation using the
maximum of the sum of the log probabilities of the spoken and
gestural interpretations among the semantically and temporally
compatible joint interpretations. We are currently engaged in
quantifying the benefits observed by this mutually
compensatory recognition process.

Structure Sharing. Another advantage of typed feature
structure unification is the use of shared variables among
elements of the feature structure. For example, if the user says
"MIA1 platoon facing this way <draws arrow>", in the
resulting feature structure, the orientation feature of the
command is structured-shared with the angle of its location
feature. When it is unified with an arrow gesture feature
structure, the orientation feature is automatically instantiated
with the angle at which the arrow was drawn.

Multimodal Discourse. The user can explicitly enter into a
"mode" in which s/he is creating a specific type of entity, for
example, MIAl platoons, by simply saying "multiple MIAl
platoons." This results in a more specific feature structure that
will subsequently be unified with future input (Figure 13).

F type: mlal 1
object, echelon: platoon

location: poi,[ ]
posture: posture.va[ I

create_unit_ orieniation: orienrt_.al I
Figure 13: Feature structure for the"mode" of creabng MIA1 platoonsP

For example, the user could then place the pen at a desired
location and say "whiskey four six," intending to create an
MIAI platoon named "W46" at that location. Any phrase
resulting in a structure that unifies with the type of entity that
is being created will result in the creation of that more specific
type of entity. For instance, the subsequent utterances
"whiskey four seven facing southeast," "whiskey four eight
oriented one hundred and thirty five degrees," (see Figure 7),
result in the creation of units with those names and
orientations. When there is no interpretation that unifies with
the one initially specified, the "mode" is ended.

In summary, we have identified four main advantages to using
unification of typed feature structures as the core of a
multimodal integration process: partiality, mutual'
compensation, structure sharing, and multimodal discourse. In
virtue of these capabilities, the QuickSet system is now a
usable testbed for experimenting with multimodal architectures,
and for developing next-generation multimodal systems.

Vo and Wood [1996] and Waibel et al., [1995] present an
approach to multimodal integration similar in spirit to that
presented here in that it accepts a variety of gestures and Is not
solely speech-driven. However, we believe that unification of
typed feature structures provides a more general, formally well-
understood, and reusable mechanism for multimodal integration
than the frame merging strategy that they describe. In
particular, the unification approach allows for DAG
interpretations and supports multimodal discourse in an elegant
way. Cheyer and Julia (1995] sketch a system based on
Oviatt's [1996] results and the Open Agent Architecture (Coheh
et al., 1994], but describe neither the integration strategy nor
multimodal compensation.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
QuickSet has been delivered to the US Navy and US Marine
Corps. for use at Twentynine Palms, California, where it is
primarily used to set up training scenarios and to control the
virtual environment, The system was also used by the US
Army's 82 Airborne Corps. at Ft. Bragg during the Royal
Dragon Exercise. There, QuickSet was deployed in a tent, where
it was subjected to noise from explosions, low-flying jet
aircraft, generators, etc. Not surprisingly, it readily became
apparent that spoken interaction with QuickSet would not be
feasible. To support usage in such a harsh environment, a
complete overlap in functionality between speech, gesture, and
direct manipulation was desired. The system has been revised to
accommodate these needs. As part of Exlnit, QuickSet is being
delivered to STRICOM, the US Army's Simulation and Training
Command for use in DARPA's STOW-97 Advanced Concept
Demonstration.

Regarding the multimodal interface itself, QuickSet has
undergone a "proactive" interface evaluation in that high-
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fidelity "wizard-of-Oz" studies were performed in advance of
building the system, which predicted the utility of multimodal
over unimodal speech as an input to map-based systems
[Oviatt, 1996; Oviatt et al., 1997]. For example, it was
discovered there that multimodal interaction would lead to
simpler language than unimodal speech. Such observations
have been confirmed when examining how users would create
linear features with CommandTalk [Moore et al., 1997, a
unimodal spoken system that also controls LeatherNet.
Whereas to create a "phase line" between two three-digit <x,y>
grid coordinates, a user would have to say: "create a line from
nine four three nine six one to nine five seven nine six eight
and call it phase line green," a QuickSet user would say "phase
line green" while drawing a line. Given that numerous
difficult-to-process linguistic phenomena (such as utterance
disfluencies) are known to be elevated in lengthy utterances and
also to be elevated when people speak locative constituents
[Oviatt, 1996; Oviatt in press], multimodal interaction that
permits pen input to specify locations offers the possibility of
more robust recognition.

In summary, we have developed a handheld system that
integrates numerous advanced technologies, including speech
recognition, gesture recognition, natural language processing,
multimodal integration, distributed agent technologies, and
reasoning. The multimodal integration strategy allows speech
and gesture to compensate for each other, yielding a more
robust system. We are currently engaged in evaluation
experiments to quantify the benefits of this approach. The
system interoperates with existing military simulators and
virtual reality environments through a distributed agent
architecture. QuickSet has been deployed for the US Navy, US
Marine Corps, and the US Army, and is being integrated into
the DARPA STOW-97 ACTD. We are currently evaluating its
performance in the field.
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Abstract

In this paper we propose a coherent approach for studying and implementing multimodal interfaces. This approach is based on six basic
"types of cooperation" between modalities: transfer, equivalence, specialization, redundancy, complementarity and concurrence. Definitions
and examples of these types of cooperations are given in the paper.
We have used this approach to develop both theoretical tools (a framework, and formal notations) and software tools (a language for
specifying multimodal input, and a module integrating events detected on several modalities).
These tools have been applied to the development of a prototype enabling a user to interact with a geographic map by combining speech
recognition, pointing gestures with a mouse and a keyboard. We explain the underlying software architecture and give details on how the
multimodal module may enable "multimodal recognition scores".
Finally, we describe what we believe "intelligent" multimodal systems should be, and how our approach based on the types of cooperation
between modalities could be used in this direction.

1. Introduction
2. Theoretical tools
3. The CARTOON prototype
4. The specification language
5. The multimodal module
6. Conclusions and perspectives
7. References

1. Introduction

The development of multimodal systems addresses several issues [Maybury 1994]: content selection ("what to say"), modality allocation
("which modality to say it"), modality realization ("how to say that in that modality") and modality combination. Our work deals with the
"modality combination" issue. A multimodal interface developer has to know how to combine modalities and why this combination may
improve the interaction. Although several multimodal interfaces have already been developed [CMC 1995 ; IMMI 1995], there is still a
lack of coherent theoretical and software tools.

In the first part of this paper, we propose a theoretical framework for analyzing modality combinations. The second part details two
software tools based on the framework: a specification language and a multimodal module using Guided Propagation Networks. Illustrative
examples are taken from a prototype enabling multimodal interrogation of a geographic map developed by [Goncalves et al. 1997].

2. Theoretical tools

A system should use multimodality only if it helps in achieving usability criteria and requirement specifications such as:

* improving recognition in a noisy (audio, visual or tactile) environment,
* enabling a fast interaction,
* being intuitive or easy to learn,
* adapting to several environments, users or user's be-haviors,
* enabling the user to easily link presented information to more global contextual knowledge,
* translating information from one modality to another modality...

These usability criteria may depend on the application to be developed. From a multimodal point of view, they can be seen as "goals of
cooperation" between modalities. How can modalities cooperate and be combined to achieve each of these goals ? We propose six basic
"types of cooperation" between modalities: transfer, specialization, equivalence, redundancy, complementarity and concurrency. In this
section, we define each of them and give examples on how they may help in reaching usability criteria (figure 1). In our definitions, a
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modality is considered as a process receiving and producing chunks of information. More examples of types of cooperation can be found in
[Martin et al. in press].

Adqptation to users
Adaptation to environS, fit

Intuitiveness or faster learning
Fast inter4ction

Recogniti and nderstanding

P

Figure 1. The framework proposed in this paper for studying and designing multimodal interfaces. Six "types of cooperation"
between modalities (horizontal axis) may be involved in several "goals of cooperation (vertical axis). For instance (red box), it has

been shown that with redundant displayed text and vocal output, a user learned faster how to use a graphical interface [Wang et al.
19931.

2.1. Equivalence

When several modalities cooperate by equivalence, this means that a chunk of information may be processed as an alternative, by either of
them.

In COMIT, a multimodal interface that we have developed, the user can create a graphical interface (windows, buttons, scrollbars) inter-
actively by combining speech, mouse and keyboard. For instance, the user may either utter or type "create a scrollbar" to create a new
scrollbar.

The EDWARD system [Huls and Bos 1995] is applied to hierarchical file system management. It allows the user to choose at any time
during the interaction the style that suits best at that moment (mouse or natural language). Experimental tests have shown that subjects
tended to choose the mouse for selecting an object with a long name. Yet, when the object was difficult to locate on the screen, subjects
preferred typing.

Equivalence also enables adaptation to the user by cus-tomization: the user may be allowed to select the modalities he prefers [Hare et al.
1995]. The formation of accurate mental models of a multimodal system seems dependent upon the implementation of such options over
which the user has control [Sims and Hedberg 1995].

Thus, equivalence means alternative. It is clear that differences between each modality, either cognitive or technical, have to be considered.

2.2 Specialization

When modalities cooperate by specialization, this means that a specific kind of information is always processed by the same modality.

Specialization is not always absolute and may be more precisely defined: one should distinguish data-relative specialization and modality-
relative specialization. In several systems, sounds are somehow specialized in errors notification (forbidden commands are signaled with a
beep). On the other way, it is a modality-relative specialization if sounds are not used to convey any other type of information. It is a data-
relative specialization if errors only produce sounds and no graphics or text. When there is a one-to-one relation between a set of
information and a modality, we will speak of an absolute specialization.

Specialization may help the user to interpret the events produced by the computer (to link them to the global contextual knowledge). This
means that the choice of a given modality adds semantic information and hence helps the interpretation process.

When a modality is specialized, it should respect the specificity of this modality including the information it is good at representing. For
instance, in reference interpretation, the designation gesture aims at selecting a specific area and the verbal channel provides a frame for the
interpretation of the reference: categorical information, constraints on the number of objects selected [Bellalem and Romary 1995].
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In an experimental study [Bressole et al. 1995] aiming at the understanding of cooperative cognitive strategies used by air traffic
controllers, non-verbal resource are revealed to be a specific vector of communication for some types of information which are not verbally
expressed such as the emergency of a situation. Intuitive specialization of a modality may goes against its technical specificities. In the
Wizard of Oz experiment dealing with a tourist application described in [Siroux et al. 19951, despite the low recognition rate of town
names, the users did not use the tactile screen to select a town but used speech instead.

2.3. Redundancy

If several modalities cooperate by redundancy, this means that the same information is processed by these modalities.

In COMIT, if the user types "quit" on the keyboard or utters "quit", the system asks for a confirmation. But if the user both types and utters
"quit", the systems interpret this redundancy to avoid a confirmation dialogue thus enabling a faster interaction by reducing the number of
actions the user has to perform.

Regarding intuitiveness, redundancy has been observed in the Wizard of Oz study described in [Siroux et al. 1995]: sometimes the user
selected a town both by speech and a touch on the tactile screen.

Regarding learnability of interfaces, it has been observed that a redundant multimodal output involving both visual display of a text and
speech restitution of the same text enabled faster graphical interface learning [Dowell et al. 1995]. Redundancy between visual and vocal
text with verbatim reinforcement was also tested in [Huls and Bos 1995] with natural language descriptions of the objects the user
manipulates and the action he performs. Although speech coerced the subjects into reading the typed descriptions, the subjects made more
errors and were slower than with the visual text output only.

2.4. Complementarity

When several modalities cooperate by complementarity, it means that different chunks of information are processed by each modality but
have to be merged. First systems enabling the "put that there" command for the ma-nipulation of graphical objects are described in
[Carbonnel 1970 ; Bolt 1980]. In COMIT, if the user wants to create a radio button, he may type its name on the keyboard and select its
position with the mouse. These two chunks of information have to be merged to create the button with the right name at the right posi-tion.
This complementarity may enable a faster interac-tion since the two modalities can be used simultaneously and convey shorter messages
which are moreover better recognized than long messages.

In [Huls and Bos 1995], experiments have shown that the use of complementarity input such as "Is this a report ?" while pointing on a file,
increases with user's experience.

Complementarity may also improve interpretation, as in [Santana and Pineda 1995] where a graphical output is sufficient for an expert but
need to be completed by a textual output for novice users. An important issue con-cerning complementarity is the criterion used to merged
chunks of information in different modalities. The most classical approaches are to merge them because they are temporally coincident,
temporally sequential or spatially linked. Regarding intuitiveness, complementarity behavior were observed in [Siroux et al. 1995]. Two
types of behavior did feature complementarity. In the "sequential" behavior, which was rare, the user would by example utter "what are the
campsites at" and then select a town with the tactile screen. In the "synergistic" behavior, the user would utter "Are there any campsites
here ?" and select a town with the tactile screen while pronouncing "here". Regarding the output from the computer, it was observed in the
experiment described in [Hare et al. 19951 that spatial linking of related information encourages the user's awareness of causal and
cognitive links. Yet, when having to retrieve complementary chunks of information from different media, users behavior tended to be
biased towards sequential search avoiding synergistic use of several modalities.

Modalities cooperating by complementarity may be specialized in different types of information. In the example of a graphical editor, the
name of an object may be always specified with speech while its position is specified with the mouse. But modalities cooperating by
complementarity may be also be equivalent for different types of information. As a matter of fact, the user could also select an object with
the mouse and its new position with speech ("in the upper right corner"). Nevertheless, the complementary use of specialized modalities
gives the advantages of specialization: speech recognition is improved since the vocabulary and syntax is simpler than a complete linguistic
description.

2.5. Transfer

When several modalities cooperate by transfer, this means that a chunk of information produced by a modality is used by another modality.

Transfer is commonly used in hypermedia interfaces when a mouse click provokes the display of an image. In information retrieval
applications, the user may express a request in one modality (speech) and get relevant information in another modality (video) [Foote et al.
1995]. Output information may not only be retrieved but also produced from scratch. Several systems generate graphical descriptions of a
scene from a linguistic description [0 Nuallain and Smith 1994]. Natural language instruc-tions can also be used to create animated
simulations of virtual human agents carrying out tasks [Webber 19951. Similarly, the visual description of a scene can be used to generate a
linguistic description [Jackendoff 19871 or a multimodal description [Andr6 and Rist 19951. Let's say that all these previous examples
involved transfer for a goal of translation.

Transfer may also be involved in other goals such as improving recognition: mouse click detection may be transferred to a speech modality
in order to ease the recognition of predictable words (here, that...) as in the GERBAL system [Salisbury et al. 1990].
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2.6. Concurrency

Finally, when several modalities cooperate by concurrency, it means that different chunks of information are processed by several
modalities at the same time but must not be merged. This may enable a faster interaction since several modalities are used in parallel.

2.7. Formal notations

To define more precisely these types of cooperation, we propose logical formal notations. They aim at stating explicitly the parameters of
each type of cooperation and the relation between these parameters which is subsumed by the type of cooperation. We consider the case of
input modalities (human towards computer). These formal notations have helped us in defining a specification language for implementing
multimodal interfaces (next section).

We define a modality as a process receiving and pro-ducing chunks of information. A modality M is formally defined by:

" E(M) the set of chunks of information received by M
" S(M) the set of chunks of information produced by M

Two modalities M l and M2 cooperate by transfer when a chunk of information produced by Ml can be used by M2 after translation by a
transfer operator tr which is a pa-rameter of the cooperation.

transfer (M, M 2 , tr):
tr(S(M)) cE(M)

An input modality M cooperate by specialization with a set of input modalities Mi in the production of a set I of chunks of information if M
produces I (and only I) and no modality in Mi produces I.

specialisation(M I, {jJ):
I = S) A VM 7 , 1(2vS )

Two input modalities M l and M2 cooperate by equiva-lence for the production of a set I of chunks of informa-tion when each element i of I
can be produced either by Ml or M2. An operator eq controls which modality will be used and may take into account user's preferences,
environmental features, information to be transmitted...

equivalence (A/1 , M 2, I e&):
V i ef,3 e1 EE(M), B e 2 E(MZ), i = eq((Mi, e), ( 2 , eJ)

Two input modalities MI and M2 cooperate by redundancy for the production of a set I of chunks of informa-tion when each element i of I
can be produced by an operator re merging a couple (s 1, s2) produced respec-tively by Ml and M2. The operator re will merge (s 1, s2) if
their redundant attribute has the same value and a criterion crit is true. A chunk of information has several attributes. For instance, a chunk
of information sent by a speech recognizer has the following attributes: time of detection, label of recognized word, recognition score. The
redundant attribute of two modalities plays a role in deciding whether two chunks of information produced by these modalities is redundant
or complementary.

redundancy (M, M 2, I, redundantattribute, crit):
Vi L Es 1 GS(M9 S2 GSM),

redundant attribute (si) = redundant attribute (s2)A
i = re(sl, s2 ,, trio)

Two input modalities M l and M2 cooperate by complementarity for the production of a set I of chunks of in-formation when each element i
of I can be produced by an operator co merging a couple (s I, s2) produced re-spectively by Ml and M2. The process co will merge (s I, s2)
if their redundant attribute does not have the same value and a criterion crit is true:
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complementarity (Al, M 2, I redundant-attribute, crit):
V i El, s, ES(M), -S E S(M2),
redundant attribute (si) redundant attribute (s2)A
I = co(sj, s2,, crit)

In the next sections, we introduce a specification language based on these formal notation. This language has been used for the
implementation of a multimodal prototype: CARTOON.

3. The CARTOON prototype

We have implemented CARTOON (CARTography and cOOperatioN between modalities), a multimodal interface to a cartographic
application developed by [Goncalves et al. 1997] enabling the manipulation of streets, the computation of shortest itinerary... Multimodal
interrogation of maps seems to be a promising application for multimodal systems [Cheyer and Julia 1995 ; Siroux et al. 1995] as more and
more tourist information is available on the Internet. Figure 2 shows a screen dump during a multimodal interaction in CARTOON. A map
is displayed on the screen. The user may combine speech utterances and pointing gestures with the mouse. For instance, the user may utter
(translated from French) "I want to go from here to here ". Then the system computes the shortest itinerary and the streets to be taken are
displayed in red. The following combinations are possible with CARTOON:

Where is the police station ?
Show me the hospital
I want to go from here to the hospital
I am in front of the police station. How can I go here ?
What is the name of this building ?
What is this ?
Show me how to go from here to here

Figure 2. Example of a multimodal interaction with the CARTOON prototype. The events detected on the three modalities (speech,
mouse, keyboard) are displayed in the lower window as a function of time. In this case, the detected speech events were:

"I want to-go", "here", "here". Two mouse clicks were detected. The system integrated these events as a request and displays the
shortest itinerary.

In the current version, there is no linguistic analysis preliminary to the multimodal fusion. Events produced by the speech recognition
system (a Vecsys Datavox) are either words ("here") or sequences of words ("I want to go"). There are 38 such possible speech events.
Each speech event is characterized by: the recognized word, the time of utterance and the recognition score.

The pointing gestures events are characterized by an (x, y) position and the time of detection.
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The overall hardware and software architecture is described in figure 3.

Figure 3. hardware and software architecture. Events detected on the speech, mouse and keyboard modalities (left-hand side) are
time-stamped coherently by a Modality Server [Bourdot et al. 951. The events are then integrated in our multimodal module

TYCOON (in the middle) which merges them and sends messages to the cartography and itinerary application (right-hand side).

4. The specification language

The combination of modalities used in CARTOON are described in a specification language that is based on our formal notations. In this
section, we explain parts of the specification file used for CARTOON.

Firstly, the modality used are specified (the objects modality is activated when one graphical object such as a building is mouse-clicked)

modality Speech Keyboard Mouse Objects

Then, these modalities are connected to the multimodal module:

Speech
Mouse
Keyboard
Objects

Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal

The events to be detected on each modality are also specified (38 speech items):

event Speech where-is
show me
I-am
I want togo

For each command of the cartographic application, the possible combination of modalities are specified. Here is the example of the

command NameOf: A variable V3 is defined as the beginning of a sequence:

start_sequence Multimodal V3

It is may be activated by one event among several (the word "name" typed on the keyboard or the speech items "what is the name of' or
"what is that"):

equivalence Multimodal V3
Keyboard name
Speech what is the nameof
Speech what is that

This V3 variable is linked sequentially to a second vari-able V4:.

complementaritysequence Multimodal V3 V4

V4 may only be activated by a mouse event:

specialization Multimodal V4 Mouse

V4 is bound to a parameter of an application module which is involved in the execution process:

bindapplication ParameterlNameOf
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V4 is the last variable of the sequence:

end_sequence Multimodal V4 NameOf

5. The multimodal module

The multimodal module used in CARTOON is based on Guided Propagation [B~roule 1985] (figure 4). Such networks comprise
elementary processing units: event-detectors and multimodal units. Event detectors (square units) selectively respond to events at the
moment they occur in the environment. When activated by an event, these event-detectors send a signal to the multimodal units (circle
units) to which they are connected. The connections between the units are build from the specification file described in the previous
section.

Speech Keyboard Mouse A)
list end here open click here 10.871 * -

B)
here

cick

V1 C)
tj Qc c2 2

V2-
V3 - MP- i. t

Figure 4: the multimodal module uses Guided Propagation Networks. Left-hand side: a network integrating events detected on
three modalities is composed of event-detectors (square units) and multimodal units (circle units). Right-hand side: three properties

of these networks enable multimodal recognition scores (see text).

The activity level of a detector at the end of a multimodal command pathway corresponds to the way an occurrence of this command
matches its internal representation. This "matching score" accounts for the degree of distortions undergone by the reference multimodal
command, including noisy, missing or inverse components. Initially applied to robust parsing [Westerlund et al. 1994], this feature has been
adapted to multimodality [Veldman 1995]. This quantified matching score results from three properties of GPN (figure 4, right-hand side):

" A: the amplitude of the signal emitted by a speech detector is proportional to the recognition score provided by the speech recogniser
" B: a multimodal unit can be activated even if some expected events are missing (in this case, the amplitude of the signal emitted by

this variable is lower than the maximum)
" C: the bigger the temporal distortion between two events, the weaker their summation (or note of temporal proximity), because of the

decreasing shape of the signals.

6. Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we have described some theoretical and software tools that we have developed. We explained how we used them for
implementing a multimodal interface to a cartography application. The main features of our work are the typology of types of cooperation
that we propose and the capacity of our multimodal module to provide multimodal recognition scores.

We plan to improve the CARTOON system in the following directions:

" make user studies to test the advantages of multimodal recognition scores and to evaluate the types of cooperation that are used by
the user

" develop linguistic and semantic representations (which are currently missing in our work) : we plan to connect our multimodal
module to the linguistic tools developed by [Briffault et al. 1997] and test several possibilities of interaction such as early dropping of
linguistic hypothesis due to multimodal results

" extend the gesture modality to circling and trajectory gestures on a tactile screen

More generally, what should be an "intelligent" multimodal system ? We propose hereafter some answers to this question. It should:

" recognize several input modalities (speech, hand and body gesture, gaze)
" generate contextual output modalities (speech, displayed text and graphics) depending on the users profile, behavior and environment
" be intuitive to use
" integrate multi-users dialogues mediated by the computer
* manipulate semantic representations
* find out dynamically the most important goal of cooperation between modalities depending on the user and environmental features

DISH, Exh. 1024, p. 7
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" dynamically select (these three questions have to be tackled together):
" the information to be transmitted
" the modalities to be used (and hence the media)
" the types of cooperation between modalities to be used
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Abstract

Recent empirical research has shown con-
clusive advantages of multimodal interac-
tion over speech-only interaction for map-
based tasks. This paper describes a mul-
timodal language processing architecture
which supports interfaces allowing simulta-
neous input from speech and gesture recog-
nition. Integration of spoken and gestural
input is driven by unification of typed fea-
ture structures representing the semantic
contributions of the different modes. This
integration method allows the component
modalities to mutually compensate for each
others' errors. It is implemented in Quick-
Set, a multimodal (pen/voice) system that
enables users to set up and control dis-
tributed interactive simulations.

1 Introduction

By providing a number of channels through which
information may pass between user and computer,
multimodal interfaces promise to significantly in-
crease the bandwidth and fluidity of the interface
between humans and machines. In this work, we are
concerned with the addition of multimodal input to
the interface. In particular, we focus on interfaces
which support simultaneous input from speech and
pen, utilizing speech recognition and recognition of
gestures and drawings made with a pen on a complex
visual display, such as a map.

Our focus on multimodal interfaces is motivated,
in part, by the trend toward portable computing de-
vices for which complex graphical user interfaces are
infeasible. For such devices, speech and gesture will
be the primary means of user input. Recent em-
pirical results (Oviatt 1996) demonstrate clear task
performance and user preference advantages for mul-
timodal interfaces over speech only interfaces, in par-

ticular for spatial tasks such as those involving maps.
Specifically, in a within-subject experiment during
which the same users performed the same tasks in
various conditions using only speech, only pen, or
both speech and pen-based input, users' multimodal
input to maps resulted in 10% faster task comple-
tion time, 23% fewer words, 35% fewer spoken dis-
fluencies, and 36% fewer task errors compared to
unimodal spoken input. Of the user errors, 48% in-
volved location errors on the map-errors that were
nearly eliminated by the simple ability to use pen-
based input. Finally, 100% of users indicated a pref-
erence for multimodal interaction over speech-only
interaction with maps. These results indicate that
for map-based tasks, users would both perform bet-
ter and be more satisfied when using a multimodal
interface. As an illustrative example, in the dis-
tributed simulation application we describe in this
paper, one user task is to add a "phase line" to a
map. In the existing unimodal interface for this ap-
plication (CommandTalk, Moore 1997), this is ac-
complished with a spoken utterance such as 'CRE-
ATE A LINE FROM COORDINATES NINE FOUR
THREE NINE THREE ONE TO NINE EIGHT
NINE NINE FIVE ZERO AND CALL IT PHASE
LINE GREEN'. In contrast the same task can be ac-
complished by saying 'PHASE LINE GREEN' and
simultaneously drawing the gesture in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Line gesture

The multimodal command involves speech recog-
nition of only a three word phrase, while the equiva-
lent unimodal speech command involves recognition
of a complex twenty four word expression. Further-
more, using unimodal speech to indicate more com-
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plex spatial features such as routes and areas is prac-
tically infeasible if accuracy of shape is important.

Another significant advantage of multimodal over
unimodal speech is that it allows the user to switch
modes when environmental noise or security con-
cerns make speech an unacceptable input medium,
or for avoiding and repairing recognition errors (Ovi-
att and Van Gent 1996). Multimodality also offers
the potential for input modes to mutually compen-
sate for each others' errors. We will demonstrate
he', in our system, multimodal integration allows
speech input to compensate for errors in gesture
recognition and vice versa.

Systems capable of integration of speech and ges-
ture have existed since the early 80's. One of the
first such systems was the "Put-That-There" sys-
tem (Bolt 1980). However, in the sixteen years since
then, research on multimodal integration has not
yielded a reusable scalable architecture for the con-
struction of multimodal systems that integrate ges-
ture and voice. There are four major limiting factors
in previous approaches to multimodal integration:

(i) The majority of approaches limit the bandwidth
of the gestural mode to simple deictic pointing
gestures made with a mouse (Neal and Shapiro
1991, Cohen 1991, Cohen 1992, Brison and
Vigouroux (ms.), Wauchope 1994) or with the
hand (Koons et al 1993').

(ii) Most previous approaches have been primarily
speech-driven2 , treating gesture as a secondary
dependent mode (Neal and Shapiro 1991, Co-
hen 1991, Cohen 1992, Brison and Vigouroux
(ms.), Koons et al 1993, Wauchope 1994). In
these systems, integration of gesture is triggered
by the appearance of expressions in the speech
stream whose reference needs to be resolved,
such as definite and deictic noun phrases (e.g.
'this one', 'the red cube').

(iii) None of the existing approaches provide a well-
understood generally applicable common mean-
ing representation for the different modes, or,

(iv) A general and formally-well defined mechanism
for multimodal integration.

'Koons et al 1993 describe two different systems. The
first uses input from hand gestures and eye gaze in order
to aid in determining the reference of noun phrases in the
speech stream. The second allows users to manipulate
objects in a blocks world using iconic and pantomimic
gestures in addition to deictic gestures.

2 More precisely, they are 'verbal language'-driven.
Either spoken or typed linguistic expressions are the
driving force of interpretation.

We present an approach to multimodal integra-
tion which overcomes these limiting factors. A wide
base of continuous gestural input is supported and
integration may be driven by either mode. Typed
feature structures (Carpenter 1992) are used to pro-
vide a clearly defined and well understood common
meaning representation for the modes, and multi-
modal integration is accomplished through unifica-
tion.

2 Quickset: A Multimodal Interface
for Distributed Interactive
Simulation

The initial application of our multimodal interface
architecture has been in the development of the
QuickSet system, an interface for setting up and
interacting with distributed interactive simulations.
QuickSet provides a portal into LeatherNet 3 , a sim-
ulation system used for the training of US Marine
Corps platoon leaders. LeatherNet simulates train-
ing exercises using the ModSAF simulator (Courte-
manche and Ceranowicz 1995) and supports 3D vi-
sualization of the simulated exercises using Com-
mandVu (Clarkson and Yi 1996). SRI Interna-
tional's CommandTalk provides a unimodal spoken
interface to LeatherNet (Moore et al 1997).

QuickSet is a distributed system consisting of a
collection of agents that communicate through the
Open Agent Architecture4 (Cohen et al 1994). It
runs on both desktop and hand-held PCs under Win-
dows 95, communicating over wired and wireless
LANs (respectively), or modem links. The wire-
less hand-held unit is a 3-lb Fujitsu Stylistic 1000
(Figure 2). We have also developed a Java-based
QuickSet agent that provides a portal to the simula-
tion over the World Wide Web. The QuickSet user
interface displays a map of the terrain on which the
simulated military exercise is to take place (Figure
2). The user can gesture and draw directly on the
map with the pen and simultaneously issue spoken
commands. Units and objectives can be laid down
on the map by speaking their name and gesturing
on the desired location. The map can also be an-
notated with line features such as barbed wire and
fortified lines, and area features such as minefields
and landing zones. These are created by drawing the
appropriate spatial feature on the map and speak-

3LeatherNet is currently being developed by the
Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Cen-
ter (NCCOSC) Research, Development, Test and Eval-
uation Division (NRaD) in coordination with a number
of contractors.4Open Agent Architecture is a trademark of SRI
International.
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Figure 2: The QuickSet user interface

ing its name. Units, objectives, and lines can also
be generated using unimodal gestures by drawing
their map symbols in the desired location. Orders
can be assigned to units, for example, in Figure 2
an MIAl platoon on the bottom left has been as-
signed a route to follow. This order is created mul-
timodally by drawing the curved route and saying
'WHISKEY FOUR SIX FOLLOW THIS ROUTE'.
As entities are created and assigned orders they are
displayed on the UI and automatically instantiated
in a simulation database maintained by the ModSAF
simulator.

Speech recognition operates in either a click-to-
speak mode, in which the microphone is activated
when the pen is placed on the screen, or open micro-
phone mode. The speech recognition agent is built
using a continuous speaker-independent recognizer
commercially available from IBM.

When the user draws or gestures on the map, the
resulting electronic 'ink' is passed to a gesture recog-
nition agent, which utilizes both a neural network
and a set of hidden Markov models. The ink is size-
normalized, centered in a 2D image, and fed into the
neural network as pixels, as well as being smoothed,
resampled, converted to deltas, and fed to the HMM
recognizer. The gesture recognizer currently recog-

nizes a total of twenty six different gestures, some of
which are illustrated in Figure 3. They include var-
ious military map symbols such as platoon, mortar,
and fortified line, editing gestures such as deletion,
and spatial features such as routes and areas.

line

tank me chanized
platon company

fortied line

Mortar

point

deletion

barbed vire

Figure 3: Example symbols and gestures

As with all recognition technologies, gesture
recognition may result in errors. One of the factors
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contributing to this is that routes and areas do not
have signature shapes that can be used to identify
them and are frequently confused (Figure 4).

5

Figure 4: Pen drawings of routes and areas

Another contributing factor is that users' pen in-
put is often sloppy (Figure 5) and map symbols can
be confused among themselves and with route and
area gestures.

tank
platoon

deletion mechadzed
company

Figure 5: Typical pen input from real users

Given the potential for error, the gesture recog-
nizer issues not just a single interpretation, but a
series of potential interpretations ranked with re-
spect to probability. The correct interpretation is
frequently determined as a result of multimodal in-
tegration, as illustrated below5 .

3 A Unification-based Architecture
for Multimodal Integration

One the most significant challenges facing the devel-
opment of effective multimodal interfaces concerns
the integration of input from different modes. In-
put signals from each of the modes can be assigned
meanings. The problem is to work out how to com-
bine the meanings contributed by each of the modes
in order to determine what the user actually intends
to communicate.

To model this integration, we utilize a unification
operation over typed feature structures (Carpenter
1990, 1992, Pollard and Sag 1987, Calder 1987, King

5 See Wahlster 1991 for discussion of the role of dialog
in resolving ambiguous gestures.

L= )

2
MOrtu~

r---% L,

1989, Moshier 1988). Unification is an operation
that determines the consistency of two pieces of par-
tial information, and if they are consistent combines
them into a single result. As such, it is ideally suited
to the task at hand, in which we want to determine
whether a given piece of gestural input is compatible
with a given piece of spoken input, and if they are
compatible, to combine the two inputs into a single
result that can be interpreted by the system.

The use of feature structures as a semantic rep-
resentation framework facilitates the specification of
partial meanings. Spoken or gestural input which
partially specifies a command can be represented
as an underspecified feature structure in which cer-
tain features are not instantiated. The adoption of
typed feature structures facilitates the statement of
constraints on integration. For example, if a given
speech input can be integrated with a line gesture,
it can be assigned a feature structure with an under-
specified location feature whose value is required to
be of type line.

inte n heuerinefae lenAgentanits

passed on to the speech recognition and gesture
recognition agents respectively. The natural lan-
guage agent uses a parser implemented in Prolog to
parse strings that originate from the speech recog-
nition agent and assign typed feature structures to
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them. The potential interpretations of gesture from
the gesture recognition agent are also represented as
typed feature structures. The multimodal integra-
tion agent determines and ranks potential unifica-
tions of spoken and gestural input and issues com-
plete commands to the bridge agent. The bridge
agent accepts commands in the form of typed fea-
ture structures and translates them into commands
for whichever applications the system is providing
an interface to.

For example, if the user utters 'M1A1 PLA-
TOON', the name of a particular type of tank pla-
toon, the natural language agent assigns this phrase
the feature structure in Figure 7. The type of each
feature structure is indicated in italics at its bottom
right or left corner.

Fobject: [type : mial 1 1
obct : echelon : platoon I u

create-unit Ilocation I potnt uI

Figure 7: Feature structure for 'MIAI PLATOON'

Since QuickSet is a task-based system directed to-
ward setting up a scenario for simulation, this phrase
is interpreted as a partially specified unit creation
command. Before it can be executed, it needs a lo-
cation feature indicating where to create the unit,
which is provided by the user's gesturing on the
screen. The user's ink is likely to be assigned a num-
ber of interpretations, for example, both a point in-
terpretation and a line interpretation, which the ges-
ture recognition agent assigns typed feature struc-
tures (see Figures 8 and 9). Interpretations of ges-
tures as location features are assigned a general com-
mand type which unifies with all of commands taken
by the system.

location : xcoord : 94365
command Ixor:9351potnt

Figure 8: Point interpretation of gesture

coordlst : 1
location (95305, 94365),comman L [ (95305, 94360),

command (95310,94380)]

Figure 9: Line interpretation of gesture

The task of the integrator agent is to field incom-
ing typed feature structures representing interpreta-
tions of speech and of gesture, identify the best po-
tential interpretation, multimodal or unimodal, and

issue a typed feature structure representing the pre-
ferred interpretation to the bridge agent, which will
execute the command. This involves parsing of the
speech and gesture streams in order to determine po-
tential multimodal integrations. Two factors guide
this: tagging of speech and gesture as either com-
plete or partial and examination of time stamps as-
sociated with speech and gesture.

Speech or gesture input is marked as complete if it
provides a full command specification and therefore
does not need to be integrated with another mode.
Speech or gesture marked as partial needs to be in-
tegrated with another mode in order to derive an
executable command.

Empirical study of the nature of multimodal inter-
action has shown that speech typically follows ges-
ture within a window of a three to four seconds while
gesture following speech is very uncommon (Oviatt
et al 97). Therefore, in our multimodal architec-
ture, the integrator temporally licenses integration
of speech and gesture if their time intervals overlap,
or if the onset of the speech signal is within a brief
time window following the end of gesture. Speech
and gesture are integrated appropriately even if the
integrator agent receives them in a different order
from their actual order of occurrence. If speech is
temporally compatible with gesture, in this respect,
then the integrator takes the sets of interpretations
for both speech and gesture, and for each pairing
in the product set attempts to unify the two fea-
ture structures. The probability of each multimodal
interpretation in the resulting set licensed by unifi-
cation is determined by multiplying the probabilities
assigned to the speech and gesture interpretations.

In the example case above, both speech and
gesture have only partial interpretations, one for
speech, and two for gesture. Since the speech in-
terpretation (Figure 7) requires its location feature
to be of type point, only unification with the point
interpretation of the gesture will succeed and be
passed on as a valid multimodal interpretation (Fig-
ure 10).

object type: mial 1
o t echelon : platoon I
lc [ xcoord :95305 1 I

Llocation [ xcoord :94365create-unit -IP., nt

Figure 10: Multimodal interpretation

The ambiguity of interpretation of the gesture was
resolved by integration with speech which in this
case required a location feature of type point. If
the spoken command had instead been 'BARBED
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WIRE' it would have been assigned the feature
structure in Figure 11. This structure would only
unify with the line interpretation of gesture result-
ing in the interpretation in Figure 12.

o [ style : barbed-wire 1 1
object : color : red line-obj

createlin location : [ for 'ABD IE'

Figure 11: Feature structure for 'BARBED WIRE'

object :

location

create-iine

[ style : barbed-wirecolor :red iebEcoordlist : 1
[(95301, 94360), i
(95305, 94365),
(95310, 94380)] Je

and complete interpretations, the integrator agent
waits for an incoming signal from the other mode. If
no signal is forthcoming from the other mode within
the time window, or if interpretations from the other
mode do not integrate with any interpretations in
the set, then the best of the complete unimodal
interpretations from the original set is sent to the
bridge agent.

For example, the gesture in Figure 13 is used for
unimodal specification of the location of a fortified
line. If recognition is successful the gesture agent
would assign the gesture an interpretation like that
in Figure 14.

Figure 13: Fortified line gesture

Figure 12: Multimodal line creation

Similarly, if the spoken command described an
area, for example an 'ANTI TANK MINEFIELD' ,
it would only unify with an interpretation of gesture
as an area designation. In each case the unification-
based integration strategy compensates for errors in
gesture recognition through type constraints on the
values of features.

Gesture also compensates for errors in speech
recognition. In the open microphone mode, where
the user does not have to gesture in order to speak,
spurious speech recognition errors are more common
than with click-to-speak, but are frequently rejected
by the system because of the absence of a compatible
gesture for integration. For example, if the system
spuriously recognizes 'MiAl PLATOON', but there
is no overlapping or immediately preceding gesture
to provide the location, the speech will be ignored.
The architecture also supports selection among n-
best speech recognition results on the basis of the
preferred gesture recognition. In the future, n-best
recognition results will be available from the recog-
nizer, and we will further examine the potential for
gesture to help select among speech recognition al-
ternatives.

Since speech may follow gesture, and since even si-
multaneously produced speech and gesture are pro-
cessed sequentially, the integrator cannot execute
what appears to be a complete unimodal command
on receiving it, in case it is immediately followed by
input from the other mode suggesting a multimodal
interpretation. If a given speech or gesture input
has a set of interpretations including both partial

object :

location

create-ine

style : fortified.line
color : blue .obj

coordlist :
[(93000,94360),
(93025,94365),

(93112, 94362)) i,,e

Figure 14: Unimodal fortified line feature structure

However, it might also receive an additional po-
tential interpretation as a location feature of a more
general line type (Figure 15).

coordlist:
[(93000,94360),
(93025,94365),

(93112, 94362)]command

Figure 15: Line feature structure

On receiving this set of interpretations, the in-
tegrator cannot immediately execute the complete
interpretation to create a fortified line, even if it is
assigned the highest probability by the recognizer,
since speech contradicting this may immediately fol-
low. For example, if overlapping with or just after
the gesture, the user said 'BARBED WIRE' then
the line feature interpretation would be preferred. If
speech does not follow within the three to four sec-
ond window, or following speech does not integrate
with the gesture, then the unimodal interpretation
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is chosen. This approach embodies a preference for
multimodal interpretations over unimodal ones, mo-
tivated by the possibility of unintended complete
unimodal interpretations of gestures. After more
detailed empirical investigation, this will be refined
so that the possibility of integration weighs in favor
of the multimodal interpretation, but it can still be
beaten by a unimodal gestural interpretation with a
significantly higher probability.

4 Conclusion

We have presented an architecture for multimodal
interfaces in which integration of speech and ges-
ture is mediated and constrained by a unification
operation over typed feature structures. Our ap-
proach supports a full spectrum of gestural input,
not just deixis. It also can be driven by either mode
and enables a wide and flexible range of interactions.
Complete commands can originate in a single mode
yielding unimodal spoken and gestural commands,
or in a combination of modes yielding multimodal
commands, in which speech and gesture are able to
contribute either the predicate or the arguments of
the command. This architecture allows the modes
to synergistically mutual compensate for each oth-
ers' errors. We have informally observed that inte-
gration with speech does succeed in resolving am-
biguous gestures. In the majority of cases, gestures
will have multiple interpretations, but this is rarely
apparent to the user, because the erroneous inter-
pretations of gesture are screened out by the unifi-
cation process. We have also observed that in the
open microphone mode multimodality allows erro-
neous speech recognition results to be screened out.
For the application tasks described here, we have
observed a reduction in the length and complexity
of spoken input, compared to the unimodal spoken
interface to LeatherNet, informally reconfirming the
empirical results of Oviatt et al 1997. For this fam-
ily of applications at least, it appears to be the case
that as part of a multimodal architecture, current
speech recognition technology is sufficiently robust
to support easy-to-use interfaces.

Vo and Wood 1996 present an approach to mul-
timodal integration similar in spirit to that pre-
sented here in that it accepts a variety of gestures
and is not solely speech-driven. However, we be-
lieve that unification of typed feature structures
provides a more general, formally well-understood,
and reusable mechanism for multimodal integration
than the frame merging strategy that they describe.
Cheyer and Julia (1995) sketch a system based on
Oviatt's (1996) results but describe neither the in-
tegration strategy nor multimodal compensation.

QuickSet has undergone a form of pro-active eval-
uation in that its design is informed by detailed pre-
dictive modeling of how users interact multimodally
and it incorporates the results of existing empirical
studies of multimodal interaction (Oviatt 1996, Ovi-
att et al 1997). It has also undergone participatory
design and user testing with the US Marine Corps
at their training base at 29 Palms, California, with
the US Army at the Royal Dragon exercise at Fort
Bragg, North Carolina, and as part of the Command
Center of the Future at NRaD.

Our initial application of this architecture has
been to map-based tasks such as distributed simula-
tion. It supports a fully-implemented usable system
in which hundreds of different kinds of entities can
be created and manipulated. We believe that the
unification-based method described here will read-
ily scale to larger tasks and is sufficiently general
to support a wide variety of other application areas,
including graphically-based information systems and
editing of textual and graphical content. The archi-
tecture has already been successfully re-deployed in
the construction of multimodal interface to health
care information.

We are actively pursuing incorporation of
statistically-derived heuristics and a more sophisti-
cated dialogue model into the integration architec-
ture. We are also developing a capability for auto-
matic logging of spoken and gestural input in order
to collect more fine-grained empirical data on the
nature of multimodal interaction.
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DECLARATION OF HARRY BUNT CONCERNING THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
COOPERATIVE MULTIMODAL COMMUNICATION (CMC /95) IN EINDHOVEN, MAY 24-26, 1995 AND 

THE PUBLICATION OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE CONFERENCE 

I, Harry Bunt, declare as follows: 

1. I am over the age of 18, have never been convicted of a felony or crime of moral 

turpitude and am legally competent to make this declaration. I have personal knowledge 

of the matters stated herein. 

2. I am a Professor at Tilburg University in the Netherlands. 

3. I have been employed by Tilburg University for over 34 years. 

4. In my position, I research and teach in the area of language and artificial intelligence, 

including multimodal human-human and human-computer interaction and natural 

language parsing and generation. 

5. I served as the Chairman of the First International Conference on Cooperative 

Multimodal Communication in Eindhoven, The Netherlands in May of 1995 

("CMC/95"). The conference was held at the Institute of Perception Research at 

Eindhoven. 

6. CMC /95 was attended by at least 50 people. All of the attendees of CMC /95 were active 

participants in the area of multimodal communications. 

7. I was the main organizer of CMC/95. I was personally involved in all aspects of the 

proceedings, from organizing, inviting authors to submit papers, overseeing the review of 
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papers, attending the conference, and the publication of the papers received for the 

conference, including the distribution of those papers to the attendees of the conference. 

8. I am familiar with the paper submitted by Adam Cheyer and Luc Julia of SRI 

International to CMC/95, and presented at CMC/95 entitled "Multimodal Maps: An 

Agent-Based Approach." (hereinafter, "Cheyer"). Cheyer is attached as Exhibit 1 to this 

declaration. 

9. I was personally involved in receiving the Cheyer article, in overseeing the article being 

reviewed by the program committee, and in its publication and dissemination at the CMC 

/95 conference to persons interested in the field. 

10. The Cheyer article was submitted as part of the proceedings and collected in a publication 

with other papers and published as Bunt, H. C., Beun, R. J., & Borghuis, V. A. J. (Eds.) 

(1995), "Proceedings of the international conference on cooperative multimodal 

communication CMC/95, Eindhoven, May 24-26, 1995", Eindhoven: 

Samenwerkingsorgaan Brabantse Universiteiten, (hereinafter "1995 Proceedings 

Publication"), as shown in Exhibit 1. 

11. I am familiar with the process for publication for the 1995 Proceedings Publication which 

included the Cheyer article, as I personally was involved with the publication and am 

listed as one of the editors of the 1995 Proceedings Publication. The 1995 Proceedings 

Publication was published by the Eindhoven University of Technology at the CMC/95 

conference before the beginning of the conference. In particular, the 1995 Proceedings 

Publication was distributed to all attendees of the conference at the time of the 
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conference. Thus, the publication, including the Cheyer article, was available to all 

attendees of the conference no later than May 24, 1995. 

12. Additionally, copies of the 1995 Proceedings Publication including the Cheyer article 

were available from the Eindhoven University of Technology library to interested 

persons in the field. From 1976 to 1983, I was employed at the Institute for Perception 

Research. From 1983 to the present, I have been employed by Tilburg University as a 

Professor. The Institute for Perception Research was a joint venture of the Eindhoven 

University of Technology and Philips Research. Even after 1983, I closely cooperated 

with the Institute for Perception Research and have personal knowledge of the library of 

the Institute for Perceptual Research at Eindhoven and Eindhoven University of 

Technology with respect to its indexing, cataloging, keeping, and public availability of 

the 1995 Proceedings Publication. Based on the markings on page 2 of Exhibit 1, the 

marking "*9690453*" indicates that the work was received, indexed, and cataloged by 

the Institute for Perceptual Research at Eindhoven at least by 1996 because the first two 

numbers indicate the year. The library at the Institute for Perceptual Research at 

Eindhoven was open to the public, including those of ordinary skill in the art. The library 

maintained a catalog of publications that allowed searching on title, author, or keyword. 

The 1995 Proceedings Publication entry in the catalog included the following keywords 

listed on page 3 of Exhibit 1: mens-machine communicatie, multimedia, user-interfaces. 

Based on my knowledge and records, the 1995 Proceedings Publication was available at 

the library from at least 1996 until the Institute for Perceptual Research was closed in 

2001. Thereafter, the publication was transferred to the main library of the Eindhoven 

University of Technology. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a copy of the library records for the 
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1995 Proceeding Publication. Based on my knowledge and experience at the Institute for 

Perceptual Research at Eindhoven, the library records in Exhibit 2 are complete and 

correct. Thus, the 1995 Proceeding Publications have been continuously available from 

the Institute for Perceptual Research at Eindhoven and Eindhoven University of 

Technology from 1996 to the present. Currently the 1995 Proceedings Publication has 

been converted to digital form and can be found and downloaded freely over the Internet 

at https://pure.tue.nliws/files/4264441/466003-1.pdf.  

13. CMC /95 was announced through the commonly used channels for conference 

announcements. Some of the most prominent researchers in the field of multimodal 

communication were involved in papers presented at the conference, including Norman 

Badler, Catherine Pelachaud, Justine Cassel, Mark Steedman, Jaques Siroux, Marc 

Guyomard, Ingrid Zukerman, Jean-Claude Martin, Michael McTear, Susan Luperfory, 

and John Lee, and represented several of the major research centers in this field, such as 

Webber's group at University of Pennsylvania, MIT Media Lab, Zukerman's group at 

Monash University in Australia, SRI International in the United States, LIMSI in Orsay, 

France, Informatics at University of Ulster in Northern Ireland, HCRC in Edinburgh, 

ATR Labs in Kyoto, NTT Labs in Kanagawa, Japan, and IBM Research Lab in 

Yorktown Heights, among other institutions and researchers. Prominent researchers were 

involved in the conference as reviewers, including Walter von Hahn, and Ray Perrault 

from SRI International. This meant that people working in the field were well aware of 

the CMC/95 conference. 

14. People working in the areas of multimodal communications in 1995 would have been 

aware of the CMC /95 conference because the number of researchers and developers 
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working in the field of multimodal communication and spoken language technologies at 

that time was not very large. The papers submitted for the conference were authored by 

researchers and developers working in the field, and peer-reviewed by those in the field. 

15. The Cheyer article was publicly available by May of 1995, including to researchers in the 

field of natural language processing and multimodal communication no later than late 

May of 1995. 

16. In 1995, I was generally familiar with the work of SRI International, especially in the 

areas of natural language processing and multimodal communication. 

17. In 1995, SRI International was generally known by those of skill in the art to have been 

involved in natural language processing and multimodal communication. It would have 

been common for one in the field of natural language processing and/or multimodal 

communication to review and reference SRI International publications, technical 

documents, and conference presentations as a source of information. 

18. A selection of the papers of the CMC/95 proceedings were also published in 1998 in 

Multimodal Human Computer Communication: Systems, Techniques, and Experiments 

[selected papers from the First International Conference on Cooperative Multimodal 

Communication, Eindhoven, May 1995], Harry C. Bunt, Robbert-Jan Beun and Tijn 

Borghuis eds., in Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence 1374 (Berlin: Springer, 1998), 

(hereinafter, "1998 Proceedings Publication") of which the same Cheyer article is at pp. 

111-121. I was personally involved in the 1998 Proceedings Publication and am familiar 

with its contents and its publications. The contents of the 1998 Proceedings Publication 
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in some cases vary from the 1995 Proceedings Publication, to reflect revisions or updates 

to the original 1995 versions of those papers. 

19. The 1998 Proceedings Publication was widely distributed to persons skilled in the field 

and was publicly available by the end of 1998. 
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All statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and all statements made on 
information and belief are believed to be true. I further understand that willful false statements 
and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both under Section 1001 of Title 18 of 
the United States Code. I declare under penalty of perjury of the laws of the United States that 
the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on December 18, 2017 in Driebergen, the Netherlands, 

Harry C. Bunt 
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Preface 

Communication is a bidirectional activity that comes naturally in multimodal form, involving 
both verbal and nonverbal, vocal, visual, tactile and other means of interaction. Natural 
communication is also cooperative, in that the participants make an effort to understand 
each other, and act in a way that takes each other's goals and purposes into account, for 
instanee helping a dialogue partner to obtain relevant information. 

Technica! developments increasingly allow the realization of human-computer interfaces 
where more sophisticated forms of visual and auditory, verbal and nonverbal information are 
used by the computer and where the user is allowed a greater variety of forms of expression. 
Two crudal aspects of natural communication are, however, still conspicuously absent in 
existing user interfaces: 

• real cooperation from the part of the computer, based on a good understanding of the 
user's wants; 

• true multimodality in the sense of fully integrated, simultaneous use of several modalities 
to convey a complex message. 

As a result, human-computer communication is generally felt to be only marginally coopera
tive, and to be unnatural and primitive, compared to natural human communication. 

The present conference aims at contributing to improving the state of the art in cooper
ative multimodal human-computer communication, bringing together researchers involved in 
the design, implementation, and application of forms of cooperative human-computer com
munication where natural language (typed or spoken) is used in combination with other 
modalities, such as visual feedback and direct manipulation. The conference focuses on for
mal, computational, and user aspects of building cooperative multimodal dialogue systems, 
with the following topics being identified in the call for papers: 

• cooperativity in multimodal dialogue 

• natural language semantics in a multimodal context 

• formal and computational models of dialogue context 

• incremental knowledge representation and dialogue 

• · interacting with visual domain representations 

• collaborative problem solving 

• constraint-based approaches to animation and visual modeHing 

• effective use of different interactive modalities 

• modeHing temporal aspects of multimodal communication 

• type theory and natural language interpretation 
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In response to the call for papers, we have received submissions from all over the world 
(Europe, North America, Asia, Australia), from which the programme committee has selected 
17 for paper presentation and 8 for poster presentation at the conference. In addition, the 
conference features a presentation of the multimodal DenK-project, which has provided the 
inspiration for organizing this conference, and invited papers by Mark Maybury, Wolfgang 
Wahlster, Bonnie Webher and Kent Wittenburg. 

I would like to use this occasion to thank the memhers of the programme committee for 
reviewing the submitted contributions for the conference, and the memhers of the organiz
ing committee plus the staffat the Institute for Perception Research IPO, which hosts the 
conference, for all their efforts to make the conference run smoothly. Particular thanks are 
due to the Samenwerkingsorgaan Brabantse Universiteiten (the organization for cooperation 
between the universities in the province of Brabant, i.e. the universities of Tilburg and Eind
hoven), and to the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences (KNAW) fortheir financial support. 

Harry Bunt 
Program Committee chairman. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we discuss how multiple input modalities may he combined to produce 
more natura} user interfaces. To illustrate this technique, we present a prototype map
based application for a travel planning domain. The application is distinguished by a 
synergistic combination of handwriting, gesture and speech modalities; access to exist
ing data sourees including the World Wide Web; and a mobile handheld interface. To 
implement the described application, a hierarchical distributed network of heterogeneous 
software agents was augmented by appropriate functionality for developing synergistic 
multimodal applications. 

Key words: Multimodal Interface, Agent Architecture, Distributed Artificial Intelli
gence. 

1 Introduetion 

As computer systems become more powerful and complex, efforts to make computer inter
faces more simple and natura! become increasingly important. Natura! interfaces should be 
designed to facilitate communication in ways people are already accustomed to using. Such 
interfaces allow users to concentrate on the tasks they are trying to accomplish, not worry 
about what they must do to control the interface. 

In this paper, we begin by discussing what input modalities humans are comfortable 
using when interacting with computers, and how these modalities should best be combined 
in order to produce natura! interfaces. In section three, we present a prototype map-based 
application for the travel planning domain which uses a synergistic combination of several 
input modalities. Section four describes the agent-based approach we used to implement the 
application and the work on which it is based. In section five, we summarize our conclusions 
and future directions. 

2 Natural Input 

2.1 Input Modalities 

Direct manipulation interface technologies are currently the most widely used techniques for 
creating user interfaces. Through the use of menus and a graphical user interface, users are 
presented with sets of discrete actions and the objects on which to perform them. Pointing 
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devices such as a mouse facilitate selection of an object or action, and drag and drop techniques 
allow items to be moved or combined with other entities or actions. 

With the addition of electrooie pen devices, gestural drawings add a new dirneusion direct 
manipulation interfaces. Gestures allow users to communicate a surprisingly wide range of 
meaningful requests with a few simple strokes. Research has shown that multiple gestures can 
be combined to form dialog, with rules of temporal grouping overriding temporal sequencing 
[22]. Gestural commands are particularly applicable to graphical or editing type tasks. 

Direct manipulation interactions possess many desirabie qualities: communication is gen
erally fast and concise; input techniques are easy to learn and remember; the user has a good 
idea about what can be accomplished, as the visual presentation of the available actions is 
generally easily accessible. However, direct manipulation suffers from limitations when trying 
to access or describe entities which are not or can not be visualized by the user. 

Limitations of direct manipulation style interfaces can be addressed by another interface 
technology, that of naturallanguage interfaces. Naturallanguage interfacesexcel in descrihing 
entities that are not currently displayed on the monitor, in specifying temporal relations 
between entities or actions, and in identifying memhers of sets. These strengtbs are exactly 
the weaknesses of direct manipulation interfaces, and concurrently, the weaknesses of natural 
language interfaces ( ambiguity, conceptual coverage, etc.) can be overcome by the strengths 
of direct manipulation. 

Natural language content can be entered through different input modalities, including 
typing, handwriting, and speech. It is important to note that, while the same textual content 
can be provided by the three modalities, each modality has widely varying properties. 

• Spoken language is the modality used first and foremost in human-human interactive 
problem solving [4]. Speech is an extremely fast medium, several times faster than 
typing or handwriting. In addition, speech input contains content that is not present in 
other forms of naturallanguage input, such as prosidy, tone and characteristics of the 
speaker (age, sex, accent). 

• Typing is the most common way of entering information into a computer, because it is 
reasonably fast, very accurate, and requires no computational resources. 

• Handwriting has been shown to be useful for eertaio types of tasks, such as performing 
numerical calculations and manipulating narnes which are difficult to pronounee [18, 19]. 
Because of its relatively slow production rate, handwriting may induce users to produce 
different types of input than is generated by spoken language; abbreviations, symbols 
and non-grammatica! patterns may be expected to be more prevalent amid written 
input. 

2.2 Combination of Modalities 

As noted in the previous section, direct manipulation and naturallanguage seem to be very 
complementary modalities. It is therefore not surprising that a number of multimodal systems 
combine the two. 

Notabie among such systems is the Cohen's Shoptalk system [6], a prototype manufactur
ing and decision-support system that aids in tasks such as quality assurance monitoring, and 
production scheduling. The natural language module of Shoptalk is based on the Chat-85 
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devices such as a mouse facilitate selection of an object or action, and drag and drop techniques
allow items to be moved or combined with other entities or actions.

With the addition of electronic pen devices, gestural drawings add a new dimension direct

manipulation interfaces. Gestures allow users to communicate a surprisingly wide range of

meaningful requests with a few simple strokes. Research has shown that multiple gestures can

be combined to form dialog, with rules of temporal grouping overriding temporal sequencing

[22]. Gesture] commands are particularly applicable to graphical or editing type tasks.

Direct manipulation interactions possess many desirable qualities: communication is gen—

erally fast and concise; input techniques are easy to learn and remember; the user has a good

idea about what can be accomplished, as the visual presentation of the available actions is

generally easily accessible. However, direct manipulation suffers from limitations when trying

to access or describe entities which are not or can not be visualized by the user.

Limitations of direct manipulation style interfaces can be addressed by another interface

technology, that of natural language interfaces. Natural language interfaces excel in describing

entities that are not currently displayed on the monitor, in specifying temporal relations

between entities or actions, and in identifying members of sets. These strengths are exactly

the weaknesses of direct manipulation interfaces, and concurrently, the weaknesses of natural

language interfaces (ambiguity, conceptual coverage, etc.) can be overcome by the strengths

of direct manipulation.

Natural language content can be entered through different input modalities, including

typing, handwriting, and speech. It is important to note that, while the same textual content

can be provided by the three modalities, each modality has widely varying properties.

0 Spoken language is the modality used first and foremost in human-human interactive

problem solving [4]. Speech is an extremely fast medium, several times faster than

typing or handwriting. In addition, Speech input contains content that is not present in

other forms of natural language input, such as prosidy, tone and characteristics of the

speaker (age, sex, accent).

o Typing is the most common way of entering information into a computer, because it is

reasonably fast, very accurate, and requires no computational resources.

- Handwriting has been shown to be useful for certain types of tasks, such as performing

numerical calculations and manipulating names which are difficult to pronounce [18, 19].

Because of its relatively slow production rate, handwriting may induce users to produce

different types of input than is generated by spoken language; abbreviations, symbols

and non-grammatical patterns may be expected to be more prevalent amid written

input.

2.2 Combination of Modalities

As noted in the previous section, direct manipulation and natural language seem to be very

complementary modalities. It is therefore not surprising that a number of multimodal systems
combine the two.

Notable among such systems is the Cohen‘s Shoptalk system [6], a prototype manufactur-

ing and decision-support system that aids in tasks such as quality assurance monitoring, and

production scheduling. The natural language module of Shoptalk is based on the Chat-85
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Figure 1: Multimodal Application for Travel Planning 

naturallanguage system [25] and is particularly good at handling time, tense, and temporal 
reasoning. 

A number of systems have focused on combining the speed of speech with the reference 
provided by direct manipulation of a mouse pointer. Such systems include the XTRA system 
[1], CUBRICON [15], the PAC-Amodeus model [16], and TAPAGE [9]. 

XTRA and CUBRICON are both systems that combine complex spoken input with mouse 
clicks, using several knowledge sourees for reference identification. CUBRICON's domain is 
a map-based task, making it similar to the application developed in this paper. However, the 
two are different in that CUBRICON can only use direct manipulation to indicate a specific 
item, whereas our system produces a richer mixing of rnadalities by adding both gestural and 
written language as input modalities. 

The PAC-Amodeus systems such as VoicePaint and Notebook allow the user to syner
gistically combine vocal or mouse-click commands when interacting with notes or graphical 
objects. However, due to the selected domains, the natura! language input is very simple, 
generally of the style "Insert a note here." 

TAPAGE is another system that allows true synergistic combination of spoken input with 
direct manipulation. Like PAC-Amodeus, TAPAGE's domain provides only simple linguistic 
input. However, TAPAGE uses a pen-based interface instead of a mouse, allowing gestural 
commands. TAPAGE, selectedas a building block for our map application, will he described 
more in detail in section 4.2. 

Other interesting work regarding the simultaneous combination of handgestures and gaze 
can he found in [2, 13]. 

3 A Multimorlal Map Application 

In this section, we will describe a prototype map-based application for a travel planning 
domain. In order to provide the most natura! user interface possible, the system permits the 
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natural language system [25] and is particularly good at handling time, tense, and temporal

reasoning.

A number of systems have focused on combining the speed of speech with the reference

provided by direct manipulation of a mouse pointer. Such systems include the XTRA system

[1], CUBRICON [15], the PAC-Amodeus model [16], and TAPAGE [9].

XTRA and CUBRICON are both systems that combine complex Spoken input with mouse

clicks, using several knowledge sources for reference identification. CUBBICON’s domain is

a map—based task, making it similar to the application developed in this paper. However, the

two are different in that CUBRICON can only use direct manipulation to indicate a specific

item, whereas our system produces a richer mixing of modalities by adding both gestural and

written language as input modalities.

The PAC—Amodeus systems such as VoicePaint and Notebook allow the user to syner-

gistically combine vocal or mouse-click commands when interacting with notes or graphical

objects. However, due to the selected domains, the natural language input is very simple,

generally of the style "Insert a note here.”

TAPAGE is another system that allows true synergistic combination of spoken input with

direct manipulation. Like PAC—Amodeus, TAPAGE’s domain provides only simple linguistic

input. However, TAPAGE uses a pen-based interface instead of a mouse, allowing gestural

commands. TAPAGE, selected as a building block for our map application, will be described
more in detail in section 4.2.

Other interesting work regarding the simultaneous combination of handgestures and gaze

can be found in [2, 13].

3 A Multimodal Map Application

In this section, we will describe a prototype map—based application for a travel planning

domain. In order to provide the most natural user interface possible, the system permits the
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'user to simultaneously combine direct manipulation, gestural drawings, handwritten, typed 
and spoken natural language When designing the system, other criteria were considered as 
well: 

• The user interface must be light and fast enough to run on a handheld PDA while able 
to access applications and data that may require a more powerful machine. 

• Existing commercial or research naturallanguage and speech recognition systems should 
be used. 

• Through the multimodal interface, a user must be able to transparently access a wide 
variety of data sources, including information stared in HTML form on the World Wide 
Web. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the user is presented with a pen sensitive map display on which 
drawn gestures and written naturallanguage statements may be combined with spoken input. 
As opposed toa static paper map, the location, resolution, and content presented by the map 
change, according to the requestsof the user. Objectsof interest, such as restaurants, movie 
theaters, hotels, taurist sites, municipal buildings, etc. are displayed as icons. The user may 
ask the map to perfarm various actions. For example : 

• distance calculation : e.g. "How far is the hotel from Fisherman's Wharf?" 

• object location : e.g. "Where is the nearest post office?" 

• filtering : e.g. "Display the French restaurants within 1 mile of this hotel." 

• information retrieval: e.g. "Show me all available information about Alcatraz." 

The application also makes use of multimodal (multimedia) output as wellas input: video, 
text, sound and voice can all be combined when presenting an answer to a query. 

During input, requests can be entered using gestures (see Figure 2 for sample gestures), 
handwriting, voice, or a combination of pen and voice. For instance, in order to calculate the 
distance between two points on the map, a cammand may be issued using the following: 

• gesture, by simply drawing a line between the two points of interest. 

• voice, by speaking "What is the distance from the post office to the hotel?". 

• handwriting, by writing "dist p.o. to hotel?" 

• synergistic combination of pen and voice, by speaking "What is the distance from here 
to this hotel?" while simultaneously indicating the specified locations by pointing or 
circling. 

Notice that in our example of synergistic combination of pen and voice, the arguments to 
the verb "distance" can be specified before, at the same time, or shortly after the vocalization 
of the request to calculate the distance. If a user's request is ambiguous or underspecified, the 
system will wait several seconds and then issue a prompt requesting additional information. 

The user interface runs on pen-equipped PC's or a Dauphin handheld PDA ([7]) using 
either a microphone or a telephone for voice input. The interface is connected either by 
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Figure 2: Sample gestures 

modemor ethernetto a server machine which will manage database access, naturallanguage 
processing and speech recognition for the application. The result is a mobile system that 
provides a synergistic penjvoice interface to remote databases. 

In general, the speed of the system is quite acceptable. For gestural commands, which 
are handled locally on the user interface machine, a response is produced in less than one 
second. For handwritten commands, the time to recognize the handwriting, process the 
English query, access a database and begin to display the results on the user interface is 
less than three seconds (assuming an ethernet connection, and good network and database 
response) . Solutions to verbal commands are displayed in three to five seconds after the 
end of speech has been detected; partial feedback indicating the current status of the speech 
recognition is provided earlier. 

4 Approach 

In order to implement the application described in the previous section, we chose to aug
ment a proven agent- based architecture with functionalities developed for a synergistically 
multimodal application. The result is a flexible methodology for designing and implementing 
distributed multimodal applications. 

4.1 Building Blocks 

4.1.1 Open Agent Architecture 

The Open Agent Architecture (OAA) [5] provides a framework for coordinating a society 
of agents which interact to solve problems for the user. Through the use of agents, the 
OAA provides distributed access to commercial applications, such as mail systems, calendar 
programs, databases, etc. 

The Open Agent Architecture possesses several properties which make it a good candidate 
for our needs: 

• An Interagent Communication Language (ICL) and Query Protocol have been devel
oped, allowing agents to communicate among themselves. Agents can run on different 
platforms and be implemented in a variety of programming languages. 

• Several natura! language systems have been integrated into the OAA which convert 
English into the Interagent Communication Language. In addition, a speech recognition 
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agent has been developed to provide transparent access to the Corona speech recognition 
system. 

• The agent architecture has been used to provide naturallanguage and agent access to 
various heterogeneous data and knowledge sources. 

• Agent interaction is very fine-grained. The architecture was designed so that a number 
of agents can work together, when appropriate in parallel, to produce fast responses to 
queries. 

The architecture for the OAA, based loosely on Schwartz's FLiPSiDE system[23], uses a 
hierarchical configuration where elient agents conneet to a "facilitator" server. Facilitators 
provide content-based message routing, global data management, and process coordination 
for their set of connected agents. Facilitators can, in turn, be connected as clients of ot her 
facilitators. Each facilitator records the published functionality of their sub-agents, and when 
queries arrive in Interagent Communication Language form, they are responsible for breaking 
apart any complex queries and for distributing goals to the appropriate agents. An agent solv
ing a goal may require supporting information and the agent architecture provides numerous 
means of requesting data from other agents or from the user. 

Among the assortment of agent architectures, the Open Agent Architecture can be most 
closely compared to work by the ARPA knowledge sharing community [10]. The OAA's query 
protocol, Interagent Communication Language and Facilitator mechanisms have similar in
stantiations in the SHADE project, in the form of KQML, KIF and various independent 
capability matchmakers. Other agent architectures, such as General Magic's Telescript [11] , 
MASCOS [20], or the CORBA distributed object approach [17] do not provide as fully devel
oped mechanisms for interagent communication and delegation. 

The Open Agent Architecture provides capability for accessing distributed knowledge 
sourees through natural language and voice, but it is lacking integration with a synergistic 
multimodal interface. 

4.1.2 TAPAGE 

TAPAGE (edition de Tableaux par la Parole et la Geste) is a synergistic penfvoice system 
for designing and correcting tables. 

To capture signals emitted duringa user's interaction, TAPAGE integrates a set of modal
ity agents, each responsible for a very specialized kind of signal [9]. The modality agents are 
connected to an "interpret agent" which is responsible for combining the inputs across all 
modalities to form a valid command for the application. The interpret agent receives filtered 
results from the modality agents, sorts the information into the correct fields, performs type
checking on the arguments, and prompts the user for any missing information, according to 
the model of the interaction. The interpret agent is also responsible for merging the data 
streams sent by the modality agents, and for resolving ambiguities among them, based on 
its knowledge of the application's internal state. Another function of the interpret agent is 
to produce reflexes: reflexes are actions output at the interface level without involving the 
functional core of the application. 

The TAPAGE system can accept multimodal input, but it is not a distributed system; 
its functional core is fixed. In TAPAGE, the set of linguistic input is limited to a verb object 
argument format. 
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multimodal interface.

4.1.2 TAPAGE

TAPAGE (edition de Tableaux par la Parole et la Geste) is a synergistic pen/voice system

for designing and correcting tables.

To capture signals emitted during a user’s interaction, TAPAGE integrates a set of modal-

ity agents, each responsible for a very specialized kind of signal [9] The modality agents are
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checking on the arguments, and prompts the user for any missing information, according to

the model of the interaction. The interpret agent is also reSponsible for merging the data

streams sent by the modality agents, and for resolving ambiguities among them, based on

its knowledge of the application’s internal state. Another function of the interpret agent is

to produce reflexes: reflexes are actions output at the interface level without involving the

functional core of the application.

The TAPAGE system can accept multimodal input, but it is not a distributed system;

its functional core is fixed. In TAPAGE, the set of linguistic input is limited to a verb object

argument format.
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4.2 Synthesis 

In the Open Agent Architecture, agents are distributed entities that can run on different 
machines, and communicate together to solve a task for the user. In TAPAGE, agents are used 
to provide streams of input to a central interpret process, responsible for merging incoming 
data. A generalization of these two types of agents could he : 

Macro Agents: contain some knowledge and ability to reason about a domain, and can 
answer or make queries to other macro agents using the Interagent Communication Language. 

Micro Agents: are responsible for handling a single input or output data stream, either 
filtering the signal to or from a hierarchically superior "interpret" agent. 

The network architecture that we used was hierarchical at two resolutions- micro agents 
are connected to a superior macro agent, and macro agents are connected in turn to a faciti
tator agent. In both cases, a server is responsible for the supervision of its elient sub-agents. 

In order to describe our implementation, we will first give a description of each agent used 
in our application and then illustrate the flow of communication among agents produced by 
a user's request. 

Speech Recognition {SR) Agent: The SR agent provides a mapping from the Interagent 
Communication Language to the API for the Decipher (Corona) speech recognition system 
[4], a continuous speech speaker independent recognizer based on Hidden Markov Model 
technology. This macro agent is also responsible for supervising a child micro agent whose 
task is to control the speech data stream. The SR agent can provide feedback to an interface 
agent about the current status and progress of the micro agent (e.g. "listening", "end of 
speech detected", etc.) This agent is written in C. 

Natural Language {NL) Parser Agent: translates English expressions into the Interagent 
Communication Language (ICL). For a more complete description of the ICL, see [5]. The 
NL agent we selected for our application is the simplest of those integrated into the OAA. lt 
is written in Prolog using Definite Clause Grammars, and supports a distributed vocabulary; 
each agent dynamically adds word definitions as it connects to the network. A current project 
is underway to integrate the Gemini naturallanguage system [4], a robust bottorn up parser 
and semantic interpreter specifically designed for use in Spoken Language Understanding 
projects. 

Database Agents: Database agents can reside at local or remote locations and can he 
grouped hierarchically according to content. Micro agents can he connected to database 
agents to monitor relevant positions or events in real time. In our travel planning applica
tion, database agents provide maps for each city, as well as icons, vocabulary and information 
about available hotels, restaurants, movies, theaters, municipal buildings and tourist attrac
tions. Three types of databases were used: Prolog databases, X.500 hierarchical databases, 
and data loaded automatically by scanning HTML pages from the World Wide Web (WWW). 
In one instance, a local newspaper provides weekly updates to its Mosaic-accessible list of cur
rent movie times and reviews, as well as adding several new restaurant reviews to a growing 
collection; this information is extracted by an HTML reading database agent and made acces
sibie to the agent architecture. Descriptions and addresses of new restaurants are presented to 
the user on request, and the user can choose toaddthem to the permanent database by spec
ifying positional coordinates on the map (eg. "add this new restaurant here"), information 
lacking in the WWW database. 

Reference Resolution Agent: This agent is responsible for merging requests arriving in 
parallel from different modalities, and for controlling interactions between the user interface 
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Figure 3: Agent Architecture for Map Application 

agent, database agents and modality agents. In this implementation, the reference resolution 
agent is domain specific: knowledge is encoded as to what actions must he performed to resolve 
each possible type of ICL request in its particular domain. For a given ICL logical form, the 
agent can verify argument types, supply default values, and resolve argument references. 
Some argument references are descriptive ("How far is it to the hotel on Emerson Street?" ); 
in this case, a domain agent will try to resolve the definite reference by sending database 
agent requests. Other references, particularly when contextual or deictic, are resolved by the 
user interface agent ("What are the rates for this hotel?"). Once arguments toa query have 
been resolved, this agent agent coordinates the actions and calculations necessary to produce 
the result of the request. 

Interface Agent: This macro agent is responsible for rnanaging what is currently being 
displayed to the user, and for accepting the user's multimodal input. The Interface Agent 
also coordinates elient modality agents and resolves ambiguities among them : handwriting 
and gestures are interpreted locally by micro agents and combined with results from the 
speech recognition agent, running on a remote speech server. The handwriting micro-agent 
interfaces with the Microsoft Pen Windows API and accesses a handwriting recognizer by 
CIC Corporation. The gesture micro- agent accesses recognition algorithms developed for 
TAPAGE. 

An important task for the interface agent is to record which objects of each type are 
currently salient, in order to resolve contextual references such as "the hotel" or "where I was 
before." Deictic references are resolved by gestural or direct manipulation commands. lf no 
such indication is currently specified, the user interface agent waits long enough to give the 
user an opportunity to supply the value, and then prompts the user for it. 

We shall now give an example of the distributed interaction of agents for a specific query. 
In the following example, all communication among agents passes transparently through a 
facilitator agent in an undirected fashion; this process is left out of the description for brevity. 

1. A user speaks: "How far is the restaurant from this hotel?" 
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Figure 3: Agent Architecture for Map Application

agent, database agents and modality agents. In this implementation, the reference resolution

agent is domain specific: knowledge is encoded as to what actions must be performed to resolve

each possible type of ICL request in its particular domain. For a given ICL logical form, the

agent can verify argument types, supply default values, and resolve argument references.

Some argument references are descriptive (“How far is it to the hotel on Emerson Street”);

in this case, a domain agent will try to resolve the definite reference by sending database

agent requests. Other references, particularly when contextual or deictic, are resolved by the

user interface agent (“What are the rates for this hotel?”). Once arguments to a query have

been resolved, this agent agent coordinates the actions and calculations necessary to produce

the result of the request.

Interface Agent: This macro agent is responsible for managing what is currently being

displayed to the user, and for accepting the user’s multimodal input. The Interface Agent

also coordinates client modality agents and resolves ambiguities among them : handwriting

and gestures are interpreted locally by micro agents and combined with results from the

speech rec0gnition agent, running on a. remote speech server. The handwriting micro-agent

interfaces with the Microsoft PenWindows API and accesses a handwriting recognizer by

CIC Corporation. The gesture micro- agent accesses recognition algorithms developed for
TAPAGE.

An important task for the interface agent is to record which objects of each type are

currently salient, in order to resolve contextual references such as “the hotel” or “where I was

before.” Deictic references are resolved by gestural or direct manipulation commands. If no

such indication is currently specified, the user interface agent waits long enough to give the

user an opportunity to supply the value, and then prompts the user for it.

We shall now give an example of the distributed interaction of agents for a specific query.

In the following example, all communication among agents passes transparently through a

facilitator agent in an undirected fashion; this process is left out of the description for brevity.

l. A user speaks: “How far is the restaurant from this hotel?"
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2. The speech recognition agent monitors the status and results from its micro agent, 
sending feedback received by the user interface agent. When the string is recognized, a 
translation is requested. 

3. The English request is received by the NL agent and translated into ICL form. 

4. The reference resolution agent (RR) receives the ICL distance request containing one 
definite and one deictic reference and asks for resolution of these references. 

5. The interface agent uses contextual structures to find what "the restaurant" refers to, 
and waits for the user to make a gesture indicating "the hotel", issuing prompts if 
necessary. 

6. When the references have been resolved, the domain agent (RR) sends database requests 
asking for the coordinates of the items in question. It then calculates the distance 
according to the scale of the currently displayed map, and requests the user interface 
to produce output displaying the result of the calculation. 

5 Con cl usions 

By augmenting an existing agent-based architecture with concepts necessary for synergis
tic multimorlal input, we were able to rapidly develop a map-based application for a travel 
planning task. The resulting application has met our initia! requirements: a mobile, synergis
tic penfvoice interface providing good naturallanguage access to heterogeneous distributed 
knowledge sources. The approach used was general and should provide a for developing 
synergistic multimorlal applications for other domains. 

The system described here is one of the first that accepts commands made of synergistic 
combinations of spoken language, handwriting and gestural input. This fusion of modalities 
can produce more complex interactions than in many systems and the prototype application 
will serve as a testbed for acquiring a better understanding of multimorlal input. 

In the near future, we will continue to verify and extend our approach by building other 
multimorlal applications. We are interested in generalizing the methodology even further; 
work has already begun on an agent-building tool which will simplify and automate many of 
the details of developing new agents and domains. 
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DECLARATION OF MICHAEL MCTEAR CONCERNING THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON

COOPERATIVE MULTIMODAL COMMUNICATION (CMC /95) IN EINDHOVEN, MAY 24-26, 1995

I, Dr. Michael McTear, declare as follows:

1. I am over the age of 18, have never been convicted of a felony or crime of moral

turpitude and am legally competent to make this declaration. I have personal knowledge

of the matters stated herein.

2. I am an Emeritus Professor at Ulster University in Jordanstown, United Kingdom.

3. 1 have been employed by Ulster University for 25 years.

4. In my position, I conduct research and teach in the area of spoken language technologies.

5. 1 attended the First International Conference on Cooperative Multimodal Communication

in Eindhoven, The Netherlands in May of 1995 ("CMC /95").

6. CMC /95 was attended by about 30-50 people. All of the attendees of CMC /95 were

active and known in the area of multimodal communications.

7. People working in the area of multimodal communications in 1995 would have been

aware of the CMC /95 conference because the number of researchers and developers

working in the field of multimodal communication and spoken language technologies at

that time was small. The papers submitted for the conference were requested by

researchers and developers working in the field, and authored by researchers and

developers working in the field.
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8. I am familiar with the paper submitted by Adam Cheyer and Luc Julia of SRI

International to CMC /95, and presented at CMC /95 entitled "Multimodal Maps: An

Agent-Based Approach." This paper was available to researchers in the field of natural

language processing and multimodal communication no later than May of 1995.

9. In 1995, I was generally familiar with the work of SRI International, especially in the

areas of natural language processing and multimodal communication.

10. In 1995, SRI International was generally known by those of skill in the art to have been

involved in natural language processing and multimodal communication. It would have

been common for one in the field of natural language processing and/or multimodal

communication to review and reference SRI International publications, technical

documents, and conference presentations as a source of information.

All statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and all statements made on
information and belief are believed to be true. I further understand that willful false statements
and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both under Section 1001 of Title 18 of
the United States Code. I declare under penalty of perjury of the laws of the United States that
the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on 5 -k &Fi5t-, Up,
[DATE] [CITY/STATE]

[SIGN NAME HERE]

[PRINT NAME HERE]
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DECLARATION OF GERT-JAN VAN VELZEN CONCERNING THE "PROCEEDINGS OF THE

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON COOPERATIVE MULTIMODAL COMMUNICATION: CMC /95,
EINDHOVEN, MAY 24-26, 1995" REFERENCE

I, Gert-Jan van Velzen declare as follows:

1. I am over the age of 18, have never been convicted of a felony or crime of moral

turpitude and am legally competent to make this declaration. I have personal knowledge

of the matters stated herein.

2. I am an Account Manager for the Collections Department of the National Library of the

Netherlands in The Hague, Netherlands (the "Library").

3. I have been employed by the Library for 29 years.

4. I am familiar with the regularly conducted record-keeping, cataloging and indexing

activities and practices of the Library as they pertain to all references, books, magazines

and other publications place in circulation within the Library.

5. A true and accurate copy of the Library's copy of Proceedings of the International

Conference on Cooperative Multimodal Communication: CMC /95, Eindhoven, May 24-

26, 1995 (hereafter "1995 CMC Proceedings"), including the article. "Multimodal Maps:

An Agent-based Approach" (hereinafter "'Multimodal Maps Article") by A. Cheyer and

L. Julia on pages 103-113, is attached as Exhibit A. I have reviewed the portions of this

reference in Exhibit A and they reflect a true and accurate copy of the corresponding

portions of the reference in the Library.
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6. The Library maintains a catalog of all references that is available for members of the

public to search. The catalog can be searched by subject, title, author, and keywords. An

entry for the reference discussed in paragraph 5 was maintained in this catalog. An

accurate copy of the catalog entry for the 1995 CMC Proceedings is attached as Exhibit

B. The catalog can be searched by author, title, or keywords. In particular, the 1995

CMC Proceedings was cataloged under the keywords "multimedia," "communicatie,"

and "computertoepassingen," as shown on the "Subject heading Depot" line of the

catalog entry in Exhibit B. Based on my knowledge of practices of the Library and my

review of the Library's business records, the 1995 CMC Proceedings were cataloged,

searchable, and accessible to the interested public from the Library at least by September

13, 1996.

7. The Library's records that are regularly maintained in the course of its operation reflect

that the 1995 CMC Proceedings, which includes the Multimodal Maps Article is in the

Library's collection and is available to members of the interested public.

8. The Library's acquisition records for the 1995 CMC Proceedings is attached as Exhibit

C. Based on my experience at the Library and knowledge of the Library's practices, the

Library's acquisition records are made and kept in the ordinary course of the Library's

operation. Entries in the acquisition records are recorded at or near the time of the event

that is being recorded. The entry "a (Te bestellen)" in Exhibit C indicates that the

Library decided to order the 1995 CMC Proceedings on July 18, 1996. The entry "e

(Besteld)" indicates that the Library ordered the 1995 CMC Proceedings on July 24,
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1996. The entry "b (Bestelling ontvangen)" indicates that the 1995 CMC Proceeding was

received by the Library for cataloging on August 8, 1996.

9. Exhibit D is a copy of the Library's records that indicate when the 1995 CMC

Proceedings was cataloged. Based on my experience at the Library and knowledge of the

Library's practices, the Library's cataloging records are made and kept in the ordinary

course of the Library's operation. Entries in the cataloging records are recorded at or

near the time of the event that is being recorded. Exhibit D includes an entry "4900 13-

09-96 13:53:50.671" and "7001 13-09-96 : gdfg" that shows that the 1995 CMC

Proceedings were cataloged on September 13, 1996. From September 13, 1996 until

present the 1995 CMC Proceedings were listed in the Library's online catalog available

to members of the public. As shown in Exhibit D the labels "4900 13-09-96

13:53:50.671" and "7001 13-09-96 : gdfg", these represent the time stamp - 4900 - and

give a date for selection in the national bibliography of The Netherlands - 7001. Both of

these dates are September 13, 1996.
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All statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and all statements made on

information and belief are believed to be true. I further understand that willful false statements

and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both under Section 1001 of Title 18 of

the United States Code. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of

America that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on j j 1 -j2 o at The Hague, Netherlands.

Gert-Jan van Velzen
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devices such as a mouse facilitate selection of an object or action, and drag and drop techniques
allow items to be moved or combined with other entities or actions.

With the addition of electronic pen devices, gestural drawings add a new dimension direct
manipulation interfaces. Gestures allow users to communicate a surprisingly wide range of
meaningful requests with a few simple strokes. Research has shown that multiple gestures can
be combined to form dialog, with rules of temporal grouping overriding temporal sequencing
[22]. Gestural commands are particularly applicable to graphical or editing type tasks.

Direct manipulation interactions possess many desirable qualities: communication is gen-
erally fast and concise; input techniques are easy to learn and remember; the user has a good
idea about what can be accomplished, as the visual presentation of the available actions is
generally easily accessible. However, direct manipulation suffers from limitations when trying
to access or describe entities which are not or can not be visualized by the user.

Limitations of direct manipulation style interfaces can be addressed by another interface
technology, that of natural language interfaces. Natural language interfaces excel in describing
entities that are not currently displayed on the monitor, in specifying temporal relations
between entities or actions, and in identifying members of sets. These strengths are exactly
the weaknesses of direct manipulation interfaces, and concurrently, the weaknesses of natural
language interfaces (ambiguity, conceptual coverage, etc.) can be overcome by the strengths
of direct manipulation.

Natural language content can be entered through different input modalities, including
typing, handwriting, and speech. It is important to note that, while the same textual content
can be provided by the three modalities, each modality has widely varying properties.

* Spoken language is the modality used first and foremost in human-human interactive
problem solving [4]. Speech is an extremely fast medium, several times faster than
typing or handwriting. In addition, speech input contains content that is not present in
other forms of natural language input, such as prosidy, tone and characteristics of the
speaker (age, sex, accent).

* Typing is the most common way of entering information into a computer, because it is
reasonably fast, very accurate, and requires no computational resources.

" Handwriting has been shown to be useful for certain types of tasks, such as performing
numerical calculations and manipulating names which are difficult to pronounce [18, 19].
Because of its relatively slow production rate, handwriting may induce users to produce
different types of input than is generated by spoken language; abbreviations, symbols
and non-grammatical patterns may be expected to be more prevalent amid :written
input.

2.2 Combination of Modalities

As noted in the previous section, direct manipulation and natural language seem to be very
complementary modalities. It is therefore not surprising that a number of multimodal systems
combine the two.

Notable among such systems is the Cohen's Shoptalk system [6], a prototype manufactur-
ing and decision-support system that aids in tasks such as quality assurance monitoring, and
production scheduling. The natural language module of Shoptalk is based on the Chat-85
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*movies, hotels: 3- stars

Figure 1: Multimodal Application for Travel Planning

natural language system [25] and is particularly good at handling time, tense, and temporal
reasoning.

A number of systems have focused on combining the speed of speech with the reference
provided by direct manipulation of a mouse pointer. Such systems include the XTRA system
[1], CUBRICON [15], the PAC-Amodeus model [16], and TAPAGE [9].

XTRA and CUBRICON are both systems that combine complex spoken input with mouse
clicks, using several knowledge sources for reference identification. CUBRICON's domain is
a map-based task, making it similar to the application developed in this paper. However, the
two are different in that CUBRICON can only use direct manipulation to indicate a specific
item, whereas our system produces a richer mixing of modalities by adding both gestural and
written language as input modalities.

The PAC-Amodeus systems such as VoicePaint and Notebook allow the user to syner-
gistically combine vocal or mouse-click commands when interacting with notes or graphical
objects. However, due to the selected domains, the natural language input is very simple,
generally of the style "Insert a note here."

TAPAGE is another system that allows true synergistic combination of spoken input with
direct manipulation. Like PAC-Amodeus, TAPAGE's domain provides only simple linguistic
input. However, TAPAGE uses a pen-based interface instead of a mouse, allowing gestural
commands. TAPAGE, selected as a building block for our map application, will be described
more in detail in section 4.2.

Other interesting work regarding the simultaneous combination of handgestures and gaze
can be found in [2, 13].

3 A Multimodal Map Application

In this section, we will describe a prototype map-based application for a travel planning
domain. In order to provide the most natural user interface possible, the system permits the
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user to simultaneously combine direct manipulation, gestural drawings, handwritten, typed

and spoken natural language When designing the system, other criteria were considered as

well:

" The user interface must be light and fast enough to run on a handheld PDA while able

to access applications and data that may require a more powerful machine.

* Existing commercial or research natural language and speech recognition systems should

be used.

" Through the multimodal interface, a user must be able to transparently access a wide

variety of data sources, including information stored in HTML form on the World Wide

Web.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the user is presented with a pen sensitive map display on which

drawn gestures and written natural language statements may be combined with spoken input.

As opposed to a static paper map, the location, resolution, and content presented by the map

change, according to the requests of the user. Objects of interest, such as restaurants, movie

theaters, hotels, tourist sites, municipal buildings, etc. are displayed as icons. The user may

ask the map to perform various actions. For example :

" distance calculation : e.g. "How far is the hotel from Fisherman's Wharf?"

* object location : e.g. "Where is the nearest post office?"

" filtering : e.g. "Display the French restaurants within 1 mile of this hotel."

" information retrieval: e.g. "Show me all available information about Alcatraz."

The application also makes use of multimodal (multimedia) output as well as input: video,

text, sound and voice can all be combined when presenting an answer to a query.

During input, requests can be entered using gestures (see Figure 2 for sample gestures),

handwriting, voice, or a combination of pen and voice. For instance, in order to calculate the

distance between two points on the map, a command may be issued using the following:

" gesture, by simply drawing a line between the two points of interest.

* voice, by speaking "What is the distance from the post office to the hotel?".

* handwriting, by writing "dist p.o. to hotel?"

" synergistic combination of pen and voice, by speaking "What is the distance from here

to this hotel?" while simultaneously indicating the specified locations by pointing or

circling.

Notice that in our example of synergistic combination of pen and voice, the arguments to

the verb "distance" can be specified before, at the same time, or shortly after the vocalization

of the request to calculate the distance. If a user's request is ambiguous or underspecified, the

system will wait several seconds and then issue a prompt requesting additional information.

The user interface runs on pen-equipped PC's or a Dauphin handheld PDA ([71) using

either a microphone or a telephone for voice input. The interface is connected either by
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Remove Select Move. Scroll. Select

Remove Zoom In Distance

Figure 2: Sample gestures

modem or ethernet to a server machine which will manage database access, natural language

processing and speech recognition for the application. The result is a mobile system that

provides a synergistic pen/voice interface to remote databases.

In general, the speed of the system is quite acceptable. For gestural commands, which

are handled locally on the user interface machine, a response is produced in less than one

second. For handwritten commands, the time to recognize the handwriting, process the

English query, access a database and begin to display the results on the user interface is

less than three seconds (assuming an ethernet connection, and good network and database

response). Solutions to verbal commands are displayed in three to five seconds after the

end of speech has been detected; partial feedback indicating the current status of the speech

recognition is provided earlier.

4 Approach

In order to implement the application described in the previous section, we chose to aug-

ment a proven agent- based architecture with functionalities developed for a synergistically

multimodal application. The result is a flexible methodology for designing and implementing

distributed multimodal applications.

4.1 Building Blocks

4.1.1 Open Agent Architecture

The Open Agent Architecture (OAA) [5] provides a framework for coordinating a society

of agents which interact to solve problems for the user. Through the use of agents, the

OAA provides distributed access to commercial applications, such as mail systems, calendar

programs, databases, etc.
The Open Agent Architecture possesses several properties which make it a good candidate

for our needs:

" An Interagent Communication Language (ICL) and Query Protocol have been devel-

oped, allowing agents to communicate among themselves. Agents can run on different

platforms and be implemented in a variety of programming languages.

" Several natural language systems have been integrated into the OAA which convert

English into the Interagent Communication Language. In addition, a speech recognition
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agent has been developed to provide transparent access to the Corona speech recognition
system.

e The agent architecture has been used to provide natural language and agent access to
various heterogeneous data and knowledge sources.

* Agent interaction is very fine-grained. The architecture was designed so that a number
of agents can work together, when appropriate in parallel, to produce fast responses to
queries.

The architecture for the OAA, based loosely on Schwartz's FLiPSiDE system[23], uses a
hierarchical configuration where client agents connect to a "facilitator" server. Facilitators
provide content-based message routing, global data management, and process coordination
for their set of connected agents. Facilitators can, in turn, be connected as clients of other
facilitators. Each facilitator records the published functionality of their sub-agents, and when
queries arrive in Interagent Communication Language form, they are responsible for breaking
apart any complex queries and for distributing goals to the appropriate agents. An agent solv-
ing a goal may require supporting information and the agent architecture provides numerous
means of requesting data from other agents or from the user.

Among the assortment of agent architectures, the Open Agent Architecture can be most
closely compared to work by the ARPA knowledge sharing community [10]. The OAA's query
protocol, Interagent Communication Language and Facilitator mechanisms have similar in-
stantiations in the SHADE project, in the form of KQML, KIF and various independent
capability matchmakers. Other agent architectures, such as General Magic's Telescript [11],
MASCOS [20], or the CORBA distributed object approach [17] do not provide as fully devel-
oped mechanisms for interagent communication and delegation.

The Open Agent Architecture provides capability for accessing distributed knowledge
sources through natural language and voice, but it is lacking integration with a synergistic
multimodal interface.

4.1.2 TAPAGE

TAPAGE (edition de Tableaux par la Parole et la Geste) is a synergistic pen/voice system
for designing and correcting tables.

To capture signals emitted during a user's interaction, TAPAGE integrates a set of modal-
ity agents, each responsible for a very specialized kind of signal [9]. The modality agents are
connected to an "interpret agent" which is responsible for combining the inputs across all
modalities to form a valid command for the application. The interpret agent receives filtered
results from the modality agents, sorts the information into the correct fields, performs type-
checking on the arguments, and prompts the user for any missing information, according to
the model of the interaction. The interpret agent is also responsible for merging the data
streams sent by the modality agents, and for resolving ambiguities among them, based on
its knowledge of the application's internal state. Another function of the interpret agent is
to produce reflexes: reflexes are actions output at the interface level without involving the
functional core of the application.

The TAPAGE system can accept multimodal input, but it is not a distributed system;
its functional core is fixed. In TAPAGE, the set of linguistic input is limited to a verb object
argument format.
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4.2 Synthesis

In the Open Agent Architecture, agents are distributed entities that can run on different
machines, and communicate together to solve a task for the user. In TAPAGE, agents are used
to provide streams of input to a central interpret process, responsible for merging incoming
data. A generalization of these two types of agents could be :

Macro Agents: contain some knowledge and ability to reason about a domain, and can
answer or make queries to other macro agents using the Interagent Communication Language.

Micro Agents: are responsible for handling a single input or output data stream, either
filtering the signal to or from a hierarchically superior "interpret" agent.

The network architecture that we used was hierarchical at two resolutions - micro agents
are connected to a superior macro agent, and macro agents are connected in turn to a facili-
tator agent. In both cases, a server is responsible for the supervision of its client sub-agents.

In order to describe our implementation, we will first give a description of each agent used
in our application and then illustrate the flow of communication among agents produced by
a user's request.

Speech Recognition (SR) Agent: The SR agent provides a mapping from the Interagent
Communication Language to the API for the Decipher (Corona) speech recognition system
[4], a continuous speech speaker independent recognizer based on Hidden Markov Model
technology. This macro agent is also responsible for supervising a child micro agent whose
task is to control the speech data stream. The SR agent can provide feedback to an interface
agent about the current status and progress of the micro agent (e.g. "listening", "end of
speech detected", etc.) This agent is written in C.

Natural Language (NL) Parser Agent: translates English expressions into the Interagent
Communication Language (ICL). For a more complete description of the ICL, see [5]. The
NL agent we selected for our application is the simplest of those integrated into the OAA. It
is written in Prolog using Definite Clause Grammars, and supports a distributed vocabulary;
each agent dynamically adds word definitions as it connects to the network. A current project
is underway to integrate the Gemini natural language system [4], a robust bottom up parser
and semantic interpreter specifically designed for use in Spoken Language Understanding
projects.

Database Agents: Database agents can reside at local or remote locations and can be
grouped hierarchically according to content. Micro agents can be connected to database
agents to monitor relevant positions or events in real time. In our travel planning applica-
tion, database agents provide maps for each city, as well as icons, vocabulary and information
about available hotels, restaurants, movies, theaters, municipal buildings and tourist attrac-
tions. Three types of databases were used: Prolog databases, X.500 hierarchical databases,
and data loaded automatically by scanning HTML pages from the World Wide Web (WWW).
In one instance, a local newspaper provides weekly updates to its Mosaic-accessible list of cur-
rent movie times and reviews, as well as adding several new restaurant reviews to a growing
collection; this information is extracted by an HTML reading database agent and made acces-
sible to the agent architecture. Descriptions and addresses of new restaurants are presented to
the user on request, and the user can choose to add them to the permanent database by spec-
ifying positional coordinates on the map (eg. "add this new restaurant here"), information
lacking in the WWW database.

Reference Resolution Agent: This agent is responsible for merging requests arriving in
parallel from different modalities, and for controlling interactions between the user interface
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NL: Natural Language Agent
Facilitator Agents SR. Speech Recognition Agent

( Macro Agents RR. Reference Resolution Agent
UI : User Interface Agents

0 Modality Agents WWW: World Wide Web Agent

Figure 3: Agent Architecture for Map Application

agent, database agents and modality agents. In this implementation, the reference resolution
agent is domain specific: knowledge is encoded as to what actions must be performed to resolve
each possible type of ICL request in its particular domain. For a given ICL logical form, the
agent can verify argument types, supply default values, and resolve argument references.
Some argument references are descriptive ("How far is it to the hotel on Emerson Street?");
in this case, a domain agent will try to resolve the definite reference by sending database
agent requests. Other references, particularly when contextual or deictic, are resolved by the
user interface agent ("What are the rates for this hotel?"). Once arguments to a query have
been resolved, this agent agent coordinates the actions and calculations necessary to produce
the result of the request.

Interface Agent: This macro agent is responsible for managing what is currently being
displayed to the user, and for accepting the user's multimodal input. The Interface Agent
also coordinates client modality agents and resolves ambiguities among them : handwriting
and gestures are interpreted locally by micro agents and combined with results from the
speech recognition agent, running on a remote speech server. The handwriting micro-agent
interfaces with the Microsoft PenWindows API and accesses a handwriting recognizer by
CIC Corporation. The gesture micro- agent accesses recognition algorithms developed for
TAPAGE.

An important task for the interface agent is to record which objects of each type are
currently salient, in order to resolve contextual references such as "the hotel" or "where I was
before." Deictic references are resolved by gestural or direct manipulation commands. If no
such indication is currently specified, the user interface agent waits long enough to give the
user an opportunity to supply the value, and then prompts the user for it.

We shall now give an example of the distributed interaction of agents for a specific query.
In the following example, all communication among agents passes transparently through a
facilitator agent in an undirected fashion; this process is left out of the description for brevity.

1. A user speaks: "How far is the restaurant from this hotel?"
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2. The speech recognition agent monitors the status and results from its micro agent,
sending feedback received by the user interface agent. When the string is recognized, a
translation is requested.

3. The English request is received by the NL agent and translated into ICL form.

4. The reference resolution agent (RR) receives the ICL distance request containing one
definite and one deictic reference and asks for resolution of these references.

5. The interface agent uses contextual structures to find what "the restaurant" refers to,
and waits for the user to make a gesture indicating "the hotel", issuing prompts if
necessary.

6. When the references have been resolved, the domain agent (RR) sends database requests
asking for the coordinates of the items in question. It then calculates the distance
according to the scale of the currently displayed map, and requests the user interface
to produce output displaying the result of the calculation.

5 Conclusions

By augmenting an existing agent-based architecture with concepts necessary for synergis-

tic multimodal input, we were able to rapidly develop a map-based application for a travel
planning task. The resulting application has met our initial requirements: a mobile, synergis-
tic pen/voice interface providing good natural language access to heterogeneous distributed
knowledge sources. The approach used was general and should provide a for developing
synergistic multimodal applications for other domains.

The system described here is one of the first that accepts commands made of synergistic
combinations of spoken language, handwriting and gestural input. This fusion of modalities
can produce more complex interactions than in many systems and the prototype application
will serve as a testbed for acquiring a better understanding of multimodal input.

In the near future, we will continue to verify and extend our approach by building other
multimodal applications. We are interested in generalizing the methodology even further;
work has already begun on an agent-building tool which will simplify and automate many of
the details of developing new agents and domains.
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Introduction

As computer systems become more powerful and complex, efforts to make computer intelfaces more
simple and natural become increasingly important. Natural interfaces should be designed to facilitate
communication in ways people are already accustomed to using. Such interfaces should allow users to

concentrate on the tasks they are trying to accomplish, not worry about what they must do to control the
interface.

In this paper, we begin by discussing what input modalities humans are comfortable using when
interacting with computers, and how these modalities should best be combined in order to produce
natural interfaces. In section three, we present a prototype map-based application for the travel planning
domain which uses a synergistic combination of several input modalities. Section four describes the
agent-based approach we used to implement the application and the work on which it is based. In section
five, we summarize our conclusions and future directions.
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Input Modalities

Direct manipulation interface technologies are currently the most widely used techniques for creating
user interfaces. Through the use of menus and a graphical user interface, users are presented with sets of
discrete actions and the objects on which to perform them. Pointing devices such as a mouse facilitate
selection of an object or action. and drag and drop techniques allow items to be moved or combined with
other entities or actions.

With the addition of electronic pen devices, gestural drawings add a new dimension to direct

manipulation interfaces. Gestures allow users to communicate a surprisingly wide range of meaningful
requests with a few simple strokes. Research has shown that multiple gestures can be combined to form
dialog, with rules of temporal grouping overriding temporal sequencing ”23 I]. Gestural commands are
particularly applicable to graphical or editing type tasks.

Direct manipulation interactions possess many desirable qualities: communication is generally fast and
concise; input techniques are easy to learn and remember; the user has a good idea about what can be
accomplished, as the visual presentation of the available actions is generally easily accessible. However,
direct manipulation suffers from limitations when trying to access or describe entities which are not or
can not be visualized by the user.

Limitations of direct manipulation style interfaces can be addressed by another interface technology, that
of natural language interfaces. Natural language interfaces excel in describing entities that are not
currently displayed on the monitor, in specifying temporal relations between entities or actions, and in

identifying members of sets. These strengths are exactly the weaknesses of direct manipulation
interfaces, and concurrently, the weaknesses of natural language interfaces (ambiguity, conceptual
coverage, etc.) can be overcome by the strengths of direct manipulation [L61].

Natural language content can be entered through different input modalities, including typing,

handwriting, and speech. It is important to note that, while the same textual content can be provided by
the three modalities, each modality has widely varying properties.

- Spoken language is the modality used first and foremost in human-human interactive problem
solving [El]. Speech is an extremely fast medium, several times faster than typing or handwriting.
In addition, speech input contains content that is not present in other forms of natural language
input, such as prosidy, tone and characteristics of the speaker (age, sex, accent).

. Typing is the most common way of entering information into a computer, because it is reasonably
fast, very accurate, and requires no computational resources.

. Handwriting has been shown to be useful for certain types of tasks, such as performing numerical
calculations and manipulating names which are difficult to pronounce M, [£1]. Because of its

relatively slow production rate, handwriting may induce users to produce different types of input
than is generated by spoken language; abbreviations, symbols and non-grammatical patterns may
be expected to be more prevalent amid written input.
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Combination of Modalities

As noted in the previous section, direct manipulation and natural language seem to be very
complementary modalities. It is therefore not surprising that a number of multimodal systems combine
the two.

Notable among such systems is the Cohen‘s Shoptalk system “(31], a prototype manufacturing and
decision—support system that aids in tasks such as quality assurance monitoring, and production
scheduling. The natural language module of Shoptalk is based on the Chat-85 natural language system
]L2_§1] and is particularly good at handling time, tense, and temporal reasoning.

A number of systems have focused on combining the speed of speech with the reference provided by
direct manipulation of a mouse pointer. Such systems include the XTRA system [w], CUBRICON
[1111], the PAC-Amodeus model lflfill, and TA PAGE [121, 11_21].

XTRA and CUBRICON are both systems that combine complex spoken input with mouse clicks, using
several knowledge sources for reference identification. CUBRICON's domain is a map-based task,
making it similar to the application developed in this paper. However, the two are different in that

CUBRICON can only use direct manipulation to indicate a specific item, whereas our system produces a
richer mixing of modalities by adding both gestural and written language as input modalities.

PAC—Amodeus systems such as VoicePaint and Notebook allow the user to synergistically combine
vocal or mouse—click commands when interacting with notes or graphical objects. However, due in part
to the selected domains, the natural language input is very simple, generally of the style “Insert a note
here."

TAPAGE is another system that allows true synergistic combination of spoken input with direct
manipulation. Like PAC—Amodeus, TAPAGE's domain provides only simple linguistic input. However,
TAPAGE uses a pen—based interface instead of a mouse, allowing gestural commands. TAPAGE,

selected as one of the “building blocks" for our map application, will be described more in detail in
section 4.2.

Other pertinent work regarding the simultaneous combination of handgestures and gaze can be found in
[121, M]-
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A Multimodal Map Application

In this section, we will describe a prototype map-based application for a travel planning domain. In

order to provide the most natural user interface possible, the system permits the user to simultaneously

combine direct manipulation, gestural drawings, handwritten, typed and spoken natural language When

designing the architecture for the system, other criteria were considered as well:

0 The user interface must be light and fast enough to run on a handheld PDA while able to access

applications and data that may require a more powerful machine.

0 Existing commercial or research natural language and speech recognition systems should be used.

. Through the multimodal interface, a user must be able to transparently access a wide variety of
data sources, including information stored in HTML format on the World Wide Web.

H'S'JL I-Wrn find Voice anil-JI'IITJC'H

Travel Plannin : San Francisco

  
memes. burials: '1! stars

 

Figure 1: Multimodal Application for Travel Planning

The map functionality, interface design, and classes of input data of the system presented here is based

on a design by Oviatt and Cohen, used by them in a wizard—of—oz simulation system designed to explore

complex interactions of modalities ljfil]. The agent—based architecture used to realize Oviatt and

Cohen's design is new, as is its application to travel planning.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the user is presented with a pen sensitive map display on which drawn

gestures and handwritten natural language statements may be combined with spoken input. As opposed

to a static paper map, the location, resolution, and content presented by the map change, according to the

requests of the user. Objects of interest, such as restaurants, movie theaters, hotels, tourist sites,

municipal buildings, etc. are displayed as icons. The user may ask the map to perform various actions.
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For example :

. distance calculation : e.g. “How far is the hotel from Fisherman's Wharf?"

. object location : e.g. “Where is the nearest post office?"
- filtering : e.g. “Display the French restaurants within 1 mile of this hotel."

. information retrieval : e.g. “Show me all available information about Alcatraz."

The application also makes use of multimodal (multimedia) output as well as input: video, text, sound
and voice can all be combined when presenting an answer to a query.

During input, requests can be entered using gestures (Figure 2), handwriting, voice, or a combination of
pen and voice. For instance, in order to calculate the distance between two points on the map, a
command may be issued using the following:

. gesture, by simply drawing a line between the two points of interest.

0 voice, by speaking “What is the distance from the post office to the hotel?".
. handwriting, by writing “dist p.o. to hotel?"

. synergistic combination ofpen and voice, by speaking “What is the distance from here to this

hotel?" while simultaneously indicating the specified locations by pointing or circling.

Notice that in our example of synergistic combination of pen and voice, the arguments to the verb
“distance" can be specified before, at the same time, or shortly after the vocalization of the request to
calculate the distance. If a user's request is ambiguous or underspecified, the system will wait several
seconds and then issue a prompt requesting additional information.

The user interface runs on pen-equipped PC's or a Dauphin handheld PDA ([111]) using either a
microphone or a telephone for voice input. The interface is connected either by modem or ethernet to a
server machine which will manage database access, natural language processing and speech recognition
for the application. The result is a mobile system that provides a synergistic pen/voice interface to
remote databases.

In general, the speed of the system is quite acceptable. For gestural commands, which are handled
locally on the user interface machine, a response is produced in less than one second. For handwritten

commands, the time to recognize the handwriting, process the English query, access a database and
begin to display the results on the user interface is less than three seconds (assuming an ethernet
connection, and good network and database response). Solutions to verbal commands are displayed in
three to five seconds after the end of speech has been detected; partial feedback indicating the current
status of the speech recognition is provided earlier.

,—
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Figure 2: Sample gestures
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Approach

In order to implement the application described in the previous section, we chose to augment a proven
agent— based architecture with functionalities developed for a synergistically multimodal application.
The result is a flexible methodology for designing and implementing distributed multimodal
applications.
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Open Agent Architecture

The Open Agent Architecture (OAA) [15_1| provides a framework for coordinating a society of agents
which interact to solve problems for the user. Through the use of agents, the OAA provides distributed
access to commercial applications, such as mail systems, calendar programs, databases, etc.

The Open Agent Architecture possesses several properties which make it a good candidate for our
needs:

. An Interagent Communication Language (ICL) and Query Protocol have been developed,
allowing agents to communicate among themselves. Agents can run on different platforms and be
implemented in a variety of programming languages.

- Several natural language systems have been integrated into the OAA which convert English into
the Interagent Communication Language. In addition, a speech recognition agent has been
developed to provide transparent access to the Corona speech recognition system.

. The agent architecture has been used to provide natural language and agent access to various
heterogeneous data and knowledge sources.

- Agent interaction is very fine-grained. The architecture was designed so that a number of agents
can work together, when appropriate in parallel, to produce fast responses to queries.

The architecture for the OAA, based loosely on Schwartz‘s FLiPSiDE systemljgi-l], uses a hierarchical
configuration where client agents connect to a “facilitator" server. Facilitators provide content-based
message routing, global data management, and process coordination for their set of connected agents.
Facilitators can, in turn, be connected as clients of other facilitators. Each facilitator records the

published functionality of their sub—agents, and when queries arrive in lnteragent Communication
Language form, they are responsible for breaking apart any complex queries and for distributing goals to
the appropriate agents. An agent solving a goal may require supporting information and the agent
architecture provides numerous means of requesting data from other agents or from the user.

Among the assortment of agent architectures, the Open Agent Architecture can be most closely
compared to work by the ARPA knowledge sharing community [1111]]. The OAA's query protocol,
Interagent Communication Language and Facilitator mechanisms have similar instantiations in the

SHADE project, in the form of KQML, KIF and various independent capability matchmakers. Other
agent architectures, such as General Magic‘s Telescript [[1_11], MASCOS Ufll], or the CORBA
distributed object approach []1_71] do not provide as fully developed mechanisms for interagent
communication and delegation.

The Open Agent Architecture provides capability for accessing distributed knowledge sources through
natural language and voice, but it is lacking integration with a synergistic multimodal interface.
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TAPAGE (edition de Tableaux par la Parole et la Geste) is a synergistic pen/voice system for designing
and correcting tables.

To capture signals emitted during a user's interaction, TAPAGE integrates a set of modality agents, each
responsible for a very specialized kind of signal [Q1]. The modality agents are connected to an
“interpret agent“ which is responsible for combining the inputs across all modalities to form a valid

command for the application. The interpret agent receives filtered results from the modality agents, sorts
the information into the correct fields, performs type—checking on the arguments, and prompts the user
for any missing information, according to the model of the interaction. The interpret agent is also
responsible for merging the data streams sent by the modality agents, and for resolving ambiguities
among them, based on its knowledge of the application's internal state. Another function of the interpret
agent is to produce reflexes: reflexes are actions output at the interface level without involving the
functional core of the application.

The TAPAGE system can accept multimodal input, but it is not a distributed system; its functional core
is fixed. In TAPAGE, the set of linguistic input is limited to a verb object argument format.
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Synthesis

In the Open Agent Architecture, agents are distributed entities that can run on different machines, and
communicate together to solve a task for the user. In TAPAGE, agents are used to provide streams of

input to a central interpret process, responsible for merging incoming data. A generalization of these two

types of agents could be :

Macro Agents: contain some knowledge and ability to reason about a domain, and can answer or make

queries to other macro agents using the Interagent Communication Language.

Micro Agents: are responsible for handling a single input or output data stream, either filtering the signal

to or from a hierarchically superior “interpret" agent.

The network architecture that we used was hierarchical at two resolutions — micro agents are connected

to a superior macro agent, and macro agents are connected in turn to a facilitator agent. In both cases, a
server is responsible for the supervision of its client sub—agents.

In order to describe our implementation, we will first give a description of each agent used in our

application and then illustrate the flow of communication among agents produced by a user's request.

Speech Recognition (SR) Agent: The SR agent provides a mapping from the Interagent Communication
Language to the API for the Decipher (Corona) speech recognition system [1&1], a large vocabulary,
continuous speech, speaker independent recognizer based on Hidden Markov Model technology. This

macro agent is also responsible for supervising a child micro agent whose task is to control the speech
data stream. The SR agent can provide feedback to an interface agent about the current status and

progress of the micro agent (e.g. “listening", “end of speech detected", etc.) This agent is written in C.

Natural Language (NL) Parser Agent: translates English expressions into the Interagent Communication

Language (ICL). For a more complete description of the ICL, see [[11]. The NL agent we selected for
our application is the simplest of those integrated into the OAA. It is written in Prolog using Definite
Clause Grammars, and supports a distributed vocabulary; each agent dynamically adds word definitions
as it connects to the network. A current project is underway to integrate the Gemini natural language

system LBJ], a robust bottom up parser and semantic interpreter specifically designed for use in Spoken

Language Understanding projects.

Database Agents: Database agents can reside at local or remote locations and can be grouped

hierarchically according to content. Micro agents can be connected to database agents to monitor

relevant positions or events in real time. In our travel planning application, database agents provide

maps for each city, as well as icons, vocabulary and information about available hotels, restaurants,
movies, theaters, municipal buildings and tourist attractions. Three types of databases were used: Prolog
databases, X500 hierarchical databases, and data loaded automatically by scanning HTML pages from

the World Wide Web (WWW). In one instance, a local newspaper provides weekly updates to its

Mosaic—accessible list of current movie times and reviews, as well as adding several new restaurant

reviews to a growing collection; this information is extracted by an HTML reading database agent and
made accessible to the agent architecture. Descriptions and addresses of new restaurants are presented to
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the user on request, and the user can choose to add them to the permanent database by specifying
positional coordinates on the map (eg. “add this new restaurant here"), information lacking in the
WWW database.

Reference Resolution Agent: This agent is responsible for merging requests arriving in parallel from
different modalities, and for controlling interactions between the user interface agent, database agents
and modality agents. In this implementation, the reference resolution agent is domain specific:
knowledge is encoded as to what actions must be performed to resolve each possible type of ICL request
in its particular domain. For a given ICL logical form, the agent can verify argument types, supply
default values, and resolve argument references. Some argument references are descriptive (“How far is
it to the hotel on Emerson Street?"); in this case, a domain agent will try to resolve the definite reference
by sending database agent requests. Other references, particularly when contextual or deictic, are
resolved by the user interface agent (“What are the rates for this hotel?"). Once arguments to a query
have been resolved, this agent agent coordinates the actions and calculations necessary to produce the
result of the request.

Interface Agent: This macro agent is responsible for managing what is currently being displayed to the
user, and for accepting the user's multimodal input. The Interface Agent also coordinates client modality
agents and resolves ambiguities among them : handwriting and gestures are interpreted locally by micro
agents and combined with results from the speech recognition agent, running on a remote speech server.
The handwriting micro—agent interfaces with the Microsoft PenWindows API and accesses a

handwriting recognizer by CIC Corporation. The gesture micro— agent accesses recognition algorithms
developed for TAPAGE.

An important task for the interface agent is to record which objects of each type are currently salient, in
order to resolve contextual references such as “the hotel" or “where I was before." Deictic references

are resolved by gestural or direct manipulation commands. If no such indication is currently specified,
the user interface agent waits long enough to give the user an opportunity to supply the value, and then
prompts the user for it.

J
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We shall now give an example of the distributed interaction of agents for a specific query. In the

following example, all communication among agents passes transparently through a facilitator agent in

an undirected fashion; this process is left out of the description for brevity.

1. A user speaks: “How far is the restaurant from this hotel?"

2. The speech recognition agent monitors the status and results from its micro agent, sending

feedback received by the user interface agent. When the string is recognized, a translation is

requested.

3. The English request is received by the NL agent and translated into ICL form.

4. The reference resolution agent (RR) receives the ICL distance request containing one definite and
one deictic reference and asks for resolution of these references.

5. The interface agent uses contextual structures to find what “the restaurant" refers to, and waits for

the user to make a gesture indicating “the hotel", issuing prompts if necessary.

6. When the references have been resolved, the domain agent (RR) sends database requests asking

for the coordinates of the items in question. It then calculates the distance according to the scale of

the currently displayed map, and requests the user interface to produce output displaying the result
of the calculation.
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CONCLUSIONS

By augmenting an existing agent-based architecture with concepts necessary for synergistic multimodal
input, we were able to rapidly develop a map—based application for a travel planning task. The resulting
application has met our initial requirements: a mobile, synergistic pen/voice interface providing good
natural language access to heterogeneous distributed knowledge sources. The approach used was general
and should provide a means for developing synergistic multimodal applications for other domains.

asetl Previous: Swuhesis   
 

The system described here is one of the first that accepts commands made of synergistic combinations of
spoken language, handwriting and gestural input. This fusion of modalities can produce more complex
interactions than in many systems and the prototype application will serve as a testbed for acquiring a
deeper understanding of multimodal input.

In the near future, we will continue to verify and extend our approach by building other multimodal
applications. We are interested in generalizing the methodology further; work has already begun on an
agent—building tool which will simplify and automate many of the details of developing new agents and
domains.
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I, Scott Bennett, hereby declare under penalty of perjury: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts and opinions set forth in this 

declaration, I believe them to be true, and if called upon to do so, I would testify 

competently to them.  I have been warned that willful false statements and the like 

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both. 

2. I am a retired academic librarian working as a Managing Partner of 

the firm Prior Art Documentation Services LLC at 711 South Race Street, Urbana, 

IL, 61801-4132.  Attached as Appendix A is a true and correct copy of my 

Curriculum Vitae describing my background and experience.   

3. I have been retained by Baker Botts LLP to authenticate and establish 

the dates of public accessibility of certain documents in inter partes review 

proceedings for U.S. Patent Nos. 6,523,061; 6,742,021; and 6,757,718.  For this 

service, I am being paid my usual hourly fee of $91/hour.  My compensation in no 

way depends on the substance of my testimony or the outcome of this proceeding.   

II. BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS 

4. I was previously employed as follows: 

 University Librarian, Yale University, New Haven, CT, 1994-2001; 

 Director, The Milton S. Eisenhower Library, The Johns Hopkins 

University, Baltimore, MD, 1989-1994; 
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 Assistant University Librarian for Collection Management, 

Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, 1981-1989; 

 Instructor, Assistant, and Associate Professor of Library 

Administration, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, 

IL, 1974-1981; and 

 Assistant Professor of English, University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign, 1967-1974. 

5. Over the course of my work as a librarian, professor of English, 

researcher, and author of nearly fifty scholarly papers and other publications, I 

have had extensive experience with catalog records and online library management 

systems built around Machine-Readable Cataloging (MARC) standards.  I also 

have substantial experience in authenticating printed documents and establishing 

the date when they were accessible to researchers.   

6. In the course of more than fifty years of academic life, I have myself 

been an active researcher.  I have collaborated with many individual researchers 

and, as a librarian, worked in the services of thousands of researchers at four 

prominent research universities.  Over the years, I have read some of the 

voluminous professional literature on the information seeking behaviors of 

academic researchers.  And as an educator, I have a broad knowledge of the ways 

in which students in a variety of disciplines learn to master the bibliographic 
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resources used in their disciplines.  In all of these ways, I have a general 

knowledge of how researchers work. 

III. PRELIMINARIES 

7. Scope of this declaration.  I am not a lawyer and I am not rendering an 

opinion on the legal question of whether any particular document is, or is not, a 

“printed publication” under the law.  

8. I am, however, rendering my expert opinion on the authenticity of the 

documents referenced herein and on when and how each of these documents was 

disseminated or otherwise made available to the extent that persons interested and 

ordinarily skilled in the subject matter or art, exercising reasonable diligence, could 

have located the documents before January 5, 1998.    

9. I am informed by counsel that an item is considered authentic if there 

is sufficient evidence to support a finding that the item is what it is claims to be.  I 

am also informed that authenticity can be established based on the contents of the 

documents themselves, such as the appearance, contents, substance, internal 

patterns, or other distinctive characteristics of the item, taken together with all of 

the circumstances.  I am further informed that an item is considered authentic if it 

is at least 20 years old, in a condition that creates no suspicion of its authenticity, 

and in a place where, if authentic, it would likely be. 
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10. I am informed by counsel that a given reference is publicly accessible 

upon a satisfactory showing that such document has been disseminated or 

otherwise made available to the extent that persons interested and ordinarily skilled 

in the subject matter or art exercising reasonable diligence can locate it.  I have 

also been informed by counsel that materials available in a library constitute 

printed publications if they are cataloged and indexed (such as by subject) 

according to general library practices that make the references available to 

members of the interested public. 

11. Materials considered.  In forming the opinions expressed in this 

declaration, I have reviewed the documents and attachments referenced herein.  

These materials are records created in the ordinary course of business by 

publishers, libraries, indexing services, and others.  From my years of experience, I 

am familiar with the process for creating many of these records, and I know these 

records are created by people with knowledge of the information in the record.  

Further, these records are created with the expectation that researchers and other 

members of the public will use them.  All materials cited in this declaration and its 

attachments are of a type that experts in my field would reasonably rely upon and 

refer to in forming their opinions. 

12. Persons of ordinary skill in the art.  I am told by counsel that the 

subject matter of this proceeding relates to the navigation of electronic data.  
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13. I have been informed by counsel that a “person of ordinary skill in the 

art at the time of the inventions” is a hypothetical person who is presumed to be 

familiar with the relevant field and its literature at the time of the inventions.  This 

hypothetical person is also a person of ordinary creativity, capable of 

understanding the scientific principles applicable to the pertinent field. 

14. I am told by counsel that persons of ordinary skill in this subject 

matter or art would have had at least a Bachelor of Science in Computer Science, 

Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, or an equivalent field as well as at 

least 2 years of academic or industry experience in any type of data navigation 

technology.   

15. It is my opinion that such a person would have been engaged in 

academic research, learning though study and practice in the field and possibly 

through formal instruction the bibliographic resources relevant to his or her 

research. In the 1980s and 1990s such a person would have had access to a vast 

array of long-established print resources in electrical/computer engineering and 

computer science as well as to a rich and fast changing set of online resources 

providing indexing information, abstracts, and full text services for 

electrical/computer engineering and computer science. 
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16. Library catalog records.  Some background on MARC formatted 

records, OCLC, WorldCat, and OCLC’s Connexion is needed to understand the 

library catalog records discussed in this declaration. 

17. Libraries world-wide use the MARC format for catalog records; this 

machine readable format was developed at the Library of Congress in the 1960s.   

18. The MARC Field 008 identifies the date when this first catalog record 

was entered on the file.  This date persists in all subsequent uses of the first catalog 

record, although newly-created records for the same document, separate from the 

original record, will show a new date.  It is not unusual to find multiple catalog 

records for the same document. 

19. WorldCat is the world’s largest public online catalog, maintained by 

the Online Computer Library Center, Inc., or OCLC, and built with the records 

created by the thousands of libraries that are members of OCLC.  WorldCat 

provides a user-friendly interface for the public to use MARC records; it requires 

no knowledge of MARC tags and codes.  WorldCat records appear in many 

different catalogs, including the Statewide Illinois Library Catalog.  The date a 

given catalog record was created (corresponding to the MARC Field 008) appears 

in some detailed WorldCat records as the Date of Entry. 

20. Whereas WorldCat records are very widely available, the availability 

of MARC formatted records varies from library to library. 
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21. When an OCLC participating institution acquires a document for 

which it finds no previously created record in OCLC, or when the institution 

chooses not to use an existing record, it creates a record for the document using 

OCLC’s Connexion, the bibliographic system used by catalogers to create MARC 

records.  Connexion automatically supplies the date of record creation in the 

MARC Field 008.  

22. Once the MARC record is created by a cataloger at an OCLC 

participating member institution, it becomes available to other OCLC participating 

members in Connexion and also in WorldCat, where persons interested and 

ordinarily skilled in the subject matter or art, exercising reasonable diligence, can 

locate it.    

23. When a book has been cataloged, it will normally be made available 

to readers soon thereafter—normally within a few days or (at most) within a few 

weeks of cataloging. 

24. Publications in series.  A library typically creates a MARC catalog 

record for a series of closely related publications, such as the proceedings of an 

annual conference, when the library receives its first issue.  When the institution 

receives subsequent issues/volumes of the series, the issues/volumes are checked in 

(sometimes using a date stamp), added to the institution’s holdings records, and 
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made available very soon thereafter—normally within a few days of receipt or (at 

most) within a few weeks of receipt. 

25. The initial series record will often not reflect all of the subsequent 

changes in publication details (including minor variations in title, etc.). 

26. When a library does not intend systematically to acquire all 

publications in a given series, but adds individual volumes of the series to its 

collections, the library will typically treat each such volume as an individual book, 

or monograph.  In this case, the 008 Field MARC will record the date when the 

record for that individual volume, not the series, was created. 

27. It is sometimes possible to find both a series and a monograph library 

catalog record for the same publication. 
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IV. OPINIONS REGARDING INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENTS 

Document 1.  Adam Cheyer and Luc Julia, Multimodal Maps: An Agent-
Based Approach.” 

First published in the Proceedings of the International Conference on 
Cooperative Multimodal Communication: CMC /95, Endhoven, May 
24-26, 1995, pp. 103-113. 

Subsequently published in Multimodal Human Computer 
Communication: Systems, Techniques, and Experiments [selected 
papers from the First International Conference on Cooperative 
Multimodal Communication, Eindhoven,  May 1995],  Harry C. Bunt, 
ed., in Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence 1374 (Berlin: Springer, 
1998), pp. 111-121. 

Authentication 

28. Document 1is a research paper by Adam Cheyer and Luc Julia, 

presented at the first International Conference on Cooperative Multimodal 

Communication, Eindhoven, May 1995, and published both in the 1995 

proceedings of that conference and in a selection of papers from the May 1995 

conference issued by Springer in 1998.   

29. Attachment 1a is a true and accurate online copy of Part I of the 

proceedings of the International Conference on Cooperative Multimodal 

Communication CMC/95, including Document 1, from a Technishe Universiteit 

Endhoven Web site https://pure.tue.nl/ws/files/4264441/466003-1.pdf.  Attachment 

1b is a true and accurate print copy of Document 1, along with the cover, title page 

and title page verso, preface, conference committee information, and contents 

pages, from the Universitat Bibliothek Erlangen-Nürrnberg.  Attachment 1c is a 
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true and accurate copy of that library’s catalog record for the CMC/95 conference, 

in which Document 1 was published.  I have compared Document 1 in 

Attachments 1a and 1b and find them to be substantively identical. 

30. Attachment 1d is a true and accurate copy of Document 1 as published 

in the Springer book (along with the book’s cover, preliminary leaves, half title 

page, tittle page and title page verso, preface, and contents pages) from the 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library.  Attachment 1e is a true and 

accurate copy of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library catalog 

record for Multimodal Human Computer Communication, showing the series title 

Lecture Notes in Computer Science 1374 and the holdings for volume 1374 of that 

series. 

31. Attachments 1a, 1b, and 1d are in a condition that creates no suspicion 

about their authenticity.  Specifically, Document 1 in these Attachments is not 

missing any intermediate pages of the article’s text, the text on each page appears 

to flow seamlessly from one page to the next, and there are no visible alterations to 

the document.  Attachment 1a was found at a Technishe Universiteit Endhoven 

Web site, and Attachments 1b and 1d were found within the custody of libraries– 

places where, if authentic, these documents would likely be found.   

32. I conclude, based on finding Document 1 both online and in libraries 

and on finding library catalog records for Document 1, that Document 1 is an 
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authentic document and that Attachments 1a, 1b, and 1d are an authentic copies of 

Document 1. 

Public Accessibility 

33. Document 1 entered the realm of public discourse in late May 1995, 

when it was presented at the International Conference on Cooperative Multimodal 

Communication / CMC /95, Endhoven, the Netherlands.  The scope of the 

conference is suggested by the 20 papers and 7 posters presented there, as 

indicated by the Attachment 1a table of contents. 

34. Attachment 1a, an online copy of Part I of the CMC/95 conference 

proceedings from a Technishe Universiteit Endhoven Web site, includes a library 

label from the Biblioteek Instituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek [Institute for 

Perception Research], a unit of the Technishe Universiteit Endhoven.  The 

University cover sheet in Attachment 1a identifies Attachment 1a as the 

“Publisher’s PDF, also known as Version of Record.” 

35. Attachment 1f is a true and accurate copy of the Statewide Illinois 

Library Catalog record for the Proceedings of the International Conference on 

Cooperative Multimodal Communication: CMC 95, showing this volume was 

published in 1995 and is held by 1 library world-wide.  The date of entry for this 

record is 4 August 1995.  An ordinarily skilled researcher could have discovered 

the Attachment 1f catalog record by using at least three different search strategies: 
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(1) by looking for the title of the publication, i.e., Proceedings of the International 

Conference on Cooperative Multimodal Communication; (2) by looking for the 

conference name, i.e., International Conference on Cooperative Multimedia 

Communication; and (3) by looking for the editor’s name, i.e., Harry Bunt.  In my 

opinion, an ordinarily skilled researcher, exercising reasonable diligence, would 

have had no difficulty finding copies of the Proceedings of the International 

Conference on Cooperative Multimodal Communication: CMC 95 in 1995. 

36. I conclude that Document 1, as published in the Proceedings of the 

International Conference on Cooperative Multimodal Communication / CMC 95, 

was publicly available in at least one library by September 1995. 

37. Attachment 1g is a true and accurate copy of the Statewide Illinois 

Library Catalog record for the Springer book, Multimodal Human Computer 

Communication, showing this volume was published in 1998 and is held by 10 

libraries world-wide.  The date of entry for this record is 29 April 1998.  An 

ordinarily skilled researcher could have discovered the Attachment 1g catalog 

record by using at least four different search strategies: (1) by looking for the title 

of the publication, i.e., Multimodal human computer communication; (2) by 

looking for the conference name, i.e., International Conference on Cooperative 

Multimedia Communication; (3) by looking for the editor’s name, i.e., Harry Bunt; 

and (4) by looking for the name of the Springer series, i.e., Lecture notes in 
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computer science.  In my opinion, an ordinarily skilled researcher, exercising 

reasonable diligence, would have had no difficulty finding copies of the Springer 

book, Multimodal Human Computer Communication in 1998. 

38. I conclude that Document 1, as published in the Springer book 

Multimodal Human Computer Communication, was publicly available in at least 

one library at least by May 1998.    

Conclusion 

39. Based on the evidence presented here—online and book  publication, 

and library records,—it is my opinion that Document 1, as published in the 

Proceedings of the International Conference on Cooperative Multimodal 

Communication / CMC 95, was publicly available in at least one library by no later 

than September 1995.  It is my further opinion that Document 1, as published in 

the Springer book Multimodal Human Computer Communication, was publicly 

available in at least one library at least by May 1998.   

 

V. ATTACHMENTS 

40. The attachments attached hereto are true and correct copies of the 

materials identified above.   Helen Sullivan is a Managing Partner in Prior Art 

Documentation Services LLC.  One of her primary responsibilities in our 
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partnership is to secure the bibliographic documentation used in attachments to our 

declarations.    

41. Ms. Sullivan and I work in close collaboration on the bibliographic 

documentation needed in each declaration.  I will sometimes request specific 

bibliographic documents or, more rarely, secure them myself.  In all cases, I have 

carefully reviewed the bibliographic documentation used in my declaration.  My 

signature on the declaration indicates my full confidence in the authenticity, 

accuracy, and reliability of the bibliographic documentation used.   

42. Each Attachment has been marked with an identifying label on the top 

of each page.  However, no alterations other than these noted labels appear in these 

attachments, unless otherwise noted.  All attachments were created on 24 August – 

14 September 2017 and all URLs referenced in this declaration were available 14 

September 2017. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

43. I reserve the right to supplement my opinions in the future to respond 

to any arguments that Patent Owner or its expert(s) may raise and to take into 

account new information as it becomes available to me. 

44. I declare that all statements made herein of my knowledge are true, 

and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true, and 

that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements 
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and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under 

Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code. 

  Executed this 16th day of December, 2017 in Urbana, Illinois. 

 

 
____________________________ 
Scott Bennett 
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Appendix A 

SCOTT BENNETT 
Yale University Librarian Emeritus 

 
711 South Race 

Urbana, Illinois 61801-4132 
2scottbb@gmail.com 

217-367-9896 
 
 

EMPLOYMENT 
 

Retired, 2001.  Retirement activities include: 
 Managing Partner in Prior Art Documentation Services, LLC, 2015-.  This firm provides 

documentation services to patent attorneys  
 Consultant on library space design, 2004-2017 . This consulting practice was rooted in a 

research, publication, and public speaking program conducted since I retired from Yale 
University in 2001.   I served more than 50 colleges and universities in the United States and 
abroad with projects ranging in likely cost from under $50,000 to over $100 million. 

 Senior Advisor for the library program of the Council of Independent Colleges, 2001-2009 
 Member of the Wartburg College Library Advisory Board, 2004-  
 Visiting Professor, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of 

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Fall 2003 
 
University Librarian, Yale University, 1994-2001 
 
Director, The Milton S. Eisenhower Library, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, 
1989-1994 
 
Assistant University Librarian for Collection Management, Northwestern University, Evanston, 
Illinois, 1981-1989 
 
Instructor, Assistant and Associate Professor of Library Administration, University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign, 1974-1981 
 
Assistant Professor of English, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1967-1974 
 
Woodrow Wilson Teaching Intern, St. Paul’s College, Lawrenceville, Virginia, 1964-1965 
 

EDUCATION 
 

University of Illinois, M.S., 1976 (Library Science) 
Indiana University, M.A., 1966; Ph.D., 1967 (English) 
Oberlin College, A.B. magna cum laude, 1960 (English) 

 
 
HONORS AND AWARDS 
 

Morningside College (Sioux City, IA) Doctor of Humane Letters, 2010 
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American Council of Learned Societies Fellowship, 1978-1979; Honorary Visiting Research 
Fellow, Victorian Studies Centre, University of Leicester, 1979; University of Illinois Summer 
Faculty Fellowship, 1969 
 
Indiana University Dissertation Year Fellowship and an Oberlin College Haskell Fellowship, 1966-
1967; Woodrow Wilson National Fellow, 1960-1961 

 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 

 
American Association for the Advancement of Science: Project on Intellectual Property and 
Electronic Publishing in Science, 1999-2001 
 
American Association of University Professors:  University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Chapter Secretary and President, 1975-1978; Illinois Conference Vice President and President, 1978-
1984; national Council, 1982-1985, Committee F, 1982-1986, Assembly of State Conferences 
Executive Committee, 1983-1986, and Committee H, 1997-2001 ; Northwestern University Chapter 
Secretary/Treasurer, 1985-1986 
 
Association of American Universities:  Member of the Research Libraries Task Force on 
Intellectual Property Rights in an Electronic Environment, 1993-1994, 1995-1996 
 
Association of Research Libraries:  Member of the Preservation Committee, 1990-1993; member of 
the Information Policy Committee, 1993-1995; member of the Working Group on Copyright, 1994-
2001; member of the Research Library Leadership and Management Committee, 1999-2001; member 
of the Board of Directors, 1998-2000 
 
Carnegie Mellon University:  Member of the University Libraries Advisory Board, 1994 
 
Center for Research Libraries:  Program Committee, 1998-2000 
 
Johns Hopkins University Press:  Ex-officio member of the Editorial Board, 1990-1994; Co-
director of Project Muse, 1994 
 
Library Administration and Management Association, Public Relations Section, Friends of the 
Library Committee, 1977-1978 
 
Oberlin College:  Member of the Library Visiting Committee, 1990, and of the Steering Committee 
for the library’s capital campaign, 1992-1993; President of the Library Friends, 1992-1993, 2004-
2005; member, Friends of the Library Council, 2003- 
 
Research Society for Victorian Periodicals: Executive Board, 1971-1983; Co-chairperson of the 
Executive Committee on Serials Bibliography, 1976-1982; President, 1977-1982 
 
A Selected Edition of W.D. Howells (one of several editions sponsored by the MLA Center for 
Editions of American Authors):  Associate Textual Editor, 1965-1970; Center for Editions of 
American Authors panel of textual experts, 1968-1970 
 
Victorian Studies:  Editorial Assistant and Managing Editor, 1962-1964 
 
Wartburg College: member, National Advisory Board for the Vogel Library, 2004- 
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Some other activities:  Member of the Illinois State Library Statewide Library and Archival 
Preservation Advisory Panel; member of the Illinois State Archives Advisory Board; member of a 
committee advising the Illinois Board of Higher Education on the cooperative management of 
research collections; chair of a major collaborative research project conducted by the Research 
Libraries Group with support from Conoco, Inc.; active advisor on behalf of the Illinois 
Conference AAUP to faculty and administrators on academic freedom and tenure matters in northern 
Illinois. 
 
Delegate to Maryland Governor’s Conference on Libraries and Information Service; principal in 
initiating state-wide preservation planning in Maryland; principal in an effort to widen the use of 
mass deacidification for the preservation of library materials through cooperative action by the 
Association of Research Libraries and the Committee on Institutional Cooperation; co-instigator 
of a campus-wide information service for Johns Hopkins University; initiated efforts with the 
Enoch Pratt Free Library to provide information services to Baltimore’s Empowerment Zones; 
speaker or panelist on academic publishing, copyright, scholarly communication, national and 
regional preservation planning, mass deacidification. 
 
Consultant for the University of British Columbia (1995), Princeton University (1996), Modern 
Language Association, (1995, 1996), Library of Congress (1997), Center for Jewish History 
(1998, 2000-), National Research Council (1998); Board of Directors for the Digital Library 
Federation, 1996-2001; accreditation visiting team at Brandeis University (1997); mentor for 
Northern Exposure to Leadership (1997); instructor and mentor for ARL’s Leadership and 
Career Development Program (1999-2000)  
 
At the Northwestern University Library, led in the creation of a preservation department and in the 
renovation of the renovation, for preservation purposes, of the Deering Library book stacks. 
 
At the Milton S. Eisenhower Library, led the refocusing and vitalization of client-centered services; 
strategic planning and organizational restructuring for the library; building renovation planning.  
Successfully completed a $5 million endowment campaign for the humanities collections and 
launched a $27 million capital campaign for the library. 
 
At the Yale University Library, participated widely in campus-space planning, university budget 
planning, information technology development, and the promotion of effective teaching and learning; 
for the library has exercised leadership in space planning and renovation, retrospective conversion of 
the card catalog, preservation, organizational development, recruitment of minority librarians, 
intellectual property and copyright issues, scholarly communication, document delivery services 
among libraries, and instruction in the use of information resources.  Oversaw approximately $70 
million of library space renovation and construction.  Was co-principal investigator for a grant to plan 
a digital archive for Elsevier Science. 
 
Numerous to invitations speak at regional, national, and other professional meetings and at alumni 
meetings.  Lectured and presented a series of seminars on library management at the Yunnan 
University Library, 2002.  Participated in the 2005 International Roundtable for Library and 
Information Science sponsored by the Kanazawa Institute of Technology Library Center and the 
Council on Library and Information Resources. 

 
PUBLICATIONS 
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“Putting Learning into Library Planning,” portal: Libraries and the Academy, 15, 2 (April 2015), 
215-231. 
 
“How librarians (and others!) love silos: Three stories from the field “ available at the Learning 
Spaces Collaborary Web site,  http://www.pkallsc.org/ 
 
“Learning Behaviors and Learning Spaces,” portal: Libraries and the Academy, 11, 3 (July 2011), 
765-789.    
 
“Libraries and Learning: A History of Paradigm Change,” portal: Libraries and the Academy,  9, 2 
(April 2009), 181-197.  Judged as the best article published in the 2009 volume of portal. 
 
“The Information or the Learning Commons: Which Will We Have?” Journal of Academic 
Librarianship, 34 (May 2008), 183-185.  One of the ten most-cited articles published in JAL, 2007-
2011. 
 
“Designing for Uncertainty: Three Approaches,” Journal of Academic Librarianship, 33 (2007), 165–
179. 
 
“Campus Cultures Fostering Information Literacy,” portal: Libraries and the Academy, 7 (2007), 
147-167.  Included in Library Instruction Round Table Top Twenty library instruction articles 
published in 2007 

 
“Designing for Uncertainty: Three Approaches,” Journal of Academic Librarianship,  33 (2007), 
165–179. 
 
 “First Questions for Designing Higher Education Learning Spaces,” Journal of Academic 
Librarianship, 33 (2007), 14-26. 
 
“The Choice for Learning,” Journal of Academic Librarianship, 32 (2006), 3-13. 
 
With Richard A. O’Connor, “The Power of Place in Learning,” Planning for Higher Education, 33 
(June-August 2005), 28-30 
 
“Righting the Balance,” in Library as Place: Rethinking Roles, Rethinking Space (Washington, DC: 
Council on Library and Information Resources, 2005), pp. 10-24 

 
Libraries Designed for Learning (Washington, DC: Council on Library and Information Resources, 
2003) 
 
“The Golden Age of Libraries,” in Proceedings of the International Conference on Academic 
Librarianship in the New Millennium: Roles, Trends, and Global Collaboration, ed. Haipeng Li 
(Kunming: Yunnan University Press, 2002), pp. 13-21.  This is a slightly different version of the 
following item. 
 
“The Golden Age of Libraries,” Journal of Academic Librarianship, 24 (2001), 256-258 

 
“Second Chances.  An address . . . at the annual dinner of the Friends of the Oberlin College Library 
November 13 1999,” Friends of the Oberlin College Library, February 2000 
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“Authors’ Rights,” The Journal of Electronic Publishing (December 1999), 
http://www.press.umich.edu/jep/05-02/bennett.html 
 
“Information-Based Productivity,” in Technology and Scholarly Communication, ed. Richard Ekman 
and Richard E. Quandt (Berkeley, 1999), pp. 73-94 
 
“Just-In-Time Scholarly Monographs: or, Is There a Cavalry Bugle Call for Beleaguered Authors and 
Publishers?” The Journal of Electronic Publishing (September 1998), 
http://www.press.umich.edu/jep/04-01/bennett.html 
 
“Re-engineering Scholarly Communication: Thoughts Addressed to Authors,” Scholarly Publishing, 
27 (1996), 185-196 

 
“The Copyright Challenge: Strengthening the Public Interest in the Digital Age,” Library Journal, 15 
November 1994, pp. 34-37 
 
“The Management of Intellectual Property,” Computers in Libraries, 14 (May 1994), 18-20 
 
“Repositioning University Presses in Scholarly Communication,” Journal of Scholarly Publishing, 25 
(1994), 243-248.  Reprinted in The Essential JSP.  Critical Insights into the World of Scholarly 
Publishing.  Volume 1: University Presses (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2011), pp. 147-153 
 
“Preservation and the Economic Investment Model,” in Preservation Research and Development.  
Round Table Proceedings, September 28-29, 1992, ed. Carrie Beyer (Washington, D.C.: Library of 
Congress, 1993), pp. 17-18 
 
“Copyright and Innovation in Electronic Publishing: A Commentary,” Journal of Academic 
Librarianship, 19 (1993), 87-91; reprinted in condensed form in Library Issues: Briefings for Faculty 
and Administrators, 14 (September 1993) 
 
with Nina Matheson, “Scholarly Articles: Valuable Commodities for Universities,” Chronicle of 
Higher Education, 27 May 1992, pp. B1-B3 
 
“Strategies for Increasing [Preservation] Productivity,” Minutes of the [119th] Meeting [of the 
Association of Research Libraries]  (Washington, D.C., 1992), pp. 39-40 
 
“Management Issues: The Director’s Perspective,” and “Cooperative Approaches to Mass 
Deacidification: Mid-Atlantic Region,” in A Roundtable on Mass Deacidification, ed. Peter G. Sparks 
(Washington, D.C.: Association of Research Libraries, 1992), pp. 15-18, 54-55 
 
“The Boat that Must Stay Afloat: Academic Libraries in Hard Times,” Scholarly Publishing, 23 
(1992), 131-137 
 
“Buying Time:  An Alternative for the Preservation of Library Material,” ACLS Newsletter, Second 
Series 3 (Summer, 1991), 10-11 
 
“The Golden Stain of Time:  Preserving Victorian Periodicals” in Investigating Victorian Journalism, 
ed. Laurel Brake, Alex Jones, and Lionel Madden (London: Macmillan, 1990), pp. 166-183 
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“Commentary on the Stephens and Haley Papers” in Coordinating Cooperative Collection 
Development: A National Perspective, an issue of Resource Sharing and Information Networks, 2 
(1985), 199-201 
 
“The Editorial Character and Readership of The Penny Magazine: An Analysis,” Victorian 
Periodicals Review, 17 (1984), 127-141 
 
“Current Initiatives and Issues in Collection Management,” Journal of Academic Librarianship, 10 
(1984), 257-261; reprinted in Library Lit: The Best of 85 
 
“Revolutions in Thought: Serial Publication and the Mass Market for Reading” in The Victorian 
Periodical Press:  Samplings and Soundings, ed. Joanne Shattock and Michael Wolff (Leicester: 
Leicester University Press, 1982), pp. 225-257 
 
“Victorian Newspaper Advertising:  Counting What Counts,” Publishing History, 8 (1980), 5-18 
 
“Library Friends: A Theoretical History” in Organizing the Library’s Support:  Donors, Volunteers, 
Friends, ed. D.W. Krummel, Allerton Park Institute Number 25 (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Graduate School of Library Science, 1980), pp. 23-32 
 
“The Learned Professor: being a brief account of a scholar [Harris Francis Fletcher] who asked for 
the Moon, and got it,” Non Solus, 7 (1980), 5-12 
 
“Prolegomenon to Serials Bibliography:  A Report to the [Research] Society [for Victorian 
Periodicals],” Victorian Periodicals Review, 12 (1979), 3-15 
 
“The Bibliographic Control of Victorian Periodicals” in Victorian Periodicals: A Guide to Research, 
ed. J. Don Vann and Rosemary T. VanArsdel (New York: Modern Language Association, 1978), pp. 
21-51 
 
“John Murray’s Family Library and the Cheapening of Books in Early Nineteenth Century Britain,” 
Studies in Bibliography, 29 (1976), 139-166.  Reprinted in Stephen Colclough and Alexis Weedon, 
eds., The History of the Book in the West: 1800-1914, Vol. 4 (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2010), pp. 
307-334. 
 
with Robert Carringer, “Dreiser to Sandburg: Three Unpublished Letters,” Library Chronicle, 40 
(1976), 252-256 
 
“David Douglas and the British Publication of W. D. Howells’ Works,” Studies in Bibliography, 25 
(1972), 107-124 
 
as primary editor, W. D. Howells, Indian Summer (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1971) 
 
“The Profession of Authorship: Some Problems for Descriptive Bibliography” in Research Methods 
in Librarianship:  Historical and Bibliographic Methods in Library Research, ed. Rolland E. Stevens 
(Urbana: University of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science, 1971), pp. 74-85 
 
edited with Ronald Gottesman, Art and Error: Modern Textual Editing (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1970)--also published in London by Methuen, 1970 
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“Catholic Emancipation, the Quarterly Review, and Britain’s Constitutional Revolution,” Victorian 
Studies, 12 (1969), 283-304 
 
as textual editor, W. D. Howells, The Altrurian Romances (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1968); introduction and annotation by Clara and Rudolf Kirk 
 
as associate textual editor, W. D. Howells, Their Wedding Journey (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1968); introduction by John Reeves 
 
“A Concealed Printing in W. D. Howells,” Papers of the Bibliographic Society of America, 61 
(1967), 56-60 
 
editor, Non Solus, A Publication of the University of Illinois Library Friends, 1974-1981 
 
editor, Robert B. Downs Publication Fund, University of Illinois Library, 1975-1981 
 

Reviews, short articles, etc. in Victorian Studies, Journal of English and German Philology, 
Victorian Periodicals Newsletter, Collection Management, Nineteenth-Century Literature, College & 
Research Libraries, Scholarly Publishing Today, ARL Newsletter, Serials Review, Library Issues, 
S[ociety for] S[cholarly] P[ublishing] Newsletter, and Victorian Britain: An Encyclopedia 
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Preface

Communication is a bidirectional activity that comes naturally in multimodal form, involving

both verbal and nonverbal, vocal, visual, tactile and other means of interaction. Natural

communication is also cooperative, in that the participants make an effort to understand

each other, and act in a. way that takes each other’s goals and purposes into account, for

instance helping a dialogue partner to obtain relevant information.

Technical developments increasingly allow the realization of human-computer interfaces

where more sophisticated forms of visual and auditory, verbal and nonverbal information are

used by the computer and where the user is allowed a greater variety of forms of expression.

TWO crucial aspects of natural communication are, however, still conspicuously absent in

existing user interfaces:

0 real cooperation from the part of the computer. based on a good understanding of the

user's wants;

0 true multimodality in the sense of fully integrated, simultaneous use of several modalities

to convey a complex message.

As a result, human-computer communication is generally felt to be only marginally coopera-

tive, and to be unnatural and primitive, compared to natural human communication.

The present conference aims at contributing to improving the state of the art in cooper-

ative multimodal human-computer communication, bringing together researchers involved in

the design, implementation, and application of forms of cooperative human-computer com-

munication where natural language (typed or spoken) is used in combination with other

modalities, such as visual feedback and direct manipulation. The conference focuses on for-

mal, computational, and user aspects of building cooperative multimodal dialogue systems,

with the following topics being identified in the call for papers:

- cooperativity in multimodal dialogue

0 natural language semantics in a multimodal context

- formal and computational models of dialogue context

0 incremental knowledge representation and dialogue

- interacting with visual domain representations

0 collaborative problem solving

0 constraint-based approaches to animation and visual modelling

0 effective use of different interactive modalities

o modelling temporal aspects of multimodal communication

0 type theory and natural language interpretation
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In response to the call for papers, we have received submissions from all over the world

(Europe, North America, Asia, Australia), from which the programme committee has selected

17 for paper presentation and 8 for poster presentation at the conference. In addition, the

conference features a presentation of the multimodal DenK—project, which has provided the

inspiration for organizing this conference, and invited papers by Mark Maybury, Wolfgang

Wahlster, Bonnie Webber and Kent Wittenburg.

I would like to use this occasion to thank the members of the programme cornmittee for

reviewing the submitted contributions for the conference, and the members of the organiz-

ing committee plus the staff at the Institute for Perception Research IPO, which hosts the

conference, for all their efforts to make the conference run smoothly. Particular thanks are

due to the Samenwerkingsorgaan Brabantse Universiteiten (the organization for cooperation

between the universities in the province of Brabant, i.e. the universities of Tilburg and Eind-

hoven), and to the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences (KNAW) for their financial support.

Harry Bunt

Program Committee chairman.

ii
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Toward Cooperative Multimedia Interaction
(abstract)

Mark T. Maybury

The MITRE Corporation, Artificial Intelligence Center

Mail Stop K331, 202 Burlington Road Bedford, MA 01730

e-mail: maybury©mitre.org

Key words: Content-based multimedia information retrieval, intelligent interfaces,
multimedia databases.

Multimedia information and communication permeates our daily lives. We are contin-

uously presented with multimedia information via newspapers, radios, televisions, and, in-

creasingly, from our interactions on the global information infrastructure. When we directly

converse with one another, we utilize a wide array of media to interact, including spoken lan-

guage, gestures, and drawings. In both human-human communication and in our multimedia

artifacts, we rely upon multiple sensory systems or modes of communication including vision,

audition, and taction. Although humans have a natural facility for managing and exploiting

multiple input and output media, computers do not.

Providing machines with the ability to interpret multimedia input and generate coordi-

nated multimedia output would be a valuable facility for a number of key applications such as

information retrieval and analysis, training, and decision support. A number of exciting appli-

cations are already emerging from laboratories. Examples include customized electronic news

papers, adaptive multimedia interfaces, and interactive multimedia digital libraries. Commer-

cially, multimedia databases promise access to massive, heterogeneous collections of audio,

video, text, as well as structured data. Finally, multimedia interfaces are emerging that can

intelligently exploit multiple media and modes to facilitate human-computer communication.

Despite this exciting potential, serious fundamental scientific questions remain unan-

swered. What is the character of multimedia information? How should media be represented?

What is a media and what is a mode? How do humans process multimedia information? How

can we develop efficient and effective algorithms and systems to assist in the creation, man-

agement, and interaction with multimedia information? How can we leverage the rapidly

converging domains of communications, information retrieval, speech, language and image

processing, and virtual reality to enhance human-machine and human-human communica-

tion? What are the appropriate metrics and methods for evaluating progress in this area

while at the same time encouraging scientific innovation? Can we discover what it means to

support cooperative multimedia communication, or move toward understanding the principles
of multimedia communication?

This talk will attempt to shed light on some of these questions by highlighting research

which aims to support enhanced multimedia interaction. First, the talk with summarize

techniques being developed to interpret and generate multiple media, including spoken and
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written natural language, graphics, non-speech audio, maps, animation. Subsequently, it will

consider how advances in text, Spoken language, and image understanding can be applied

to support retrieval of complex media (e.g., imagery, text 85 graphics, video). The talk

will describe a vision of the confluence of intelligent systems and multimedia to support

cooperative multimedia interaction.
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Abstract

One activity of Penn‘s Center for Human Modelling and Simulation has been the

exploration of Natural Language instructions and other high-level task specifications to

create animated simulations of virtual human agents carrying out tasks. The work builds

on JACK, an animation system developed at Penn, that provides simulated human models

with a growing repertoire of naturalistic behaviors. The value in using high-level task

specifications to create animated simulations is that the same specification can be used

to produce diiierent animations in different situations, without additional animator or

programmer intervention.

But animated simulation driven by Natural Language instructions can provide another

benefit, by forcing us to consider what aspects of language convey information relevant

to behavior. What our studies to date have revealed is that more of an utterance conveys

such information than its main verb and argument structure.

To demonstrate an analysis of linguistic constructs in terms of behavioral specifications

and constraints, I show how instructions containing “until” clauses can be analysed in

terms of perceptual activities and the conditions they are used to assess, and how the

resulting analysis contributes to understanding how an agent is supposed to carry these
instructions out.

keywords: task specifications, human figure animation, pragmatics.

1 Introduction

My group at Penn has been exploring the use of Natural Language instructions and other

high-level task specifications to create realistic animated simulations of virtual human agents

carrying out tasks. The work builds on JackTM, an animation system developed at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania’s Center for Human Modelling and Simulation. Jack provides biome-

chanically reasonable and anthropometricaily—scaled human models with a growing reper—

toire of naturalistic behaviors such as walking, stepping, looking, reaching, turning, grasping,

strength-based lifting, and both obstacle and self-collision avoidance [1]. The value in using

high-level task specifications to create animated simulations is that the same Specification will

produce agent behavior that is appropriate to different environments and/or different con-

ditions, without additional animator or programmer intervention. The resulting simulations
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thus afford a relatively inexpensive way to carry out human factors studies in computer-aided

design or to use in Virtual Reality training, eSpecially in exercises involving multiple agents

or a variety of environments.

But animated simulation driven by Natural Language instructions can provide another

benefit, by forcing us to consider what aspects of language convey information relevant to
behavior. What our studies to date have revealed is that much more of an utterance than

its main verb and argument structure help an agent along. Ignoring these other sources

of information can lead animated agents to behave in ways that viewers find odd, if not

totally bizarre. To avoid this, more research in Natural Language Processing should address

relationships between language and behavior.

To demonstrate how linguistic constructs can be analysed in terms of behavioral specifica-

tions and constraints, I will show in the main body of the paper how instructions containing
“until" clauses such as

(1) Squeeze riveter handles until rivet stem breaks off.

can be analysed in terms of perceptual activities and the conditions they are used to assess,

and how the resulting analysis contributes to understanding what an agent is intended to do

in response. Before I begin though, I want to call the reader’s attention to our earlier work,

as background to this presentation.

In 1990, Barbara Di Eugenio and I did a study of gerundive adjuncts in Natural Language

instructions [15] such as

(2) Unroll each strip onto the wall, smoothing the foil into place vertically (not side to side)

to avoid warping and curling at the edges.

(3) Sew the head front to back, leaving the neck edge open.

(4) As you work, clean the surface thoroughly each time you change grits, vacuuming off

all the dust and wiping the wood with a rag dampened with turpentine or

paint thinner.

A gerundive adjunct is a type of free adjunct — a nonfinite predicative phrase with the function

of an adverbial subordinate clause [14]. Progressive gerundive adjuncts are fairly common in

instructions that specify physical activities. In his analysis of a wide range of free adjuncts in

English narrative [14], Stump focussed on their truth-conditional properties, distinguishing

between strong and weak adjuncts:

(511) Having unusually long arms, John can touch the ceiling.

(5b) Standing on the chair, John can touch the ceiling.

(Ga) Being a businessman, Bill smokes cigars.

(6b) Lying on the beach, Bill smokes cigars.

Stump calls the adjuncts in both :1 sentences strong, because their actual truth is uniformly

entailed. He calls those in the b sentences weak, because their actual truth can fail to be

entailed. Stump notes the causal flavor of strong adjuncts: in the a sentences above, the

main clause assertion is true because the adjunct is. Weak adjuncts, on the other hand, have
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a conditional sense: it is (only) when the condition described in the adjunct is true that the
main clause assertion is true.

While Stump's observations appear to be both correct and relevant for narrative text, Di

Eugenio and 1 were concerned with the behavioral import of gerundive adjuncts. The main

interpretative decision turned out to be whether two separate actions were being specified as in

Example 2 (if so, there was a further question as to the specific temporal relationship between

the two actions) or only one, as in Example 3 and 4. To determine what action an agent is

intended to perform in the latter case, the agent needs to determine whether the adjuct further

specifies the action specified in the main clause (e.g., providing information about manner,

extent, side effects to avoid, etc.), as in Example 3 or whether the action specifications in

the main and adjunct clauses were related by generation [8], as in Example 4. In the latter,

the generated action provides a reason for doing the generating action, although we found

in subsequent work that the generation relation can convey more information relevant to

behavior than just purpose.

Specifically, in her doctoral thesis research ([4], see also [6]), Di Eugenio focussed on

instructions containing “purpose clauses” of the form

DoatodoB

showing that when they are interpreted as conveying a generation relationship, the relation-

ship may not be between the given a and fl, but between a more specific action a’ and fl.

For example, in

(7) Cut a square in half to make two triangles.

Di Eugenio showed that the action the agent is meant to carry out is not just cutting a square

in half (a) but rather the more specific action, cutting a square in half along a diagonal (01’).

She then showed how a description lattice created in a knowledge representation formalism

such as CLASSIC or LOOM can be used to carry out the relevant reasoning. The point I want

to emphasize though is that this systematic inference had gone unnoticed until utterances were

analysed in terms of specifying or constraining behavior.

2 “Until” Clauses

Instructions containing “until” clauses highlight the rule of perceptual activity in behavior

and in behavioral specifications. Obviously, agents use perception when they carry out tasks:

if the agent’s task is building a brick wall, the agent will use perception to lay the next bed

of mortar, to find the next brick to lay, to maneuver the brick to an appropriate place on the

mortar bed, to notice and remove excess mortar. etc.

But Natural Language also uses perceptual tests to specify behavior, as I will try to show

with “until” clauses. Now, in a programming language like Pascal, the Boolean condition in

an “until" expression

repeat <statement-sequence> until <Boolean-expr>

can be assessed by just computing its value. However, for a human agent to comply with an

instruction containing an “until” clause, the agent must

0 understand the source of the condition to be checked and the actions she must take to

assess it;
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0 understand what, if any, actions she is assumed to be doing when the condition is to be

assessed;

0 determine how to efficiently integrate both sets of actions.

The data on which this analysis is based are drawn from six chapters of two volumes

of home repair instructions scanned in by Joseph Rosenzweig, a graduate student at the

University of Pennsylvania: Dorling Kindersley’s Home Repair Encyclopedia [10] and the

Reader’s Digest New Complete Do-It- Yourself Manual [13]. The data consist of 80 instructions

containing “until clauses”, of the form

(Do) or until a.

The chapters were chosen randomly, not because of their subject matter, and all sentences

containing “until” clauses were extracted from them. Some of the instructions concern re-

pair jobs (e.g. fixing broken china, repairing cracked parquet, etc.). and the others concern

construction of concrete, asphalt, and/or masonry structures.

While the ideas have not yet been implemented, I am assuming an agent architecture that

contains. at the very least:

0 one or more low-level Sense-Control—Act (S—C-A) loops, that can be modified from above

by

0 a process-based (as opposed to state-space) task specification such as that recently

proposed by Pym, Pryor and Murphy, using the process algebra [12], or the parallel

transition network representation (PaT-Net) we have begun to use in much of our

animated simulation work [2, 3].

With respect to such an architecture, a wide class of Natural Language instructions, including

those with “until” clauses, would be interpreted as process-based representational structures

that set the S-C—A loops and interpret both their success and error conditions.

3 Assessing the Specified Condition

The first thing to note is that perception alone may be insufficient to determine whether a

condition holds: one or more actions may first be necessary to bring the world into a state in

which an appropriate observation can be made. Such actions I will follow Kirsh and Maglio

[9] in calling epistemic.l That is, in the case of

(8) Squeeze riveter handles until rivet stem breaks off.

the agent does not have to do anything special to be able to observe the rivet stem breaking

off. On the other hand, to determine whether the condition holds in

(9) Wait for the filler to set and rub it down, first with a needle file and then with glasspaper.
until it lies flush with the surface.

1Kirsh and Maglio use the term pragmatic action for ones whose purpose is to bring an agent closer to her
goal.
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the agent must assess the condition using tactile perception, which in turn requires her to

stop rubbing the filler with glasspaper and feel the filler-surface area with her fingertip(s).

In many cases, as in example 9 above, the agent is assumed to know how to detect the

condition and no explicit guidance is given. In some cases however, explicit guidance is given

in the form of relevant epistemic actions and a directly perceivable condition. For example,

the instructions below provide guidance in determining whether water contains salt.

(10) Change the water daily until all the salts have gone. To test this, hold a spoonful of

the water over a flame so that the water evaporates. There should be no salts left.

One reason for giving such explicit guidance is that, as with other actions, epistemic and

perceptual actions can have side effects that the agent might find undesirable. To avoid

them, an alternative procedure may be specified in the instructions — e.g.

(11) Leave this glaze for a short time until it becomes “tacky” (a test strip on an old tile

will indicate when it is ready).

“Tacky” is usually assessed through touch, but the assessment leaves fingerprints, which are

undesirable on the object being repaired. So an alternative procedure is suggested, where the
side effect won’t matter.

Of course, it is possible that the specified condition cannot be directly perceived and that

no procedure for determining it is provided - e.g.

(12) Mix the powders a little at a time until the proportions look right, .. . .

The agent is then left to her own devices.

An interesting case is where the condition to be tested for is the agent’s ability to perform

the next action in the sequence. While the condition may be tested several times and found

not to hold, when it is found to hold, the next action has effectively been performed — e.g.

(13) Chip brick with chisel until it can be removed.

(14) After loosening stone with pick and shovel, pry it out with one 2x4, then with the other,

until you can use one of the levers as a ramp to get stone out of hole.

A more specific form of this condition identifies both the next action an“; that the agent is

looking to perform and the changes to the world (produced through either her current action

or through an independent process - see Section 4) that will eventually enable her to perform

cum. For example:

(15) Standard wallpapers are removed by sponging with warm water until the paper is soft

enough to scrape 05.

(16) Continue along the skirting, inserting more wedges as you go, until the skirting is loose

enough to pull away from the wall.

Notice that both “soft” and “loose” are vague predicates — there is no definitive test for

soft (x) or loose (X), not even tests specific to the type of X (e.g. a soft pudding vs. a soft

stomach). As such, an instruction of the form

(Do) (1 until Y is soft/loose
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is underspecified in a way that could lessen an agent’s ability to perform a successfully. 0n

the other hand, if the condition is only specified in terms of the agent’s ability to perform

aunt, she has less information from which to derive the relationship between what is currently

happening to the world and when it may be relevant to try to perform one“. Thus having

conditions specified in terms of both change and ability can give an agent suficient information
to succeed.

There may, of course, be several ways to assess a condition, and with further experience,

an agent may change which one she uses. 80 in the earlier brick-laying example (repeated

here)

(17) Press it down until the mortar is about 3/8 inch thick.

an inexperienced agent may have to interrupt her pressing to measure with a ruler the amount

of the mortar still remaining beneath the brick. With experience, the agent may learn to

simply eyeball thickness. In creating realistic animations, we can have our agents’ skills

reflect any degree of experience, as long as it is clear what they are supposed to represent.

4 Determining the Agent’s Intended Action

As noted earlier, instructions with “until" clauses have the general form

(Do) (1 until K.

Semantically, a must be interpretable as a Vendlerian “activity” or a process in Moens and

Steedman’s terminology [11] — that is, a temporally-extended action with no intrinsic culmi-

nation point. If 0 cannot be directly interpreted as a process, it must be coerced into such

an interpretation. Moens and Steedman, for example, note how “for phrases" such as “for

five minutes", can coerce what they term an culminated process - i.e., a temporally-extended

action with a culmination point — into a process either through iteration of the basic action

or through loss of its intrinsic culmination, as in:

(18) Play the Moonlight Sonata for 1 minute.

(19) Play the Moonlight Sonata for 1 day.

In the first case, the intrinsic culmination point is lost (one stops after a minute, not when

one reaches the end of the piece), and in the second, playing the sonata must be repeated

until it fills the whole day.

The first thing to note in interpreting instructions with “until” clauses, is that coercions

such as the above can help to determine what the agent is supposed to be doing and what

its relationship is to the condition to be assessed. In the most straightforward case, a is the

process that affects the world either cumulatively until at is the case

(20) Squeeze riveter handles until rivet stem breaks off.

or nondetermz'nistically until It is the case

(21) Try sample specks on the piece until you get a get a good match, wiping them away

each time until you find the right colour.
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As the condition-effecting process, a may either be a simple process such as in the “squeeze”

example above or in

(22) Rotate the plate until the guide fingers touch the rod lightly

or what Moens and Steedman call an iterated process

(23) Strike set with fat end of hammer until rivet head is rounded off.

(24) Fill in low spots and strike off again until concrete is level with the top of the form.

On the other hand, when it is an independent process that affects the world either cumulatively

or non-deterministically, the agent may not be responsible for doing anything other than

actions needed to assess the specified condition rt.

(25) Let poultice stand until it dries.

(26) Stop work and wait until the water evaporates and the concrete stifiens slightly.

The independent process that produces the specified condition is often one that has been

initiated by a previous action taken by the agent. If the process is cumulative, the condition

to be assessed may either be its end stage, as in example 25. or an intermediate stage, as in

example 26, where the process must be interrupted, lest the concrete harden completely. (I

speculate that this independent process could alternatively be non-deterministic rather than

cumulative, but I do not have any examples yet as evidence.)

An independent process may also be involved in producing the specified condition when

the agent is herself engaged in a non-wait process - e.g.,

(27) Place the article in a plastic container and add distilled water Change the water

daily until all the salts have gone.

(28) Heat larger pieces first with a broad flame, otherwise they may distort. Heat the joint
in the centre until it is red hot.

The existence of an independent process can also affect what will happen if the agent stops

her non-wait process — say to check whether the condition holds.

In example 27, the agent’s action of changing the water enables the process of drawing
salt out of the article to continue. If the amount of salt in the water and on the surface of

the article are in equilibrium, the process will stop on its own accord. Thus, if the agent fails

to act. the specified condition “all the salts have gone” will never be achieved. The agent’s

action provides, in a sense, the resources needed for the process to continue.

In example 28, on the other hand, the agent is not providing additional resources through

her action but rather maintaining the existing situation, which in turns enables the heating

process to continue. If the agent stops her maintenance action — e.g., to check whether the

center joint is red hot — the joint will start to cool.

I noted above two forms of coercion from an activity with a culmination point to the

process against which an “until” clause can be interpreted. I noted such coercions help to

determine what the agent is meant to be doing. Here I want to suggest a third type of

coercion. While I pose it as an alternative to the analysis given by Moens and Steedman in

[11], it adheres to their basic event ontology and thus provides additional evidence for it. The

suggestion is motivated by the following example:

11
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(29) If solder gets runny or if iron smokes, turn off iron until it cools a bit.

I think it is obvious that what the agent is meant to do is to turn the soldering iron off (at

which point it will start to cool) and then wait some amount of time until the iron is cooler

and has stopped smoking. The question is what that interpretation derives from.2

Turning off an appliance is a culmination in Moens and Steedman’s terminology, an ac-

tivity that gives rise to a change in the world but that a speaker views as happening instan-

taneously. Moens and Steedman note that a “for” adverbial (which, like an “until” clause,

requires a process) in combination with a culmination seems to denote a time period following

the culmination. For example

(30) John left the room for a few minutes.

But they deny that such a durative interpretation is correct, suggesting that the phrase

expresses intention rather than duration, since the following utterance would be true even if

John is only out of the room for an instance:

(31) John left the room for a half hour, but returned immediately to get his umbrella.

I do not believe that the “until” clause in Example 29 has this property. Consider the related
sentence

(32) John turned off the microphone until his hiccups disappeared.

The inference that the microphone stayed off for the full period until John’s hiccups disap-

peared cannot be denied.3

(33) ??John turned off the microphone until his hiccups disappeared, but had turn it on

again before they disappeared, to get the audience’s attention.

I would argue then that the coercion that seemed to Moens and Steedman to be the case

— that the process in question is a coercion of the consequent state that takes hold at the

culmination point of “turn off” and continues until the agent intervenes — is actually the case.

I believe that such a coercion is only possible if the culmination initiates an independent

process, but this needs additional evidence to either support or deny.

There is one more point I want to make about how an agent derives the action she is

meant to carry out: being told what condition to check can also convey information as to

how she must act in order to check it. As such, perceptual conditions can function just like

purpose clauses [4, 5, 6, 7] in guiding an agent to the more specific action she is intended to

carry out as well as conveying what perceivable condition should lead her to stop it. Consider,

for example:

2I thank Joseph Rosenzweig for his contributions to the following analysis.
3The issue of whether John turned the microphone back on after that is quite separate. The following

examples should show that one's belief about what 8. agent is meant to do after a condition holds is strongly
influenced by everyday expectations:

i. Slow down your car until you are out of the school zone (at which point you can speed up).

ii. Slow down your car until you reach Mary's house (at which point you should stop).

iii. Slow down your car until you reach the end of the cul-de-sac (at which point you should turn around).
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(34) Have your helper move the tape side ways until the 4-foot mark on the tape coincides
with the 5-foot mark on the rule.

(35) To make sure that all corners are square, measure diagonals AD and BC, and move

stake D until the diagonals are equal.

Without the “until” clause , the “move” verb phrases above are underspecified: they do not

tell the agent (or her helper) what direction to move in. The “until” clauses, by indicating

the condition to be achieved, conveys direction by implication - whatever direction will most

directly lead to the condition becoming true.

5 Integrating Pragmatic and Epistemic Actions

To create a realistic animated simulation, one needs to figure out how an agent’s pragmatic

and epistemic actions should be integrated. There are two interesting points about this issue:

0 Since all actions require resources, the agent must determine whether pragmatic and

epistemic actions can be carried out in parallel, or whether they must be interleaved.

0 Even if they can be carried out in parallel, checking a condition has a cost and often

undesirable side effects as well, so the agent may prefer to do it as little as possible,

without preventing her pragmatic actions from coming to a successful conclusion. This

means recognizing when to start checking for the specified condition and how often to
do SO.

The impression I get from the instructions I have looked at so far is that lexical semantics

can only contribute to the solution of the first problem, in terms of what can be derived from

aspectual type and aspectual coercion. For example, when a culminated process is coerced to

a process through iteration of the basic action. the perceptual condition can be checked at

the end of each iteration, as in:

(36) Strike set with fat end of hammer until rivet head is rounded off.

(37) Fill in low spots and strike off again until concrete is level with the top of the form.

On the other hand, I do think the instructions themselves help suggest answers to the

questions of when to start checking for the specified condition and how often to do so. Here

I am returning to the notions of cumulative effects and non-detcnninistic effects I introduced

earlier. First consider a condition that results cumulatively from an on-going process. If the

cumulative effect is perceivable, then based on the expected rate of the process, an agent can

delay checking the condition until the point that the effect is likely to take hold. For example,
in

(38) Chip brick with chisel until it can be removed.

it is not worth the agent’s effort to start checking her ability to remove the brick each time

she’s dislodged another chip. If the cumulative effect is not perceivable, then it is as if the

condition were a non-deterministic result of the process. In the case of conditions that arise

non—deterministically, then the existence of a. reliable probabilistic model of the process might

be incorporated into an eflicient perceptual strategy.4

‘This suggestion is due to Joseph Rosenzweig.
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The examples so far only address the cost of checking conditions and therefore the de-

sirability of a policy that delays them as long as possible and does them as infrequently as

possible. I also want to call attention to the danger of starting to check a cumulative condition

too soon, a danger that can be avoided by delaying checking:

(39) Let cement dry until kraft paper won’t stick to either surface.

Checking too soon can result in kraft paper stuck to the surface.

6 Conclusion

I hope to have shown that, by forcing us to consider what aspects of language convey infor-

mation relevant to behavior, animated simulations of realistic human agents can allow us to

better understand language, and by doing so, allow us to better employ such agents for our

benefit. Even though we have already shown that following instructions requires attention

to more of an utterance than its main verb and argument structure, I believe we have just

scratched the surface of what language can provide to agents. I hope that more researchers

will now find it of interest to look more into relationships between Natural Language and
behavior.
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Visual Language Parsing:

If I Had a Hammer...*
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Abstract

Since the 19603, grammatical formalisms and parsing methods developed originally for

natural language strings have been extended to parse two-dimensional visual expressions

such as mathematics notation and various kinds of diagrams. Part of the goal of this talk

will be to summarize the highlights of historical and ongoing work in this area. Many

technical issues remain. But despite all of the effort, there has been negligible impact on

the real world of graphics and visual language interfaces. Why? As with all tech transfer

issues, some of the reasons may be beyond a researcher’s control. However, I believe that

two of the contributing factors in the case of visual language parsing can and should be

addressed by the research field. First, the field needs to consolidate and communicate its

results. This is in fact not trivial for higher-dimensional parsing, and I will try to illustrate

why. Second, researchers have to look harder for the right application domains. One of the

obvious applications is the interpretation of visual language expressions constructed with

GUIs. While grammatical representation and parsing may bring something to the table,

the problem is viewed by the industry as solved and in fact, for many visual languages

parsing may be intractable from a theoretical point of view. I’ll discuss some other

application areas and my experience with them: design support, smart screen layout for

electronic publishing, and hierarchical visualization of large flowgraphs.

Key words: visual languages. higher-dimensional grammars, parsing, graphics.

1 Introduction

Many members of this research community probably feel, as I do, that the theories and prac-

tice of computational linguistics might contribute to characterizing expressions in nonverbal

as well as verbal media. A generalization of language technologies to encompass expressions in

these other media might even lead to significant advances in human-computer communication.

I come to this subject as someone who, for the past seven years, has been concerned with the

generalization of grammatical representation and parsing techniques to what are commonly

referred to as higher-dimensional languages. Visually-oriented examples of higher dimen-

sional languages include mathematical notation, finite-state diagrams, flowcharts, chemistry

diagrams, and electronics schematics. These examples all have the prOperty that the syntax

seems to be relatively well-behaved and ”generative.” We can envision, at least naively, that

methods for string-based languages could be extended to account for representations of these

'Copyright ©1995 Bellcore, All Rights Reserved
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visual expressions. It seems reasonable to suppose one could enumerate a finite vocabulary

of symbols and a. set of relations among symbols that might be used to compose higher level

expressions for the syntax. The semantics, in turn, even if procedural, stands a chance of

bearing a close relationship to a syntactic structure that is associated with a derivation, or

parse tree.

What I mean by visual languages here is then a class of notations that might reasonably be

construed as languages in the classical sense. That is, we can first characterize an infinite set

of expressions using a finite discrete vocabulary together with a set of combinatory operations.

We then characterize languages with grammars that can generate (or perhaps just recognize)

subsets of the freely composable expressions. While such a. definition certainly does not

preclude languages that might incorporate temporal or 3-dimensional spatial relations, my

experience has been in the two-dimensional graphical domain and that is what I will focus
on here.

By the way, not all sorts of nonverbal expressions that we might want to include in

multimodal communication will pass the test of visual-language-hood. For instance, simple

pointing and hand-gesturing behaviors are not always usefully decomposable into a collection

of discrete events with certain relations between them. It has been argued by Weimer and

Ganapathy (1992), for instance, that three-dimensional hand-tracking as an input modality is

best suited for continuous physical manipulations rather than for discrete symbolic expressions

as we find in languages in the classical sense.

The most obvious application of visual language technologies is in the human-computer

interface. Visual language interfaces are not the same as Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs)

nor are they just a cover term for visualization. A visual language interface implies that

composition operators used in the language used to instruct the computer are two (or more)-

dimensional and that the program semantics in some way depends on these geometric or

topological relationships. There is the implication that users must be able to interactively

construct and/or manipulate expressions in the visual language. Visualization systems do

not necessarily support this sort of interactivity; the main emphasis is on the generation side.

Plain old graphical user interfaces, while not necessarily visual language interfaces themselves,

may be used to construct visual language expressions. For instance, a standard graphical

editor might be used to construct a graph consisting of geometric shapes for nodes and of

lines for arcs. The test of a visual language interface is whether that graph is interpretable

by the underlying application program. Besides mouse pointing and clicking, other input

devices may of course be utilized for forming visual language expressions. For example, a

data glove might be utilized to form expressions in Americal Sign Language for a. program

that was capable of interpreting such gestures.

As it turns out, there are some very challenging technical problems in producing tractable

recognition and parsing algorithms for higher-dimensional languages, visual languages being

one example. But the first impression on a newcomer to this area has to be the amazing

proliferation of approaches to representing higher-dimensional grammars. While I can’t hope

to chart all this work in a short talk such as this, I can at least provide mention of some of
the more visible landmarks.
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2 Theoretical Computer Science and Engineering Literature

Natural generalizations of strings from a formal standpoint include the following classes of

expressions:

two-(or n-) dimensional arrays

trees

graphs

Any of these basic formal constructs may be further enhanced through the addition of at-

tributes. There are numerous proposals for rewriting systems for all these forms. Rosenfeld

(1990) has written one of the few articles I’ve come across that attempts to synthesize results

across all of them. Rom the engineering pattern-matching perspective, F11 (1974) is the clas-

sic reference. Although interest in array ngammars seems to have largely died out, there

was a lot of formal work in the 603 and 708. Tree grammars have received less attention, with

the notable exception of tree-adjoining grammars in computational linguistics (Joshi 1985),

than the more general subject of graph grammars.

There is still an active research community in formal studies of graph grammars (see,

e.g., Ehrig et a1. (1991)). There was another workshop on graph grammars in the fall

of 1994, which will lead to another Lecture Notes on Computer Science volume some time

later this year. A now long-outdated bibliography on graph grammars (Nagl 1983) is no

less than 33 pages long. Many members of the graph grammar community recognize the

need to synthesize results, but it is not easy to do. There are many kinds of graphs, and

even more definitions for rewrite rules for graphs. There are, however, signs of convergence

On a Chomsky-style hierarchy for graph language classes. Brandenburg (1989) has shown

there to be a general class of polynomial-time recognizable graph grammars characterized by

having the finite Church Rosser property (confluence) and by generating connected graphs of

bounded degree. This general class has come to be known as context-free graph grammars.

In practice, parsing of even this restricted class of graphs may in fact not be feasible since the

degree of the polynomial may be high. An approach to achieving efficient parsing in practice

has been to use so—called programmed grammars, a technique for adding procedural control

methods to the parser (Bunke 1982).

The basic idea at the core of higher-dimensional approaches is to enhance the classical def-

inition of context-free string grammars by substituting other mathematical constructs for the

expression class that comprises the input and output of each replacement step in a derivation.

Context-free Higher Dimensional Grammars

G = (N, T, S, P)

N is a set of nonterminal labels

T is a set of terminal labels disjoint from N

S, a member of N , is the start label

P is a set of productions of the form A -+ a
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Figure 1: An example of a derivation in a node-replacing graph grammar.

where a, a replacement for A, is a composite mathematical construct such as an n-dimensional

array, 3 tree, a. graph, a set of relations...

For array grammars, a cell in an array might be replaced in a derivation step by another

array, but something has to be said about how the surrounding context will be affected by

such a. replacement. You can’t replace a single cell in the middle of a two-dimensional array

with an arbitrary two-dimensional array and still have a coherent array as a result unless you

somehow do some shuffling. Definitions for replacement operations for trees or graphs also are,

unfortunately, not so obvious as they are for strings. Tree-adjoining grammars, well-known

in the computational linguistic community, defines replacement through the operation of tree

adjunction. Node-replacing graph grammars must specify how incoming and outgoing arcs of

a nonterminal node will be rerouted to nodes of the replacement graph on the right-hand—side

of the production. There are many variants of such replacement operations in the literature of

array and graph grammars. Each definitional variant of a replacement operation is typically

accompanied by a unique definition of grammar productions.

Figure 1 shows a generic example of a derivation that involves attributed node replacement

in a simple flowgraph language.

3 Visual Language Literature

Paralleling the theoretical computer science literature, there has been since the 603 a body

of grammar work that has focused on graphics and pictures, and even architectural designs.

Applications in handwriting, mathematics, and character recognition provided one thread.

Another was parsing of hand-drawn diagrams. Shaw’s work on Picture Description Languages

(Shaw 1969) is often cited. The basic idea there was to rewrite pictures to pictures, where

a particular representation was developed that seems to have been primarily motivated by

line drawings and handwriting recognition. Anderson’s early work on mathematical notation

(Anderson 1968) was another important milestone.

The establishment of an annual IEEE workshop on visual languages provided another

avenue for work on visual grammars. There has been a somewhat disconnected series of

alternative frameworks proposed including Positional Grammars (Chang 1988), (Costagliola

et al. 1991); Picture Layout Grammars (Colin and Reiss 1989); Constraint Set Grammars

(Helm and Marriott 1991); and Relation(al) Grammars (Crimi et al. 1991), (Wittenburg et

al.1991), (Wittenburg 1992, 1993). One influence on some recent work in this area has come

from constraint logic programming, which is evident in Helm and Marriott’s work.

Not all of the visual language frameworks fall into the context-free arena, where deriva-

tions with tree structures are maintained. Rekers (1994) has incorporated work from general
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Figure 2c

Figure 2: An example of a non context-free approach to language interpretation.

graph-rewriting. Meyer (1992) has incorporated general inferencing from logic programming

paradigms as has Pineda (1992). Colin and Reiss (1989), working in the attribute grammar

paradigm, has suggested a mechanism that allows for some limited node sharing in derivation

trees. The computational complexity of most of these approaches is unknown, although Golin

(1991) has reported a polynomial bound on recognition for Picture Layout Grammars.

Figure 2, adapted from Rekers (1994), is an example of a non context-free graph-rewriting

system used in visual language intepretation. Figure 2a shows an example of the input, a

finite state diagram. Finite state diagrams are an interesting case since they seem to be one

of the more basic examples of visual languages and yet they are not context—free. Figure 2b

is the lexical representation used as input to the syntactic processor. Figure 2c is the result

of a syntax analysis. All of those representations are graphs and graph rewriting systems are

used to move from one level of representation to the next.

4 Impact to Date

What sort of impact on real-world visual language applications has been achieved by all this

work in highodimensional grammars? Particularly when compared with the influence of string-

based grammars on computing, it is startling to note that high-dimensional grammars in
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general have had such little impact. Henry Baird (1990) in a survey of industrial applications

of syntactic and structural pattern recognition (SSPR) writes that ROutside of OCR, very

few applications of SSPR have surfaced.S He attributes the relatively low acceptance to a

number of factors, some of which have to do with problems particular to image recognition.

For example, the complexity of image segmentation and other low-level processes tend to take

center stage in real world imaging applications. Practicioners are then reluctant to turn to

other technologies that may be perceived as complex and unproven. Further, many image

recognition problems are less like a formal language problem in which idealized models may

be articulated than they are akin to general real-world perception, which formal grammars

are probably unsuited for. He also mentions the problem of fragmentation in the technical

literature, along with a lack of attention to real world engineering problems such as error

management and clear statements of which problems a particular approach is best suited for.

While interpreting visual language expressions in GUIs may not share the lower-level

segmentation problems, the other comments hold. There are also some barriers to acceptance

in using parsing for visual language interpretation in particular. One is the lack of articulation

of exactly what benefits parsing technologies will bring to visual language interfaces. In

discussions in newsgroups such as cornp.lang.visual and at IEEE Visual Language Workshops,

it is not uncommon to hear the need for parsing visual languages questioned. And if this

sentiment is coming from relatively academically oriented communities, one can only suppose

that industrial application groups would be at a complete loss as to why one would want

to parse graphical input at all. The fact is that commercial visual language programming

systems have done quite well at interpretation without using grammars or parsing. The way it

is done is to develop customized event handling methods, a skill that user interface developers

utilize all the time. These can be very complex systems with many unexpected interactions,

but at least they are familiar.

We need to distinguish the proposal to declaratively represent visual languages with gram-

mars from the proposal to use parsing methods in the interface. The principled alternative

to parsing is to use syntax-directed editing through generation. A good example is the work

of Backlund et a1. (1990). The main arguments for using grammatical representation are the

following:

(1) By providing a layer of declarative representation, visual language grammars can obviate

the need to build complex event handling systems anew for each variant of a visual

language.

(2) Since visual language grammars may be decoupled from parsing and generation algo—

rithms, they may oifer flexibility in processing the order of user input expressions as

well as provide for optimized algorithms for particular purposes.

(3) The abstract structure associated with a derivation tree can be used for various purposes

such as information hiding through visual encapsulation, higher-level editing operations,

layout, and attribute-based semantic evaluation (for translation or code generation).

In my view, the jury is still out on the tradeofl's of using parsing in visual language

interfaces as opposed to syntax-driven editing methods. In some of my current work I am

exploring these questions, which I hope to report on shortly. In any event, it is safe to say

that visual language researchers need to pay more attention to these issues if they expect

their work to be accepted by commercial software developers.
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Figure 3: A visual programming language expression.

Another factor influencing acceptance of visual language grammars and parsing is what I

call the disconnect between the user-level language as represented by gestures and the resulting

two-dimensional graphical expressions. Consider the example of a visual languge expression

as evidenced in a commercial visual language programming environment, ProGraph.

Contrary to the world of textual input, in which there are standard keyboards with stan-

dard character sets, it is not the case that there is a standard way of creating a visual language

expression such as that in Figure 3. In particular, interface designers will most certainly

not want users to create each of the small circles (the ”ports”) in this expression by hand.

Rather, as a user adds an are between nodes of this graph, the small circles will be added

automatically. Also, certain graphical objects in this example are nonstande (such as the

thingamajigs at the top and bottom of the figure). Mom a user-interface perspective, editors

for creating such expressions will need to have customized palettes for their basic vocabulary

along with customized gestures for adding or changing expressions. Unfortunately, the lack of

such standardization makes it difficult to envision how a graphical correlate of YACC could

ever achieve the same sort of acceptance that YACC has. The idealized scenario for visual

language researchers is that one might use any old graphical editor to create pictures, just as

one might use any old text editor to create text, and then a universal YACC-like tool could
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be used to interpret the graphics. The fact is that complex graphical expressions are more

difficult and time-consuming to create than text. It very much helps to have customized

"short-cuts” in editors used to create them. Furthermore, there is no single graphical rep-

resentation standard equivalent to the ASCII character set. Postscript might be the best

candidate for such a standard, but despite the fact that a few researchers like Kahn and

Saraswat (1990) have made use of it, it is not clear whether the objects and relations are at

the appropriate level of abstraction for a more universal parser. There has been no concerted

attempt in the visual languages community to make use of it at any rate.

5 Other Applications of Visual Language Parsing Technol-

083’

While the barriers to utilizing grammars and parsing for full interpretation in visual lan-

guage interfaces do not appear to be insurmountable, there may also be other applications of

the technology that are more amenable to technology transfer. Three that my collaborators

and I have looked into are design assistance (Weitzman and Wittenburg 1993), multime-

dia document generation (Weitzman and Wittenburg 1994), and hierarchical visualization of

workflows, current work at Bellcore.

5.1 Design assistance

Computers have provided access to tools for doing tasks that have traditionally only been

done by design professionals. We should not expect that users of these tools he designers or

have the necessary design expertise. Therefore, as design moves from traditional mediums to

the electronic studio, representation of design knowledge becomes crucial in order to support

a dialog between designer and machine. Weitzman and Wittenburg (1992) have suggested

how higher-dimensional rules together with a bottom-up parser that can recognize fragments

in the visual language of the design application can be utilized to provide assistance.

In an example page layout design senario shown in Figure 4, the grammar rules capture a

particular graphic style and embody various layout conventions such as graphic rule bars

above chapter titles and section headings; default font sizes and styles; and spacings for

margins.

The interaction sequence begins with the user selecting primitive elements from a palette

and adding them to the working Space. In this example, there are four basic categories of input

of type text, number, image, and graphic rule. As things proceed, the system interactively

parses the input and makes suggestions to automatically form new composite structures and

install various constraints. Typically, multiple graphical constraints are used to enforce the

position and size relations between elements. Constraints may also make individual changes

to elements (e.g., changing their color or font specification). Relationships can be defined so

that the elements involved only roughly match the desired requirements. In this way, input

can be loosely sketched and the application of the rules will clean up the input.

At the beginning of the sequence in Figure 4, the user has added three basic elements: a

text object, a number object, and an image object. On the right hand side of Figures 4a-c

is an agenda, which is a visual indication of design assistance actions that can be exercised.

These are the result of the parser recognizing expressions in the input. In Figure 4.a, it can be

noted that the number item is roughly above and left aligned to the text item. A pattern has
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Figure 4a
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Figure 4b

 
Figure 4c

Figure 4: A page layout design sequence.
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Figure 5: A presentation for a large display.

been recognized that can lead to the automatic creation of a caption object. In Figure 4.b,

this action has been excercised, and, in the process, the basic elements are left-aligned exactly

and certain font styles are selected. Then this newly created caption object is added to the

input and another fragment is recognized whose constituents are an image and a caption.

The action to create a figure composite object is exercised, which results in constraints for

left-alignment and certain marginal spacing arrangements.

The architecture for such design assistance is really not so different than for visual language

interpretation. Obviously there is a different ”semantics.” Other than that, the primary

difference has to do with the fact that a full interpretation, and thus a full parse, is not

required, so there is a different interaction loop. This loop allows more flexibility to the user,

which is appropriate in applications where suggestions and help are welcome but deviations

from the norm are to be tolerated. In such an application, bottom-up parsing rather than

syntax-directed editing really is a requirement.

5.2 Multimedia Document Generation

If one removes the user from the loop in the last example and assumes a derivation tree for the

entire input, rather than just fragments, then one comes to an architecture that Weitzman

and Wittenburg (1994) have proposed for the purpose of electronic document delivery in

heterogeneous environments. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate one of the primary motivations for a

system such as this.

The information is the same in the two figures but its presentation is not, motivated by

difierences in presentation resources available in the end-delivery environments. The design

in Figure 5 is appropriate for a large, high-resolution diSplay; the one in Figure 6 is appropriate

for a small screen device, such as a hand-held digital assistant. Figure 6 displays just the

first step of a complete repair procedure. As part of the presentation, the horizontal bar at

the top of the page becomes an active object which controls the presentation of remaining
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Figure 6: A presentation for a small display.

elements. As the user interacts with the bar, information is presented temporally that is all

laid out spatially in Figure 5.

While designers could create each of these alternative designs by hand, making good use

of design assistance rules, another suggestion is that the designers might be able to author a

set of general realization templates (using design assistance technology there as well). These

”templates” then could then be employed on demand for delivery of information in network

electronic publishing environments. Our suggestion has been that the templates themselves

can be coupled with grammatical rules in the form of attributes, i.e., the rule ”semantics.”

A translation step employing attribute evaluation produces forms for creation of the relevant

media objects and temporal and spatial constraints that need to be satisfied. Constraint

solving is then utilized to produce the final layout. Parsing may be employed, if needed, to

create the hierarchical derivation trees. but it is also possible to create the needed hierarchical

structure in other ways. Figure 7 is an overview of the architecture.

Brandenburg (1994) has proposed a similar architecture for layout of hierarchically struc-

tured graphs in which he uses dynamic programming methods to control the search through

alternative design solutions at each node of the derivation tree. He assumes classical attribu—

tion techniques, rather than general contraint solving, for the actual computation of values

necessary for full layout specifications.

5.3 Hierarchical Visualization of Flowgraphs

The last application area I will mention is one involving visualization of large repositories of

flowgraphs. As in the previous examples, a derivation tree is the starting point for providing

useful services to the underlying application. The application in question involves support

of representation, modeling, and redesign of work process flows in the telecommunications

business. There can often be a large set of interconnected workflows that might be associated
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Figure 7: System architecture.
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with a single work center in a telecommunications organization. Existing commercial flow-

graph drawing tools standardly support the feature of hierarchically structured flowgraphs,

where a single node in a graph can be expanded into another window, in which more detail is

shown. However, these hierarchical structures must be assembled by hand and, once created,

they are permanent. A feature that we are oifering in our tool is for users to be able to

dynamically select various possible subgraphs in a larger graph through interactive parsing.

The subgraphs can then be collapsed or expanded to suit the visualization needs at hand.

This allows the creation of views of workflow processes that can span a much larger set of the

relevant business domain but that nonethless contain an appropriate level of detail.

Figure 8a shows a subgraph that has been selected through interactive parsing. In Figure 8b,

the user has chosen to collapse that subgraph. Future plans include extensions that will allow

the system to do more of the work in selecting appropriate designs for optimized views.

6 Conclusion

At the very least, I hope this brief survey has convinced you that lest you think otherwise,

you are not the first one to have thought of the idea of using grammar technologies in visual

domains. There has been no lack of theoretical work in this area. What is really needed is more

emphasis on applications and an effort to consolidate results and defragment the literature.

We have to somehow overcome the impulse of every red-blooded researcher to invent yet

another visual grammar framework. There are exciting prospects on the horizon for bringing

together work in constraint solving, rule-based inferencing, and grammar representation. As

far as applications go, I hope to have brought to light some issues regarding the use of grammar

technologies for visual language interpretation. If the visual language community confronts

these issues head on, perhaps we can see visual language parsing as a part of our future

commercial software products. Meanwhile, there are other intriguing application domains

that should not be overlooked. The ones I’ve mentioned all involve forms of cooperative

communication between human and computer. There are no doubt many avenues open for

exploring the integration of multiple communication modalities in which formal grammars

may play some useful role.
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Figre 1: Number of major Communicative Acts used before and after RR

3 Results

Unless noted in the discussions below, figures show comabined results for MM and telephone
conditions.

3.1 Linguistic accoemodations

We investigated a variety of levels at which subjects made linguistic adjustments to their post-
RR utterances: discourse and syntactic structure, lexical choice and number, and disfluency
and speaking rates.

3.1.1 Discourse strategies

Pre- and post-RR utterances were analyzed by hand for discourse units. The Communicative
Acts (CA) in each utterance were labelled using the bilingual set of CA labels developed at
ATR [5]. CA's are roughly equivalent to speech acts, and capture the illocutionary intent
of a phrase or clause. Labels are assigned based on the surface structure of the utterance.
The frequencies of the most common CA's are given in Figure 1. CA's which appeared rarely
(once or twice in the utterances of only one or two speakers, foresulf e not included in
this discussion.

Reductions in frequency are observable for all CA's except WH- QUESTION. The percent of
decrease for INFORM, YES/NO QUESTION, and ACT-REQUEST are roughly the same,
between 27 and 29%, with that for YES slightly lower at 21%. The slight incree in the
frequency of WH-QUESTION is due to a discourse strategy apparent in the data: some
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subjects replaced a YES/NO QUESTION or a series of YES/NO QUESTION's with a single
Wi-QUESTION, as the client (C) did in example (1):

(1) C: But that says "Keage." Is "Keage" "Keitsu?" Are they the same?
WOZ: Please repeat
C: [um] I don't see "Keitsu" on the window. Where is "Keitsu?'

Note the much higher rate of decrease for ACKNOWLEDGE (Figure 1). There was a strong
tendency for subjects to eliminate from their speech short acknowledging phrases such as
"OK," "great," and the like (see "Structural clarification" below). However, this decrease is
significant only in the telephone mode (p<0.05).

Although ACKNOWLEDGE was the only CA to show significant effects of modality, there
were some interesting intersubject effects for YES and YES/NO QUESTION. While the fre-
quency of use of these CA's varied significantly by subject in the utterances before a RR, that
variation was not significant in the response8 to RR's. That is, although subject behavior was
significantly different (with respect to these communicative acts; p<0.05) in the utterances
before RR's, it was much more consistent in responses to RR's2.

3.1.2 Structural clarification

Utterances occurring before and after RR's were analyzed by hand for their syntactic structure
and wording. In the course of the analysis, a number of distinct strategies for structurally
modifying utterances became apparent. The three major strategies (in order of frequency)
involved:

* eliminating short, idiomatic acknowledging structures, such as "OK," "all right," and

"I see"

" eliminating clauses

* and changing lexical items (often phrasal idioms) so that their meaning was clearer.

Three secondary strategies, employed more or less equally frequently, involved:

* reducing the complexity of an utterance structure by simplifying the syntax

* reducing the complexity of a structure by eliminating adjuncts

* and amplifying a lexical item to make it more easily understood by providing a more
specific or complete reference.

Example (2) illustrates the first three, most common, strategies:

(2) C: All right. I also will need to have a hotel reservation. Can you give me a hotel
reservation please?

2The frequency of use of INFORM also showed a tendency to vary in this way. However, because INFORM
is such an integral part of conveying information, the variation among subjects with respect to use of INFORM
was not quite significant before RR's. It was much less significant, however, after RR's.
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WOZ: Please repeat
C: I would like to get a hotel reservation please

In this case, the client eliminates the "all right" (an acknowledging phrase), drops the second
clause, and changes the choice of lexical items in the first clause from "I will need to have" to
"I would like to get," a slightly less indirect, slightly more transparent way to make the request
for a hotel reservation. In example (3), the client eliminates a clause, and also amplifies "it1

to "the bus ride":

(3) C: [im] [ah] How many stops is that and how long does it take?
WOZ: Please repeat
C: [urm] How long is the bus ride?

In example (4), the subject simplifies the grammatical structure by changing a conjoined
yes-no question (one clause of which itself contains a conjunction) into a single wh-question;
in example (5), simplification has been achieved by dropping two adjunct appositive clauses:

(4) C: [ab] (is it thi3 ) Is it a straight walk or should I take a taxi or bus?
WOZ: Please repeat
C: (what's the) What's the best way to get there?

(5) C: [ah] (can I s) Can I make a reservation for an economy hotel, a cheap hotel, inexpensive
hotel?
WOZ: Please repeat
C: [ah] I want to stay in a inexpensive hotel

The strategies described above are listed to the left of the dark vertical line in Figure 2.
Subjects also employed strategies which would seem to be counter-productive to enhancing
understanding. They sometimes added clauses, acknowledgement idioms, or adjuncts, made
the meanings of phrases more opaque, or changed simple syntactic structures into more com-
plicated ones. However, these strategies were employed significantly less frequently than the
strategies described above. The frequencies for these less productive strategies are displayed
to the right of the dark vertical line in Figure 2.

There were no significant differences in usage dependent upon communication modality.

3.1.3 Number of words

As a natural byproduct of using simpler or fewer syntactic structures, subjects reduced the
number of words they used in post-RR utterances. This reduction (Figure 3) is not statisti-
cally significant. This is not surprising; subjects were constrained by the task to convey and
request certain information and could not reduce their use of words beyond the threshold
required to accomplish this task.

3"thi" is the transcription for "the" pronounced with a long "e" sound.
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Although there were no significant differences across subjects, the same intersubject trend
that was observed above for CA's is evident here. While subjects did vary significantly
(p<0.05) in the number of words used in pre-Rul utterances, they did not vary significantly
in the number of words used in post-RR utterances.

3.1.4 Lexical choice

As we conjectured, subjects showed a strong tendency to repeat the lexical items used in
pre-RR utterances when constructing clarification utterances after RR's. Individual subjects
repeated a minimum of 23% and a maximum of 80% of the words in their pre-RR utterances,
with an average repetition rate of 50%. There were no significant differences dependent upon
mode.

3.1.5 Disfluency

Disfluencies are defined as the filled pauses and false starts uttered by a speaker. Speak-
ers significantly decreased the number of disfluencies they uttered when making clarification
(post-RR) utterances (Figure 4). There were no modal effects.

There was the same intersubject effect for number of disfluencies as was observed above for
CA's and number of words. While the differences in numbers of disfluencies were significant
across subjects in the pre-RR cases (p<0.05), those differences were not significant across
subjects in the post-lR cases.
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3.1.6 Speaking rate

Measurements for speaking rate were quite crude and revealed no modal differences. However,
speaking rates tended to slow in the post-RR utterances, and showed the same sort of inter-
subject differences as those observed above; while speakers differed significantly in speaking
rate before the RR, they did not in their responses to the RR.

3.2 Media use

During the MM condition of the experiment, subjects were able to type in a text window at all
times, and they could draw on a map or type in the slots of a form during any time that these
graphics were displayed. In previous experiments in EMMI (involving same-language and
human-interpreted situations, but not Wizard of Oz), subjects rarely availed themselves of
these options [6,7]. However, we hypothesized that the increased processing demands placed
on them by the "machine translation" environment would encourage subjects to increase their
use of these options as they attempted to make themselves understood. The overall use of
keyboard and touchscreen media in this experiment, was, in fact, much higher than that in
previous experiments [6,7,8]. Here we will report on the relationship between the use of these
additional media and the incidence of RR's.

One of the ten subjects did not use any media other than speech. Three other subjects used
non-speech media infrequently and with no apparent relation to RR's. The non-speech media
use of the remaining six subjects, discussed below, seemed to bear some relationship to RR's.
Our criteria for positing such a relationship is the presence of non-speech media use in either
a response to a RR or in the next contribution after a response to a RR. The client's drawing
in example (6) is an example of the former case; the client's typing in example (7) is an
example of the latter. (In the examples below, italics mark the speech that was simultaneous
with drawing.)

(6) C: /ls/ I see, and that's thi Maiyako Hotel?
WOZ: Please repeat
C: [ah] I see thi hotel circled. Is that thi Maiyako Hotel?
WOZ: Please repeat
C: jah] I see the circle. [ah] What is the hotel that is also circled? This hotel. Is this the
closest hotel?

(7) C: OK, can you book me a room for three nights, starting tonight?
WOZ: Please repeat
C: OK, I need a room for three nights. Can you book?
WOZ: ha, sanpaku, shitainodesuga, yoyaku dekimasuka?
A: hai, itsukara otomarini narimasuka?
WOZ: Yes, from what day will you stay?
Client then types days of arrival and departure
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3.2.1 Use of map

As in previous experiments, both client and agent drew on the map as one way to communicate
location and direction. Subject drawing took a number of forms. Frequently, subjects drew
a line showing direction while they described the same direction in speech. Sometimes, their
line drawing followed the relevant speech. Subjects also circled their location or attempted
to mark their location with a single point 4 . (For an in-depth description of media use in this
experiment, see [81.)

Three subjects used map drawing in response to RR's. Two of these subjects had only a small
number of RR's in the direction-giving portion of the conversation, but both accompanied
their speech with drawing in a significant number of their responses to those RR's (one out of
one; two out of three). The third subject clearly depended upon drawing to help clarify his
utterances; in six out of eight RR responses, he used drawing along with speech. A typical
example follows:

(8) CI: /ls/ OK, I'm looking at the map. It looks like
WOZ: Please repeat
C2: [ah] I see the map. [ah] It looks like Kyoto Station. Where is thi
WOZ: Please repeat
C3: I see the map. How do I get to the Conference Center?
WOZ: chizu wo mite imasu. kokusai koryu senta madeno, annai wo onegaishitainodsuga
A: maaku-san wa, ima, kyooto ekino dono atarini imasuka?
WOZ: Mr. Mark5 , where in Kyoto Station are you?
C4: I'm at thi Kintetsu Line. I'm putting a mark where I'm standing
WOZ: Please repeat
C5: I'm standing at ti mark near the Kintetsu Line

The subject deals with the first two RR's verbally; the information he wants to convey does
not allow a graphic rendering. However, when he is asked a locational question after those
RR's, he responds by making a mark on the map as he speaks the italicized portion of
utterance C4. That is, although it was not possible to respond visually to the first two RR's,
he could and did respond appropriately using the graphic medium to the question following
those RR's. When he was asked to repeat this utterance as well, he continued to use the
graphic medium in his response by drawing a circle around his mark as he said "thi mark."

A fourth subject showed a very clear and quite interesting use of drawing with respect to RR's.
This subject used drawing extensively from the beginning of her conversation, and kept her
hand near the monitor screen for most of the direction-giving portion of the conversation.
Because she drew on the map a number of times, there were three occasions on which her
drawing coincided with a pre-RR utterance. In every case, she took her hand away from the
screen and refrained from drawing during the RR response.

4Eight out of ten subjects also gestured toward the screen, usually pointing, but sometimes describing a
line, even though they were making no contact with the screen and, thus, were making no visible mark. These
gestures often followed RR's.

SNot his real name.
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3.2.2 Use of keyboard

In previous experiments in the EMMI environment, clients rarely used the keyboard [6,7].
However, in the WOZ experiment reported here, clients much more readily typed on the
keyboard to convey information. Only three subjects did not use the keyboard at all.

Two subjects typed in all hotel reservation information once they began using the keyboard,
(one subject even typed in requests and short acknowledgments like "I understand," and
"thank you"). As a result, they used speech very little and completely avoided generating

utterances which "the machine" would be unable to understand. Thus, it is difficult to assess
the relationship between their use of the keyboard and RR's. Three other subjects also used
the keyboard, but with no apparent relationship to RR's.

Two subjects showed behavior, which does, however, conform to our hypothesis about media
use. One typed in information after RR's on three occasions. Another behaved similarly
and then avoided further RR's by typing all remaining information. Example (7) above is a
typical example of the use of the keyboard in response to RR's.

3.2.3 Use of video

Finally, recall that clients and agents could also see one another's faces in a video image in
one corner of their monitors. We have noted before the total Lack of use of this video image
in previous experiments [9], perhaps because there is no eye contact (due to the position of
the video cameras). In this experiment, however, three subjects did utilize the video medium.
Two clients nodded to their agents to confirm cross-language information (such as the agent's
spelling of the client's name). A third subject used the video in response to RR's. He was
attempting to ask the agent to type some information to him, and he had been requested
twice to "please repeat." After the second RR, he held his hands up to the camera and made
typing motions while he asked again to have the information typed. (At that point, the agent
complied.)

4 Discussion

4.1 Linguistic variables

Linguistic adjustments to RR's can be characterized as reduction and convergence. Subjects
reduced the number of virtually all CA's used. Their syntactic adjustment strategies also
tended toward reduction, i.e., the elimination of structural elements ranging from clauses to
adjuncts to idiomatic expressions. There was also a trend to use fewer words in post-RR
utterances.

Certainly the reduction in number of words and complexity of structure means less strain on
an automatic language processing system. There were other trends which would also reduce
the language processing burden. Lexical adjustments away from idiomatic phrases to more
literal phrases could simplify language processing. Even the tendency to amplify phrases,
while sometimes adding more lexical items or creating more complex structures, resolves
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problems of ambiguity of reference (as in example (3) above). The reduction in disfluency
and in speaking rate also results in a more easily processed language input.

Speakers did not only reduce aspects of their utterances after BR's, they also converged
toward more similar language use. The lack of significant variation among subjects' post-RR
utterances for certain CA's, number of words, disfluency and speaking rate suggests that
the language behavior after RR's can be more easily and more productively modelled. The
high rate of repetition of lexical items post-RR represents a similar trend toward reduction
of variability, or convergence toward a consistent, predictable behavior.

Modality effects on linguistic adjustments were minimal. This seems to imply that subjects'
linguistic adjustments are independent of the availability and use of modality options.

4.2 Modal variables

Subjects' use of non-speech options, being difficult to analyze numerically, are consequently
difficult to interpret in the same way as linguistic adjustments. Note that when we discuss lin-
guistic factors, we are discussing adjustments made to a message within a particular medium,
i.e., speech6 . Media use, on the other hand, involves replacing one modality with another
(e.g., typing instead of speaking) or supplementing one modality with another (e.g., drawing
concurrent with speaking). This, then, is one of the difficulties subjects experience in using
the media available: they must either switch media or coordinate the use of one medium with
another.

Speakers engage in the kind of purely oral conversation they used in the telephone condition,
every day of their lives. In case of a lack of understanding on the part of an interlocutor,
their linguistic options are well-known and their clarification strategies are familiar if not
habitual, learned from prior verbal interaction with and observation of other speakers. Thus,
it is perhaps not too surprising that we should find some general trends in the linguistic
approaches used by subjects for resolving a lack of understanding.

However, in the novel MM conversational environment, not only are the options themselves
new, but also speakers have had no experience observing others use different communication
media in clarification. So it is to be expected that speakers should show wide variation in
their approaches to utilizing non-speech options.

In general, the approaches to non-speech media use that we described above seemed to be
motivated by two different assumptions. Five subjects apparently assumed that using non-
speech options would only make matters worse, These are the subjects who used non-speech
media infrequently if at all, and the one subject who refrained from using them in his post-RR
utterances, even though, judging from his use of them earlier in the discourse, he seemed to
think that non-speech media were generally useful.

The other five subjects attempted to use MM options to help them out of their communi-
cational difficulties. The most heavily used modality for these subjects was the typewriting
modality. Notice that this is the modality closest to speaking; it involves linguistic input

60f course, it would be possible to compare messages across modalities, especially for the two subjects
who used extensive typing in their conversations. We could compare their oral utterances with their (usually
post-RR) typewritten utterances. This, however, has not yet been done.
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which is familiar to the subjects, unlike the sort of visual input used in map drawing, for
which they know no "grammar" or social conventions.

5 Conclusions and Directions

This work examines spontaneous adjustments speakers make when difficulties in communi-
cation with a "machine" are encountered, and the role that the use of multimedia systems
plays in such cases.

The results regarding linguistic adjustments are encouraging. Even assuming that pre-RR
utterances are ignored by a language processing system, post-RR utterances represent an
improvement in the quality of input for such a system. Speakers do tend to make linguistic
reductions that would lessen the burden on automatic speech processing: reductions in illo-
cutionary force units and syntactic structures requiring processing, in number of words used,
in disfluency and speaking rates, and in lexical variability.

But speakers go beyond simple reduction. They also tend to converge to a more consistent
language behavior after difficulties in communication (i.e., requests for repetition) are en-
countered. This means that partial parsing or recognition results from a pre-RR utterance
will have a number of predictable relations to the following utterance and thus can be used
to enhance the processing of the post-RR utterance. Our next step in working with this data
will be to incorporate these relations in a statistical language model for speech recognition,
exploiting these relationships to improve performance.

On the other hand, very few of these linguistic results were in any way affected by the media
through which the conversation took place. An examination of media use suggests that, since
users are largely unfamiliar with non-speech options for (real- time) communication, their use
of these options is dependent upon their own, individual, judgments rather than upon any
generalized social conventions. The wide variety of ways of using non-speech media observed
in the course of the experiment do not reveal any particular recurring, consistent pattern that
could be exploited in enhancing the performance of automatic language processing systems.

We suggested that the results reported here have implications for the nature of effective
constraints for a system processing spontaneous speech. Speakers should be encouraged to
reduce the linguistic aspects of their utterances in ways in which they are already inclined
to do so: by eliminating unnecessary phrases from their syntactic structures, reducing lexical
variability and disfluencies, and slowing down their speech. Instructions to speak simply,
clearly and slowly would make explicit the strategies that speakers employ spontaneously
when faced with a difficult communication situation.

The next step, then, is to provide some sort of constraint upon media use. This constraint
could be imposed in one of two ways, either by providing explicit instructions or by encour-
aging pre-existing "intuitive" strategies. Recall that, in this experiment, the primary phrase
used by the Wizard to indicate lack of understanding was "please repeat." For certain types
of language processing breakdown, the "machine" might be given the option to request the
client explicitly to "please type" or "please draw." Pro-conversation instructions which con-
tain even more specific injunctions, say, to type all hotel reservation information or to draw
a circle on the map to indicate location, could also be included.
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Ultimately, however, we would hope that constraints on media use will parallel those on lan-
guage use. That is, as more and more people become experienced in the use of multimedia
systems, it will be possible to draw on their intuitive, media-related responses to commu-
nication difficulties just as we propose to draw on the intuitive linguistic responses of the
subjects in this experiment. One future experiment in EMMI will involve frequent users of
multimedia systems, whose experience has supplied them with some internal model for effi-
cient and effective use of non-speech options. By studying how these users respond to RR's,
it will be possible to design media systems that encourage "natural" media-related responses
to communication difficulties, and to build these designs into effective language processing
systems employing multimedia technology.
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Abstract

A multimodal presentation planning mechanism must take into consideration the struc-
ture of the discourse and the restrictions imposed by partial plans generated in the early
stages of the planning process. The latter requirement demands that the planning mech-
anism be able to transfer plan constraints from one level of planning to the next and to
modify partial plans locally at each level. In this paper, we introduce a multi-agent plan-
ning mechanism based on the blackboard architecture that satisfies these requirements,
and we describe the constraint propagation and agent negotiation processes activated by
our mechanism.

Key words: multimodal presentation, presentation planning, blackboard architecture,
constraint satisfication.

1 Introduction

An essential requirement of a multimodal presentation planning system is that it be able
to convey the overall structure of the discourse [Arens, Hovy and van Mulken 1993]. In
addition, we postulate that such a system must consider the constraints imposed by previously
generated presentation plans and it must be able to perform local plan re-organization. The
constraints handled by a multimodal presentation planner result from two main sources: (1)
inter-modal relations, and (2) limited resources.

Inter-modal relations - Different portions in the discourse play different roles, such as
supporting, contradicting or contrasting with other portions. These relations often
impose constraints on the modalities presenting the different portions of discourse. For
example, if two portions are contrasted with each other, they should be presented in
the same mode.

Limited resources - A modality is not eligible to present a discourse component if its
specific presentation requirements exceed the available resources. Thus, alternatives
may be rejected by the presentation planner owing to limited consumable resources,
such as time and space. For example, two information items that are contrasted with
each other must be visible on the same screen. This requirement restricts the space
consumption of the presentations generated for these items.

The processes used for mode-specific presentation planning are independent of each other
in the sense that individual functions and algorithms are applied to generate mode-specific
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presentations. However, these processes are inter-related because they convey the relation-
ships between different portions of the discourse. Hence, a mode-specific generator must be
able to re-organize its plan in response to the actions of another generator. For instance,
consider a table containing an icon entry. If the entry expands due to an increase in the
width of its column, the icon generator must re-calculate the display position of the icon, so
that the relative position of the icon remains unchanged.

A more demanding type of local re-organization is required when a planned presentation
exceeds a limited resource or violates the overall quality requirements of the discourse. An
example of the former occurs when the size of a table exceeds the space limit. In this case, the
table generator may (1) remove rows which present non-essential information, as long as the
communicative goal is still achieved; and/or (2) merge the information presented in several
columns and select a modality capable of presenting the resulting composite information.
For example, a vector may be used to convey the magnitude and direction of a force. A
table with many columns illustrates a situation where the presentation violates the quality
requirements of the discourse. Such a presentation is not acceptable due to the high density
of the information being presented. In this case, like above, columns can be merged to reduce
the density of the presentation. In both cases, the simpler type of local re-organization
described in the previous paragraph must be applied to re-calculate the display positions of
the individual entries.

In this paper we describe a multi-agent mechanism for planning multimodal presenta-
tions based on the blackboard architecture. Our mechanism uses a hierarchical presentation
planning process to generate presentations that convey the structure of the discourse. It
propagates design constraints from one level of a plan hierarchy to the next, and allows local
plan modifications as long as the change does not violate the design constraints. This mech-
anism has been implemented in a system for the generation of multimodal presentations that
convey abstract concepts in high-school Physics. The implementation is carried out in CLOS
(Common Lisp Object System) and Garnet (a Toolkit for GUI design).

2 Related Research

Two types of system architecture are used for multimodal preselitation planning in existing
systems. The first type of architecture is the top-down structure used in COMET [Feiner and
Mckeown 1990, McKeown et aL 1992]. COMET first determines the communicative goals
and the information to be presented, and allocates a presentation modality, viz text or graph-
ics, based on a rhetorical schema. This schema-based planning approach plans multimodal
presentations during discourse planning, hence feedback from mode-specific generators is not
considered. In addition, all the means of mode integration are pre-defined in COMET.

The second type of architecture is the mixed top-down and bottom-up structure used in
WIP [Rist and Andr6 1992, Wahlster et aL 1993] and in the system described in [Arens, Hovy
and van Mulken 1993, Hovy and Arens 19931. WIP has distinct planning processes for text
and graphic presentations, and applies a 2-step process for presentation planning. Firstly,
a presentation planner expands communicative goals into a hierarchy of communicative acts
with a top-down method. Secondly, the text generator and graphics generator select com-
municative acts for realization according to their abilities using a bottom-up method. WIP's
layout manager then automatically arranges layout components of different modalities into
an efficient and expressive format by solving graphic constraints representing semantic and
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pragmatic relationships between different discourse components [Graf 1992]. WIP is more
flexible than COMET, since modalities are selected on the basis of presentation plans, and
negotiations between the layout manager and the presentation planner are allowed during the
planning process. However, it does not support communication between mode-specific gen-
erators. This communication becomes increasingly important when multimodal presentation
systems support several different modalities and layout formats.

In the system described in [Arens, Hovy and van Mulken 1993, Hovy and Arens 1993],
discourse planning and presentation planning are implemented as two reactive planning pro-
cesses. However, rather than working on the same plan as done in WIP, the discourse planning
process generates discourse structures, and then the presentation planning process transforms
them into presentation structures by applying mode allocation rules. An advantage of this
approach is that it considers the overall discourse structure of human-computer communica-
tion.

Like the system described in [Hovy and Arens 1993], our system generates presentation
structures from the discourse structures determined by a discourse planner, hence the presen-
tation structures reflect the overall structure of the discourse. However, instead of using a sin-
gle presentation planner, our system uses several mode-specific presentation planning agents
and a mechanism to support negotiations between these agents. As a result, the interaction
between these agents is flexible, and new mode-specific processes may be easily incorporated
into the system. In addition, this approach supports the consideration of planning strategies
concerned with the use of consumable resources, e.g., time and screen-space.

3 The Multi-agent Architecture

Our presentation planning mechanism propagates the requirements of existing plans and
allows local re-organization when constructing presentation structures. Our mechanism is
based on the blackboard system architecture, where multiple knowledge sources post partial
solutions on a blackboard while solving a problem jEngelmore and Morgan 1988]. However,
our system uses dynamic agents instead of the static knowledge sources of the blackboard
system because it needs the ability to activate an agent when a particular task is to be
performed, and remove this agent when its job is finished or when an alternative agent has
completed the job in a superior way.

In our implementation, there is an agent for each modality supported by the system and
an agent which handles the overall discourse structure. We have selected a hierarchical black-
board architecture, where agents are dynamically organized into hierarchical groups during
the presentation planning process on the basis of the task decomposition. That is, an agent
may employ other autonomous agents to do the required subtasks. The agent who hires other
agents is called the master agent, while agents who work for the master agent are called server
agents. The master agent and its server agents form a group. A blackboard is bound to each
group of agents to handle the communication between them.

Figure 1 illustrates a set of rhetorical devices which are part of the input to the presentation
planning system. These rhetorical devices are generated by a discourse planner such as that
described in jZukerman and McConachy 1993] to convey the magnitude of a force. The first
Assertion states that the magnitude of a force represents how large the force is, and the second
one states that magnitude is measured in Newtons. The Instantiations illustrate the amount
of force required to move some commonplace objects.

The presentation planner takes into consideration the following attributes of the informa-
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Assert [magnitude(force) = how-much (force)]
Assert [imagnitude(force) measured-in Newtons]
Instantiate

Instj fmagnitude(force) measured-in Newtons (lhft apple)
Inst2 jmagnitude(force) measured-in Newtons) (push box)

Figure 1: Discourse Structure that Conveys the Magnitude of Forces

tion to be presented in order to determine the modality of a presentation: (1) the dimension
of the information set (e.g., 1D or 2D); (2) the dimensioaal focus of the information set, which
indicates which elements of the information should be presented along each dimensional axis,
(3) the importance of the items in the information set (t or nio); and (4) the discourse rela-
tions between the information items (e.g., Contradiction or Comparison). These attributes
are given as input to the system together with the structure of the discourse and the informa-
tion to be presented. These attributes can be generated by a discourse planner, but at present
they are hand-coded. Figure 2 contains a refinement of Instantiations 1 and 2 in Figure 1,
where these attributes have been filled in as follows: (1) the dimension of the information set
is 2D (action and force-applied); (2) the dimensional focus specifies that objects acted
upon by actions are the focus of the action dimension, and that the magnitude of a force is
the focus of the force-applied dimension; (3) both Instantiations are considered important
for the presentation (importance is t); and (4) the discourse relation between the informa-
tion items is Comparison. In addition to these attributes, information characteristics of the
individual concepts to be presented, such as dimension, continuity (discrete or continuous)
and information type (numerical, description or name), are required in order to render these
concepts. These characteristics are obtained from a knowledge base where the individual
concepts are stored.

One of the features of our architecture is that it does not coerce the (possibly unmotivated)
selection of a single modality for presenting a given piece of information. Rather, it allows
several potentially suitable presentation agents to work in parallel on the presentation of
the intended information, and eventually selects a particular modality on the basis of its
resource consumption and restrictions imposed by previous plans or by applying selection
heuristics. In our example, the system initially determines that the Instantiations can be
conveyed by means of text, a table or an image, and the Assertions can be conveyed through
text. In principle, this determination can be made by applying modality selection rules which
take into consideration the discourse attributes in Figure 2. However, since the focus of our
research is on the system architecture, at present our modality selection process consists of
a simple procedure which returns several candidate presentation modalities that have been
hard-coded for different types of input. In future, the rules described in [Arens, Hovy and
Vossers 1993] will be adapted to return several presentation modalities (rather than a single
modality) and to take into consideration a perceiver's ability, e.g., non-textual modalities are
suitable for perceivers with a low level of literacy.

Figure 3 illustrates the agent construction process for presenting the discourse in Figure
2. The presentation planning agent invokes a text agent, a table agent and an image agent
to generate the Instantiations (first layer of Figure 3). If one of these presentations, say the
image, requires too much space, it is eliminated. When the presentation task is decomposed
further, all three agents can hire other agents to perform subtasks, e.g., the table agent hires
server agents to present the entries of the table (left branch of Figure 3). In this particular
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ACTION:
OPERATION: pick-up

info-type: description

dimension: 2D

continuity: continuous
OBJECT: apple

info-type: name
dimension: OD

continuity: discrete

FORCE-APPLIED:

MAGNITUDE: 0.49

io-type: numerical

dimension: OD
continuity: discrete

UNIT: Newton

info-type: name

dimension: OD

continuity: discrete

importance: t

ACTION:

OPERATION: push

info-type: description

dimension: 2D

continuity: continuous

OBJECT: box

info-type: name

dimension: OD
continuity: discrete

FORCE-APPLIED:

MAGNITUDE: 98
infco-tP: numerical

dimension: OD
continuity: discrete

UNIT: Newton

info-type: name
dimension: OD
continuity; discrete

importance: t

Figure 2: Refinement of the Sample Instantiations

example, the agent group headed by the table agent includes the number agent (to present
the magnitude of a force), the icon agent (to present the objects in the actions) and the text
agent (to present the table headings and also the objects in the actions). An instance of
an agent is created for each subtask. Hence, there are two instances of the icon agent and
the text agent, one for presenting an apple and one for presenting a box, and there are two
additional instances of the text agent for presenting the table headings. Thus, the icon agent
and the text agent compete for the presentation of the apple and the box. However, they
collaborate on the presentation of the entire table, since the icon agent is working on the
presentation of two entries and the text agent is working on the headings.

4 Blackboard Events and Communication Primitives

Agents share partial presentation plans on a blackboard and communicate with each other
through blackboard events. As stated above, a local blackboard is bound to each agent group
formed during the task decomposition. Agents within a group read from the local blackboard
plan requirements propagated from the previous level and partial plans generated by other
agents in the same group, and then generate their own partial plans which satisfy these
requirements.
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Figure 3: Agent Construction in a Multi-agent Planning Mechanism

4.1 Blackboard Events

All blackboard events have one sender agent and either one receiver agent or a group of receiver
agents. We identify three types of events: normal event, urgent event and announcement.
Normal events are messages sent from one agent to another. They are collected in the event
queue maintained by local blackboards. In contrast, announcements are messages broadcast
by one agent to all the agents in its group. They are forwarded immediately (without staying
in the event queue) to all the agents in the group regardless of whether these agents are
waiting for an event or working on a plan. Urgent events transfer important messages from
one agent to another. They are forwarded to the receiver in the same way as announcements.

A message carried by a normal event may be either a request or a response to a request.
An agent picks up a normal event from an event queue, and its event handlers determine its
reaction to the event. An agent is able to send different requests to different agents and check
their responses with respect to each request. For instance, if the table agent in the above
example wishes to ask an icon agent to reduce the size of the icon it generated, the table
agent will generate an asking-event which contains this request (Figure 4). When the icon
agent picks up this event, its event handler will try to reduce the icon's size in its presentation
plan. If this modification fails due to the absence of smaller icons, the icon agent will send a
rejection-event to the table agent on the same request. Otherwise, it will send an OK-event.

Announcements and urgent events carry messages which require an agent's immediate
attention. They interrupt the process being carried out by an agent, and force the agent
to handle these events. An example of an announcement is time-up, which indicates that
a period of real time has elapsed. When a time-up announcement is sent, all agents stop
planning to handle this announcement, which requires them to display the best presentation
plan generated so far. Time-up announcements are generated by an alarm process which is
set up for a particular amount of time by the system at the beginning of the presentation
planning process. An example of an urgent event is cancel-request. It indicates that the
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ASKING-EVEN!
mender: table agent

receiver: icon agent

message: reduce icon

REJECTION-EVENT OK-EVENT
sender: icon agent sender: icon agent

receiver: table agent receiver: table agent

message: reduce icon message: reduce icon

Figure 4: Events Related to a Request

master agent is no longer interested in the display being generated by the receiving agents,
and that they should abort their presentation planning processes.

4.2 Communication Primitives

The system provides agents with a communication primitive called get-normal-event which
returns a normal event sent to this agent. If such an event is not detected, the agent's process
is skipped. Two planning strategies are implemented on top of this primitive.

Wait-all-responses. This strategy is used by an agent if its planning process cannot
proceed unless all the requests sent out by this agent are satisfied. This strategy is
implemented by calling get-normal-event for the current process performed by the agent
and an event handler to handle the event detected by get-normal-event. When this event
has been processed, the agent waits for the next normal event. This process terminates
when the agent receives a rejection-event response to one of its requests or an OK-event
response to all of its requests.

* Wait-any-response. This strategy is used if an agent requires one of its requests
to be satisfied in order to carry on with its planning process. The implementation of
this strategy is similar to that of wait-all-responses, however, this process terminates
when the agent receives an OK-event response to any of its requests or a rejection-event
response to all of its requests.

Communication primitives are also provided for each type of urgent event and announce-
ment. These primitives axe called automatically after an urgent event or an announcement
is created. The primitives forward an event to its receiver, select an event handler for the
receiver according to the event type (e.g., time-up), and activate this event handler prior to
the agent's normal activation when the agent is scheduled to be run. As a result, the agent
is forced to interrupt its normal process and handle the received event.

4.3 System Concurrency

Agents work concurrently in our system. They may work on one partial plan, like the table
agent and its server agents, or on competing plans, like the table agent and the image agent
(Figure 3). As a result of concurrency the system must handle blackboard access by different
agents, unexpected termination of an agent, and cancellation of requests.

Blackboard Access. Since a group of agents share the information on a local blackboard,
more than one agent may try to write on the blackboard at the same time. To solve this
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Figure 5: Example of Message Passing

ASKING-EVENT

sender:

receiver:
message:

ASKING-EVENT
sender:

receiver:

message:

el
al
a2
present instantiations

e3
a2
al
more screen space

ASKING-EVENT
sender:

receiver:
message;

e2
al

a3

present instantiations

REMOVE-AGENT-EVENT e5
sender: al

receiver: a2

message: terminate a2

Figure 6: Events Causing Termination

problem, the system provides a lock on each blackboard. An agent must acquire the lock
before it writes to a blackboard, and it releases the lock when it has finished writing. If a
blackboard is locked when an agent is trying to write on it, the agent must wait until the lock
is released.

Unexpected Termination. An agent may be terminated by its master agent before it
has completed its planning process. This happens, for example, when another agent completes
a competing presentation plan before the agent in question. When an agent is terminated,
the system recursively terminates all the server agents created by this agent, and clears any
messages from this agent to its master agent. Figure 5 illustrates the message passing sequence
in such a situation, where al is the presentation planning agent, a2 is the table agent, and
a3 is the image agent. The events appear in Figure 6. The presentation planning agent
asks the table agent and the image agent to present two Instantiations (events el and e2
respectively). It then receives a request for more screen space from the table agent (event
e3), but this demand exceeds the available screen space. As a result, al decides to display
the information by means of an image and to terminate the table agent (es). As an urgent
event, e5 interrupts the planning process of the table agent. The event handler of remove-
agent-event for this agent then clears the messages sent to its master agent, and sends a
remove-agent-event to each server agent before it terminates itself.

Request Cancellation. A request sent to an agent may be canceled before the agent
completes the process that addresses this request. In order to handle a cancellation, the agent
needs to recover the plan that was current before the request, and clean up all the messages it
sent out while processing the request. For instance, consider a situation where the table agent
wants to enlarge a table of two rows and two columns which contains an icon in each entry of
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ASKING-EVENT el ASKING-EVENT e2
sander: al sender: a1

receiver: a2 receiver: a3
message: enlarge IconA message: enlarge IconB

OK-EVENT .3 REJECTION-EVENT e4
sender: a2 sender: a3

receiver: al receiver: &I

message: enlarge Icon.A message: enlarge IconB

CANCEL-REQUEST-EVENT e5
sender: &l

receiver: a2

message: cazcel "enlarge IconA"

Figure 7: Events Causing a Request Cancellation

the first column and text in the entries of the second column. This may be done by enlarging
the icons in the first column, and/or enlarging the font of the text in the second column. The
message passing sequence for the first choice is illustrated in Figure 5, where at is the table
agent, and a2 and a3 are two icon agents presenting the icons in the first column. The events
appear in Figure 7. The table agent asks the two icon agents to enlarge their presentations
(event el and event e2). This request is accepted by a2 (event e3), but rejected by a3 (event
e4). Because of the rejection from a3, the choice is dropped even though a2 has no objection
to it. The table agent then creates a cancel-request-event (e5) and proceeds to consider the
second choice. Event e5 interrupts a2 and causes a2 to abort its plan and recover its initial
status.

5 Plan Representation

A presentation structure generated by the system is composed of segments and segment con-
tainers distributed hierarchically on local blackboards. A segment defines a mode-specific
display which presents atomic information, i.e., information which is not decomposable. It
determines parameters such as the font, color and position of the display. A segment con-
tainer includes a list of elements which in turn can be either segments or segment containers.
A segment container describes the display arrangement of a list of segments as required by
the discourse relations between the discourse components that yield these segments.

Figure 8 illustrates a segment container which stores the parameters defined by the table
agent in our example. These parameters are: the content to be conveyed in each entry
(stored in segment-list), the number of rows and columns, the height of the different rows
and width of the different columns, and the alignment of each entry in each row and column.
In this segment container, the table agent sets up two columns since there are two elements
in the dimensional focus (Figure 2). In addition, the optional slot corresponding to the
column heading has been filled by the table agent. The table agent then asks the icon agent,
the number agent and the text agent to generate entry segments and display them in the
positions specified in the row-alignment and coluan-alignment slots. These server agents
share on the local blackboard information generated by their master agent. They use the
values of the entries columns, rows, column-width and row-height to calculate the relative
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modality: table

columns: 2 rows: 2
column-vidth! (70 60) row-height: (70 70) ;pixels

column-separator: solid-line row-separator: solid-line
colunn-alignment: (center center) row-alignment: (center center)
column-heading: ((action object) row-heading: nil

(force-applied magnitude))
segment-list: ((object (action insti)) (magnitude (force-applied insti))

(object (action inst2)) (magnitude (force-applied inst2)))

space-estimation: (130 180) : pixels x pixels
time-estimation: 4 ; time-unit

modality-constraints: ((sama-mode-same-column) (fixed-mode heading text)

(banned-mode entry (table image bar-chart line-chart)))
space-constrtints: ((saae-coluan-same-width) (same-row-same-height)

(keep-minimm-entry-margin) (knep-maximum-entry-margin))

Figure 8: A Segment Container Generated by the Table Agent

positions of the entry segments they generate. The display position of the table is calculated
from information provided by the presentation planning agent (who selected a table as a
presentation mode). Figure 9 shows a presentation generated by the system for this example.

object of magnitude
actions of forces

The magnitude of a force represents how
large the force is, and it is measured in

0Newtons. For example, 0.49 Newton is
required to pick up an apple, but 98
Newtons are required to push a box

~ 98

Figure 9: Sample Multimodal Presentation

6 Constraint Propagation and Agent Negotiation

The slots in a segment or a segment container generated by mode-specific agents contain
variables, and the relations between mode-specific presentation plans are represented as con-
straints over slots which belong to individual segments or segment containers. Each agent in
our system is responsible for the instantiation of a subset of variables, i.e., variables associated
with the slots in its mode-specific plan. A solution, i.e., a multimodal presentation plan, is
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found when all the variables are instantiated and all the constraints are satisfied.
We consider two types of constraints: (1) Modality Consistency - which restricts the

modalities for presenting certain components; and (2) Space Consistency - which restricts
the space that component segments can occupy. Constraints have two types of strength:
required and preferred. The required constraints must be satisfied by all segments and segment
containers. The preferred constraints may remain unsatisfied, but the system endeavours to
satisfy as many preferred constraints as possible.

Space constraints are numeric, while modality constraints are non-numeric. The required
modality constraints generated by a table agent demand that the same modality be used for
presenting all the entries in a column and that table headings be textual (Figure 8). Further,
they provide a list of modalities that cannot be used for presenting the entries in the table.
The required space constraints generated by a table agent demand that entries in the same
row have the same height, entries in the same column have the same width, and that an entry
segment be displayed in a position that ensures a minimum margin from the borders of its
entry (Figure 8). Related preferred constraints restrict the maximum width of the margins
surrounding the presentation segments in table entries, so that a segment is not too small
for its entry. Space estimations from the server agents are used to evaluate whether these
constraints are likely to be satisfied. Table i illustrates the constraints which pertain to the
width of the first column in Figure 9. We refer to the entries in this column as entry and
entry2, and to the segments in these entries as segmentl and segments respectively.

Constraints are created by a master agent when it generates its segment container. All
the constraints are stored in the local blackboard, so that the information may be shared by
the group of server agents. Therefore, when the master agent assigns values to its segment
container, the server agents in its agent group will know the requirements placed on their
partial plans. A server agent can then add its own constraints if it is the master agent of
another group of agents. Hence, during the planning process, requirements of an existing
plan are transferred to server agents by means of constraint propagation. These constraints
ensure that each component segment satisfies the requirements of the overall discourse. For
instance, if the presentation planning agent in Figure 3 wants the table to be displayed to the
left of the text in the same window, it will create constraints on the width and height of the
table and the text in relation to the window size. These constraints are shown in Table 2.
The constraints cfl1 and en9 are then propagated to the table agent, and hence restrict the
expansion of the table.

Since constraints are distributed in the plan hierarchy, the constraint satisfaction prob-
lem is considered a Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem, where a solution is found
through agent cooperation. At this stage, constraint satisfaction of space constraints is im-
plemented. However, constraint satisfaction of modality constraints is not implemented yet.
Hence, modality selection in the system is hard-coded rather than being conducted through
constraint satisfaction.

6.1 Constraint Propagation

In order for agents to be able to satisfy distributive constraints cooperatively, each agent in
a group must (1) have a collection of all the constraints pertaining to its variables; (2) be
able to read the values of another agent's variables, but be unable to modify the values of
these variables; and (3) be able to inform another agent of its expectations regarding the
values that can be assigned to the variables of this other agent, and also to inform this
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Name Constraint Strength
cni vidth(columni) = width(entryi) required
M"42 width(coluntn) - vidth(entzy 2 ) required
cna width(entryl) width(nsgment 1 ) + margin(minimu) required
M4 width(entry2) width(seguent2) + margin(minimuM) required

Cns width(entryi) width(segmenti) + margin(maximum) preferred
cn ridth(ntry2) width(segmenAt) + margin(maximum) preferred

Table h Sample Constraints of a Column

Name Constraint Strength
C" 7  height(window) t height(table) 4 sargan(minimum) required
Ma height(windov) > height(text) + margin(miuimum) required

cuig vidth(windov) > uidth(table) + vidth(text) + margin(miimum) required

Table 2: Constraints of Table Size and Text Size

other agent whether it considers the values assigned to these variables satisfactory. In our
system, these requirements are satisfied because agents propagate constraints from one level
in a plan hierarchy to the next through channels. A channel contains a set of constraints
used to calculate the variables that pertain to an agent's plan from the variables of another
agent's plan. Thus, an agent can collect other agents' expectations of the values assigned
to its variables, and determine whether the values assigned to the variables of other agents
satisfy its constraints.

To illustrate the constraint propagation process, let us consider the constraints concerned
with the width of the first column in Figure 9, i.e., Cnl-c6 in Table 1. Among these con-
straints, ca, and cn3 form a channel since the right hand side of cn, contains the vari-
able on the left hand side of cu 3 . The table agent and the icon agent can negotiate over
width(columnl) and width(segment 1 ) via this channel. Other channels can be formed from
en1 and cn5, cf2 and cM4, and C2 and cne. Channels are updated by local blackboards (BB2
of Figure 3 in this case) after a constraint is added to or removed from partial plans. Hence,
an agent is able to keep track of all the constraints placed on its variables, and modify its
presentation plan accordingly. For example, the table agent can set width(colmn 1 ) to a
particular value, and ask the icon agent to reduce or enlarge the size of segment, to fit in
the column. The icon agent then calculates vidth(segmentl) from the channels formed by
cni-cn3 and Cnl-Cns. It in turn can reject this request and insist that the current size is the
only size it can provide for the segment. To this effect, the icon agent sends a blackboard
event to activate the table agent, and uses these two channels to transmit to the table agent
a request for a new column width to fit sugment. If the table agent approves the request
and sets a new value for width(column1 ), this value is transferred via the channels formed
by cn2-cn4 and cn2-cn 6 to the agent which is presenting segment2 in the same column. A
consequence of this mechanism is that an agent can modify indirectly a partial plan of another
agent.

6.2 Agent Negotiation

During presentation planning agents initially select values for the variable slots of their partial
plans so that all the required constraints in their blackboard are satisfied. If time allows,
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Name Constraint Strength
Cfio vidth(column) vidth(entry3) required

c ni vidth(entry3) width(egment 3 ) + margin(minimum) required
cM12 width(entry3 ) _ width(segmeat3) + margin(maximun) preferred

Table 3: Additional Constraints for a Column

agents look for plans that satisfy as many preferred constraints as possible.
As an example, the table agent starts from an initial plan in which all the entry segments

are generated from default slot values, i.e., text and numbers are in default font, and icons
are in default size as they are created. In the initial plan, the table agent selects values for
the column width of each column and the row height of each row to fit the biggest segment. If
there are m entries in column. and one segment in each entry, vidth(column ) is calculated
from constraints such as those in Table 1 as follows:

width(cotumnn ) = margin(minimum) + max{tidth(segmentj),... , width(segment,,n)}

This initial plan satisfies all the required constraints and can be displayed immediately if
necessary. However, some preferred constraints, such as en5 and cn6, may remain unsatisfied,
leading to a presentation that many users would find unacceptable. An example of such a
display is a table that has a tiny icon inside a large entry. Such a table would have been
initially generated if there was one large default segment in the column containing this icon.
To improve a plan, the table agent modifies the column width for each column and the row
height for each row so that the entry cells fit most segments. As a result, more preferred
constraints are satisfied, but some required constraints may be violated. To address this
problem, the master agent sends requests for modifications to the server agents in charge of
the segments that are now in violation of the required constraints.

For instance, consider a column denoted columnj with three entries, and assume that
margin(minimum) = 6, margin(mximusM) = 22, width(segmentl) = 64, width(segment 2)
= 48 and width(segmentg) = 32. The constraints corresponding to the first two entries are
shown in Table 1, and those corresponding to the third entry are shown in Table 3. The initial
value for width(columnj) is 70. In this case, constraints cn1 -cn6 , cnio-cnii are satisfied. If
the table agent had set width(columnj) to 54, then an additional constraint, cn12, would be
satisfied. However, in this case, the required constraint cn3 would be violated. In an attempt
to satisfy the required constraint, the table agent sends a request to the server agent which
is presenting segment 1 , asking the server agent to reduce the size of this segment. If the
table agent receives an OK-event response to this request, the plan is improved since all the
required constraints are satisfied, as well as an additional preferred constraint. If the server
agent is unable to satisfy the request, negotiation between this agent and the table agent is
possible by means of blackboard events.

This procedure does not always produce a better plan, since it may result in the violation
of previously satisfied constraints. For instance, in the case of a table, in addition to the
constraints which pertain to the width of its columns, there are similar constraints which
affect the height of its rows. If the table agent requests the text agent to reduce the width
of a piece of text, and the text agent is able to comply, this may cause either an increase or
a reduction in the height of the text. An increase in height takes place when we move words
from one line to the next, while a reduction takes place if a smaller font is used. Because of
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this, when an agent reduces a segment to satisfy a preferred constraint on width(segment,),
a constraint on height (segment) may be violated. Such a situation may also be encountered
when the table agent asks an icon agent to enlarge an icon. Since both the width and the
height of an icon are increased when the icon is enlarged, constraints pertaining to the height
of this icon may be violated. If a required constraint is violated, then the agents engage
in a negotiation process where the icon agent asks the table agent to increase the height of
the row which contains the icon. If an OK-event is received in regard to this request, the
icon agent creates an OK-event to respond to the previous request sent by the table agent.
Otherwise, the previous request is rejected. If a preferred constraint is violated, the process
of modifying other entries to satisfy more preferred constraints continues. Upon completion
of these modifications, the table agent evaluates the resulting table plan in terms of the
number of preferred constraints that are satisfied. The new plan replaces the previous plan
if it satisfies more preferred constraints. This process continues until it is time to display the
table.

As the negotiation over a variable may introduce a new negotiation process regarding
another variable, the master agent must sort out the order of variables for constraint satis-
faction in order to avoid endless negotiations with its server agents. For example, segments
in the same column of a table are generated by the same type of agent. This is required by
the constraint which demands that the same modality be used for all the entries in a column.
Hence, the table agent adjusts the width of each column before the height of each row, be-
cause segments of the same modality are more likely to be of uniform size. When the table
agent is trying to reduce the width of a column, requests from its server agents in regard to
modifying the height of a row will be accepted if the constraints placed on the height of the
table are satisfied. In contrast, when the table agent is trying to reduce the height of a row,
a request demanding an increase of the width of the column in question will be refused.

7 Conclusion

Multimodal presentation planning must take into account both the overall discourse struc-
ture of the communication process and the requirements that existing plans place on the
plan refinement process. The hierarchical presentation planning process used in our multi-
agent planning architecture satisfies the former requirement, and the constraint propagation
and negotiation processes satisfy the latter requirement. A prototype system which demon-
strates these ideas has been implemented, and an extension of this system to incorporate new
modalities is currently being implemented.

Proposals for future research concern a number of issues. The modality selection in the
current system is hard-coded, and hence not flexible. A mechanism for modality selection
needs to be developed. An improved user model is required for the system to be able to
describe precisely the interests and abilities of perceivers. Although the current system does
not plan multimodal presentations in reaction to perceivers' behaviour, it is possible in the
future to extend this approach to the planning of multimodal interaction. Interactive objects
can be generated in display windows with the Garnet Toolkit, however, new agents will have
to be designed for interactive objects so that requests from users can be translated into
events, and sent to the agents concerned with these events. New event handlers and planning
strategies will have to be implemented for each mode-specific agent in reaction to the events
generated by these interactive objects.
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Preface

Communication is a bidirectional activity that comes naturally in multimodal form, involving
both verbal and nonverbal, vocal, visual, tactile and other means of interaction. Natural
communication is also cooperative, in that the participants make an effort to understand
each other, and act in a way that takes each other's goals and purposes into account, for
instance helping a dialogue partner to obtain relevant information.

Technical developments increasingly allow the realization of human-computer interfaces
where more sophisticated forms of visual and auditory, verbal and nonverbal information are
used by the computer and where the user is allowed a greater variety of forms of expression.
Two crucial aspects of natural communication are, however, still conspicuously absent in
existing user interfaces:

• real cooperation from the part of the computer, based on a good understanding of the
user's wants;

. true multimodality in the sense of fully integrated, simultaneous use of several modalities
to convey a complex message.

As a result, human-computer communication is generally felt to be only marginally coopera-
tive, and to be unnatural and primitive, compared to natural human communication.

The present conference aims at contributing to improving the state of the art in cooper-
ative multimodal human-computer communication, bringing together researchers involved in
the design, implementation, and application of forms of cooperative human-computer com-

munication where natural language (typed or spoken) is used in combination with other
modalities, such as visual feedback and direct manipulation. The conference focuses on for
ma computational, and user aspects of building cooperative multimodal dialogue systems,
with the following topics being identified in the call for papers:

" cooperativity in multimodal dialogue

- natural language semantics in a multimodal context

" formal and computational models of dialogue context

* incremental knowledge representation and dialogue

" interacting with visual domain representations

* collaborative problem solving

" constraint-based approaches to animation and visual modelling

* effective use of different interactive modalities

" modelling temporal aspects of multimodal communication

" type theory and natural language interpretation
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In response to the call for papers, we have received submissions from all over the world
(Europe, North America, Asia, Australia), from which the programme committee has selected
17 for paper presentation and 8 for poster presentation at the conference. In addition, the
conference features a presentation of the multimodal DenK-project, which has provided the
inspiration for organizing this conference, and invited papers by Mark Maybury, Wolfgang
Wahlster, Bonnie Webber and Kent Wittenburg.

I would like to use this occasion to thank the members of the programme committee for
reviewing the submitted contributions for the conference, and the members of the organiz-
ing cormmittee plus the staff at the Institute for Perception Research IPO, which hosts the
conference, for all their efforts to make the conference run smoothly. Particular thanks are
due to the Samenwerkingsorgaan Brabantse Universiteiten (the organization for cooperation
between the universities in the province of Brabant, i.e. the universities of Tilburg and Eind-
hoven), and to the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences (KNAW) for their financial support.

Harry Bunt
Program Committee chairmait
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Multimodal Maps: An Agent-based Approach

Adam Cheyer and Luc Julia

SRI International
333 Ravenswood Ave

Menlo Park, CA 94025 - USA

Abstract

In this paper, we discuss how multiple input modalities may be combined to produce
more natural user interfaces. To illustrate this technique, we present a prototype map-
based application for a travel planning domain. The application is distinguished by a
synergistic combination of handwriting, gesture and speech modalities, access to exist-
ing data sources including the World Wide Web; and a mobile handheld interface. To
implement the described application, a hierarchical distributed network of heterogeneous
software agents was augmented by appropriate functionality for developing synergistic
multimodal applications.

Key words: Multimodal Interface, Agent Architecture, Distributed Artificial Intelli-
gence.

I1 Introduction

As computer systems become more powerful and complex, efforts to make computer inter-
faces more simple and natural become increasingly important Natural interfaces should be
designed to facilitate communication in ways people are already accustomed to using. Such
interfaces allow users to concentrate on the tasks they are trying to accomplish, not worry
about what they must do to control the interface.

In this paper, we begin by discussing what input modalities humans are comfortable
using when interacting with computers, and how these modalities should best be combined
in order to produce natural interfaces. In section three, we present a prototype map-based
application for the travel planning domain which uses a synergistic combination of several
input modalities. Section four describes the agent-based approach we used to implement the
application and the work on which it is based. In section five, we summarize our conclusions
and future directions.

2 Natural Input

2.1 Input Modalities

Direct manipulation interface technologies are currently the most widely used techniques for
creating user interfaces. Through the use of menus and a graphical user interface, users are
presented with sets of discrete actions and the objects on which to perform them. Pointing
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devices such as a mouse facilitate selection of an object or action, and drag and drop techniques
allow items to be moved or combined with other entities or actions-

With the addition of electronic pen devices, gestural drawings add a new dimension direct

manipulation interfaces. Gestures allow users to communicate a surprisingly wide range of
meaningful requests with a few simple strokes. Research has shown that multiple gestures can

be combined to form dialog, with rules of temporal grouping overriding temporal sequencing

[221. Gestural commands are particularly applicable to graphical or editing type tasks.
Direct manipulation interactions possess many desirable qualities: communication is gen-

erally fast and concise; input techniques are easy to learn and remember; the user has a good
idea about what can be accomplished, as the visual presentation of the available actions is
generally easily accessible. However, direct manipulation suffers from limitations when trying
to access or describe entities which are not or can not be visualized by the user.

Limitations of direct manipulation style interfaces can be addressed by another interface
technology, that of natural language interfaces. Natural language interfaces excel in describing
entities that are not currently displayed on the monitor, in specifying temporal relations
between entities or actions, and in identifying members of sets. These strengths are exactly
the weaknesses of direct manipulation interfaces, and concurrently, the weaknesses of natural
language interfaces (ambiguity, conceptual coverage, etc.) can be overcome by the strengths
,of direct manipulation.

Natural language content can be entered through different input modalities, including
typing, handwriting, and speech. It is important to note that, while the same textual content
can be provided by the three modalities, each modality has widely varying properties.

Spoken language is the modality used first and foremost in human-human interactive
problem solving [4]. Speech is an extremely fast medium, several times faster than
typing or handwriting. In addition, speech input contains content that is not present in
other forms of natural language input, such as prosidy, tone and characteristics of the
speaker (age, sex, accent).

* Typing is the most common way of entering information into a computer, because it is
reasonably fast, very accurate and requires no computational resources.

" Handwriting has been shown to be useful for certain types of tasks, such as performing
numerical calculations and manipulating names which are difficult to pronounce [18, 19].
Because of its relatively slow production rate, handwriting may' induce users to produce
different types of input than is generated by spoken language; abbreviations, symbols
and non-grammatical patterns may be expected to be more prevalent amid :written
input.

2.2 Combination of Modalities

As noted in the previous section, direct manipulation and natural language seem to be very
complementary modalities. It is therefore not surprising that a number of multimodal systems
combine the two.

Notable among such systems is the Cohen's Shoptalk system [6], a prototype manufactur-
ing and decision-support system that aids in tasks such as quality assurance monitoring, and
production scheduling. The natural language module of Shoptalk is based on the Chat-85
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Figure 1: Multimodal Application for Travel Planning

natural language system t25] and is particularly good at handling time, tense, and temporal
reasoning.

A number of systems have focused on combining the speed of speech with the reference
provided by direct manipulation of a mouse pointer. Such systems include the XTRA system

[1], CUBRICON [15], the PAC-Amodeus model [16], and TAPAGE j9].
XTRA and CUBRICON are both systems that combine complex spoken input with mouse

clicks, using several knowledge sources for reference identification. CUBRICON's domain is
a map-based task, making it similar to the application developed in this paper. However, the
two are different in that CUBRICON can only use direct manipulation to indicate a specific
item, whereas our system produces a richer mixing of modalities by adding both gestural and
written language as input modalities,

The PAC-Amodeus systems such as VoicePaiat and Notebook allow the user to syner-
gistically combine vocal or mouse-click commands when interacting with notes or graphical
objects. However, due to the selected domains, the natural language input is very, simple,
generally of the style "Insert a note here."

TAPAGE is another system that allows true synergistic combination of spoken input with
direct manipulation. Like PAC-Amodeus, TAPAGE's domain provides only simple linguistic
input. However, TAPAGE uses a pen-based interface instead of a ,mouse, allowing gestural
commands. TAPAGE, selected as a building block for our map application, will be described
more in detail in section 4.2.

Other interesting work regarding the simultaneous combination of handgestures and gaze
can be found in [2, 13].

3 A Multimodal Map Application

In this section, we will describe a prototype map-based application for a travel planning
domain. In order to provide the most natural user interface possible, the system permits the
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user to simultaneously combine direct manipulation, gestural drawings, handwritten, typed

and spoken natural language When designing the system, other criteria were considered as

well:

" The user interface must be light and fast enough to run on a handheld PDA while able "

to access applications and data that may require a more powerful machine.
Existing commercial or research natural language and speech recognition systems should

be used.

* Through the multimodal interface, a user must be able to transparently access a wide

variety of data sources, including information stored in HTML form on the World Wide

Web.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the user is presented with a pen sensitive map display on which

drawn gestures and written natural language statements may be combined with spoken input.

As opposed to a static paper map, the location, resolution, and cbntent presented by the map

change, according to the requests of the user. Objects of interest, such as restaurants, movie

theaters, hotels, tourist sites, municipal buildings, etc. are displayed as icons. The user may

ask the map to perform various actions. For example 4

s distance calculation e.g. "How fat is the hotel from Fisherman's Wharf?"

* object location : e.g. "Where is the nearest post office?"

* filtering e.g. "Display the French restaurants within 1 mile of this hotel."

* information retrieval: e.g. "Show me all available information about Alcatraz"

The application also makes use of multimodal (multimedia) output as well as input: video,

text, sound and voice can all be combined when presenting an answer to a query.
During input, requests can be entered using gestures (see Figure 2 for sample gestures),

handwriting, voice, or a combination of pen and voice. For instance, in order to calculate the
distance between two points on the map, a command may be issued using the following:

B gesture, by simply drawing a line between the two points of interest.

* voice, by speaking "What is the distance from the post office to the hotel?".

* handwriting, by writing "dist p.o. to hotel?"

e syneryxi ic combination of pen and voice, by speaking "What is the distance from here
to this hotel?" while simultaneously indicating the specified locations by pointing or
circling.

Notice that in our example of synergistic combination of pen and voice, the arguments to
the verb "distance" can be specified before, at the same time, or shortly after the vocalization
of the request to calculate the distance. If a user's request is ambiguous or underspecified, the
system will wait several seconds and then issue a prompt requesting additional information.

The user interface runs on pen-equipped PC's or a Dauphin handheld PDA (f7]) using

either a microphone or a telephone for voice input. The interface is connected either by A
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Figure 2: Sample gestures

modem or ethernet to a server machine which will manage database access, natural language
processing and speech recognition for the application. The result is a mobile system that
provides a syrergistic pen/voice interface to remote databases.

In general, the speed of the system is quite acceptable. For gestural commands, which
are handled locally on the user interface machine1 a response is produced in less than one
second. For handwritten commands, the time to recognize the handwriting, process the
English query, access a database and begin to display the results on the user interface is
less than three seconds (assuming an ethernet connection, and good network and database
response). Solutions to verbal commands are displayed in three to five seconds after the
end of speech has been detected; partial feedback indicating the current status of the speech
recognition is provided earlier.

4 Approach

In order to implement the application described in the previous section, we chose to aug-
ment a proven agent- based architecture with functionalities developed for a synergistically
multimodal application. The result is a flexible methodology for designing and implementing
distribated multimodal applications.

4.1 Building Blocks

4.1.1 Open Agent Architecture

The Open Agent Architecture (OAA) 15] provides a framework for coordinating a society
of agents which interact to solve problems for the user. Through the use of agents, the
OAA provides distributed access to commercial applications, such as mail systems, calendar
programs, databases, etc.

The Open Agent Architecture possesses several properties which make it a good candidate
for our needs:

* An Interagent Communication Language (TCL) and Query Protocol have been devel-
oped, allowing agents to communicate amorg themselves. Agents can run on different
platforms and be implemented in a variety of programming languages.

* Several natural language systems have been integrated into the OAA which convert
English into the Interagent Communication Language. In addition, a speech recognition
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agent has been developed to provide transparent access to the Corona speech recognition
system.

* The agent architecture has been used to provide natural language and agent access to
various heterogeneous data and knowledge sources. .. '

* Agent interaction is very fine-grained. The architecture was designed so that a number
of agents can work together, when appropriate in parallel, to produce fast responses to
queries-

The architecture for the OAA, based loosely on Schwart2's FLiPSiDE systern[23], uses a
hierarchical configuration where client agents connect to a "facilitator" server. Facilitators
provide content-based message routing, global data management, and process coordination
for their set of connected agents. Facilitators can, in turn, be connected as clients of other N

facilitators. Each facilitator records the published functionality of their sub-agents, and when
queries arrive in Interagent Communication Language form, they are responsible for breaking
apart any complex queries and for distributing goals to the appropriate agents. An agent solv- .
ing a goal may require supporting information and the agent architecture provides numerous
means of requesting data from other agents or from the user.

Among the assortment of agent architectures, the Open Agent Architecture can be most
closely compared to work by the ARPA knowledge sharing community [10]. The OAA's query
protocol, Interagent Communication Language and Facilitator mechanisms have similar in- 2,
stantiations in the SHADE project, in the form of KQML, KIP and various independent "
capability matchmakers. Other agent architectures, such as General Magic's Telescript [i1],
MASCOS [201, or the CORBA distributed object approach [171 do not provide as fully devel-
oped mechanisms for interagent communication and delegation.

The Open Agent Architecture provides capability for accessing distributed knowledge
sources through natural language and voice but it is lacking integration with a synergistic '
multimodal interface.

4.1.2 TAPAGE

TAPAGE (edition de Tableaux par la Parole et la Geste) is a synergistic pen/voice system ,
for designing and correcting tables.

To capture signals emitted during a user's interaction, TAPAGE integrates a set of modal-
ity agents, each responsible for a very specialized kind of signal [9]. The modality agents are
connected to an "interpret agent" which is responsible for combining the inputs across all
modalities to form a valid command for the application. The interpret agent receives filtered '
results from the modality agents, sorts the information into the correct fields, performs type-
checking on the arguments, and prompts the user for any missing information, according to
the model of the 'interaction. The interpret agent is also responsible for merging the data
streams sent by the modality agents, and for resolving ambiguities among them, based on
its knowledge of the application's internal state. Another function of the interpret agent is
to produce reflexes: reflexes are actions output at the interface level without involving the
functional core of the application.

The TAPAGE system can accept multimodal input, but it is not a distributed system;
its functional core is fixed. In TAPAGE, the set of linguistic input is limited to a verb object
argument format, '
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4.2 Synthesis

In the Open Agent Architecture, agents are distributed entities that can run on different
machines, and communicate together to solve a task for the user. In TAPAGE, agents are used
to provide streams of input to a central interpret process, responsible for merging incoming
data. A generalization of these two types of agents could be

Macro Agents: contain some knowledge and ability to reason about a domain, and can
answer or make queries to other macro agents using the Interagent Communication Language.

Micro Agents: are responsible for handling a single input or output data stream, either
filtering the signal to or from a hierarchically superior "interpret" agent.

The network architecture that we used was hierarchical at two resolutions - micro agents
are connected to a superior macro agent, and macro agents are connected in turn to a facili-
tator agent. In both cases, a server is responsible for the supervision of its client sub-agents.

In order to describe our implementation, we will first give a description of each agent used
in our application and then illustrate the flow of communication among agents produced by A
a user's request.

Speech Recognition (SR) Agent: The SR agent provides a mapping from the Interagent
Communication Language to the API for the Decipher (Corona) speech recognition system
[4], a continuous speech speaker independent recognizer based on Hidden Markov Model
technology. This macro agent is also responsible for supervising a child micro agent whose
task is to control the speech data stream. The SR agent can provide feedback to an interface
agent about the current status and progress of the micro agent (e.g. "listening", "end of
speech detected", etc.) This agent is written in C.

Natural Language (NL) Parser Agent: translates English expressions into the Interagent
Communication Language (ICL). For d more complete description of the ICL, see [5]. The
NL agent we selected for our application is the simplest of those integrated into the OAA. It
is written in Prolog using Definite Clause Grammars, and supports a distributed vocabulary;
each agent dynamically adds word definitions as it connects to the network. A current project
is underway to integrate the Gemini natural language system 14], a robust bottom up parser
and semantic interpreter specifically designed for use in Spoken Language Understanding
projects.

Database Agents: Database agents can reside at local or remote locations and can be
grouped hierarchically according to content. Micro agents can be connected to database
agents to monitor relevant positions or events in real time. In our travel planning applica-
tion, database agents provide maps for each city, as well as icons, vocabulary and information
about available hotels, restaurants, movies, theaters, municipal buildings and tourist attrac-
tions. Three types of databases were used: Prolog databases, X.500 hierarchical databases,
and data loaded automatically by scanning HTML pages from the World Wide Web (WWW). .
In one instance, a local newspaper provides weekly updates to its Mosaic-accessible list of cur-
rent movie times and reviews, as well as adding several new restaurant reviews to a growing

collection; this information is extracted by an HTML reading database agent and made acces-
sible to the agent architecture. Descriptions and addresses of new restaurants are presented to
the user on request, and the user can choose to add them to the permanent database by spec-
ifying positional coordinates on the map (eg. "add this new restaurant here"), information
lacking in the WWW database.

Reference Resolution Agent: This agent is responsible for merging, requests arriving in
parallel from different modalities, and for controlling interactions between the user interface
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Figure 3: Agent Architecture for Map Application

agent, database agents and modality agents. In this implementation, the reference resolution
agent is domain specific: knowledge is encoded as to what actions must be performed to resolve
each possible type of ICL request in its particular domain. For a given ICL logical form, the
agent can verify argument types, supply default values, and resolve argument references.
Some argument references are descriptive ("How far is it to the hotel on Emerson Street?");
in this case, a domain agent will try to resolve the definite reference by sending database
agent requests. Other references, particularly when contextual or deictic, are resolved by the
user interface agent ("What are the rates for this hotel?"). Once arguments to a query have
been resolved, this agent agent coordinates the actions and calculations necessary to produce
the result of the request..

Interface Agent: This macro agent is responsible. for managing what is- currently being
displayed to the user, and for accepting the user's multimodal input. The Interface Agent
also coordinates client modality agents and resolves ambiguities among them ; handwriting
and gestures are interpreted locally by micro agents and combined with results from the
speech recognition agent, running on a remote speech server. The handwriting micro-agent
interfaces with the Microsoft PenWindows API and accesses a handwriting recognizer by
CIC Corporation. The gesture micro- agent accesses recognition algorithm developed for
TAPAGE.

An important task for the interface agent is to record which objects of each type are
currently salient, in order to resolve contextual references such as "the hotel" or "where I was
before." Deictic references are resolved by gestural or direct manipulation commands. If no
such indication is currently specified, the user interface agent waits long enough to give the
user an opportunity to supply the value and then prompts the user for it.

We shall now give an example of the distributed interaction of agents for a specific query.
In the following example, all communication among agents passes transparently through a
facilitator agent in an undirected fashion; this process is left out of the description for brevity. 3

1. A user speaks: "flow far is the restaurant from this hotel?"
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2. The speech recognition agent monitors the status and results from its micro agent,

sending feedback received by the user interface agent. When the string is recognized, a

tranaslation is requested.

3. The English request is received by the NL agent and translated into ICL form,

4. The reference resolution agent (RR) receives the ICL distance request containing one

definite and one deictic reference and asks for resolution of these references.

5. The interface agent uses contextual structures to find what "the restaurant" refers to,
and waits for the user to make a gesture indicating "the hotel", issuing prompts if

necessary.

6. When the references have been resolved, the domain agent (RR) sends database requests

asking for the coordiniates of the items in question. It then calculates the distance

according to the scale of the currently displayed map, and requests the user interface

to produce output displaying the result of the calculation.

5 Conclusions

By augmenting an existing agent-based architecture with concepts necessary for synergis-

tic multimodal input, we were able to rapidly develop a map-based application for a travel

planning task. The resulting application has mert our initial requirements: a mobile, synergis-"

tic pen/voice interface providing good natural language access to heterogeneous distributed

knowledge sources. The approach used was general and should provide a for developing

synergistic multimodal applications for other domains,
The system described here is one of the first that accepts commands made of synergistic

combinations of spoken language, handwriting and gestural input. This fusion of modalities.

can produce more complex interactions than in many systems and the prototype application

will serve as a testbed for acquiring a better understanding of multimodal input. , :.

In the near future, we will continue to verify and extend our approach by building other o"

multimodal applications. We are interested in generalizing the methodology even further;

work has already begun on an agent-building tool which will simplify and automate many of

the details of developing new agents and domains.
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Fig. 1. Multimodal application for travel planning

- The user interface must be light and fast enough to run on a handheld PDA
while able to access applications and data that may require a more powerful
machine.

- Existing commercial or research natural language and speech recognition
systems should be used.

- Through the multimodal interface, a user must be able to transparently
access a wide variety of data sources, including information stored in HTML
form on the World Wide Web,

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the user is presented with a pen sensitive map dis-
play on which drawn gestures and written natural language statements may be
combined with spoken input. As opposed to a static paper map, the location, res-
olution, and content presented by the map change, according to the requests of
the user. Objects of interest, such as restaurants, movie theaters, hotels, tourist
sites, municipal buildings, etc. are displayed as icons. The user may ask the map
to perform various actions. For example :

- distance calculation : e.g. "How far is the hotel from Fisherman's Wharf?"
- object location : e.g. "Where is the nearest post office?"
- filtering: e.g. "Display the FRench restaurants within 1 mile of this hotel."
- information retrieval: e.g. "Show me all available information about Alca-

traz."

The application also makes use of multimodal (multimedia) output as well
as input: video, text, sound and voice can all be combined when presenting an
answer to a query.
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During input, requests can be entered using gestures (see Fig. 2 for sample
gestures), handwriting, voice, or a combination of pen and voice. For instance,
ii order to calculate the distance between two points on the map, a command
may be issued using the following:

- gesture, by simply drawing a line between the two points of interest.
- voice, by speaking "What is the distance from the post office to the hotel?".
- handwriting, by writing "dist p.o. to hotel?"
- synergistic combination of pen and voice, by speaking "What is the distance

from here to this hotel?" while simultaneously indicating the specified loca-
tions by pointing or circling.

Notice that in our example of synergistic combination of pen and voice, the
arguments to the verb "distance" can be specified before, at the same time, or
shortly after the vocalization of the request to calculate the distance. If a user's
request is ambiguous or underspecifed, the system will wait several seconds and
then issue a prompt requesting additional information.

The user interface runs on pen-equipped PC's or a Dauphin handheld PDA
(Dauphin, DTR-1 User's Manual) using either a microphone or a telephone for
voice input. The interface is connected either by modem or ethernet to a server
machine which will manage database access, natural language processing and
speech recognition for the application. The result is a mobile system that provides
a synergistic pen/voice interface to remote databases.

In general, the speed of the system is quite acceptable. For gestural com-
mands, which are handled locally on the user interface machine, a response is
produced in less than one second. For handwritten commands, the time to rec-
ognize the handwriting, process the English query, access a database and begin
to display the results on the user interface is less than three seconds (assuming
an ethernet connection, and good network and database response). Solutions to
verbal commands are displayed in three to five seconds after the end of speech
has been detected; partial feedback indicating the current status of the speech
recognition is provided earlier.

Remove Select Move, Scroll. Seled

Remove Zoom In Distance

Fig. 2. Sample gestures
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4 Approach

In order to implement the application described in the previous section, we chose
to augment a proven agent- based architecture with functionalities developed for
a synergistically multimodal application. The result is a flexible methodology for
designing and implementing distributed multimodal applications.

4.1 Building Blocks

Open Agent Architecture. The Open Agent Architecture (OAA) (Cohen
et aL, 1994) provides a framework for coordinating a society of agents which
interact to solve problems for the user. Through the use of agents, the OAA
provides distributed access to commercial applications, such as mail systems,
calendar programs, databases, etc.

The Open Agent Architecture possesses several properties which make it a
good candidate for our needs:

- An Interagent Communication Language (ICL) and Query Protocol have
been developed, allowing agents to communicate among themselves. Agents
can run on different platforms and be implemented in a variety of program-
ming languages.
Several natural language systems have been integrated into the OAA which
convert English into the Interagent Communication Language. In addition,
a speech recognition agent has been developed to provide transparent access

to the Corona speech recognition system.) The agent architecture has been used to provide natural language and agent

access to various heterogeneous data and knowledge sources.
Agent interaction is very fine-grained. The architecture was designed so that
a number of agents can work together, when appropriate in parallel, to pro-
duce fast responses to queries.

The architecture for the OAA, based loosely on Schwartz's FLiPSiDE system
(Schwartz, 1993), uses a hierarchical configuration where client agents connect to
a "facilitator" server. Facilitators provide content-based message routing, global
data management, and process coordination for their set of connected agents.
Facilitators can, in turn, be connected as clients of other facilitators. Each facil-
itator records the published functionality of their sub-agents, and when queries
arrive in Interagent Communication Language form, they are responsible for
breaking apart any complex queries and for distributing goals to the appropri-
ate agents. An agent solving a goal may require supporting information and
the agent architecture provides numerous means of requesting data from other
agents or from the user.

Among the assortment of agent architectures, the Open Agent Architecture
can be most closely compared to work by the ARPA knowledge sharing commu-
nity (Genesereth and Singh, 1994). The OAA's query protocol, Interagent Com-
munication Language and Facilitator mechanisms have similar instantiations in
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the SHADE project, in the form of KQML, KIF and various independent capabil-
ity matchmakers. Other agent architectures, such as General Magic's Telescript
(General Magic, 1995), MASCOS (Park et al, submitted), or the CORBA dis-
tributed object approach (Object Management Group, 1991) do not provide as
fully developed mechanisms for interagent communication and delegation.

The Open Agent Architecture provides capability for accessing distributed
knowledge sources through natural language and voice, but it is lacking integra-
tion with a synergistic multimodal interface.

TAPAGE. TAPAGE (edition de Tableaux par la Parole et la Ceste) is a syn-

ergistic pen/voice system for designing and correcting tables.
To capture signals emitted during a user's interaction, TAPAGE integrates

a set of modality agents, each responsible for a very specialized kind of signal
(Faure and Julia, 1994). The modality agents are connected to an 'interpret
agent' which is responsible for combining the inputs across all modalities to
form a valid command for the app]ication. The interpret agent receives filtered
results from the modality agents, sorts the information into the correct fields,
performs type-checking on the arguments, and prompts the user for any missing
information, according to the model of the interaction. The interpret agent is also
responsible for merging the data streams sent by the modality agents, and for
resolving ambiguities among them, based on its knowledge of the application's
internal state. Another function of the interpret agent is to produce reflexes:
reflexes are actions output at the interface level without involving the functional
core of the application.

The TAPAGE system can accept multimodal input, but it is not a distributed
system; its functional core is fixed. In TAPAGE, the set of linguistic input is
limited to a verb object argument format.

4.2 Synthesis

In the Open Agent Architecture, agents are distributed entities that can run

on different machines, and communicate together to solve a task for the user.
In TAPAGE, agents are used to provide streams of input to a central interpret

process, responsible for merging incoming data. A generalization of these two
types of agents could be:

Macro Agents: contain some knowledge and ability to reason about a domain,

and can answer or make queries to other macro agents using the Interagent
Communication Language.

Micro Agents: are responsible for handling a single input or output data

stream, either filtering the signal to or from a hierarchically superior 'interpret'
agent.

The network architecture that we used was hierarchical at two resolutions:
micro agents are connected to a superior macro agent, and macro agents are

connected in turn to a facilitator agent. In both cases, a server is responsible for

the supervision of its client sub-agents.
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In order to describe our implementation, we will first give a description of
each agent used in our application and then illustrate the flow of conununication
among agents produced by a user's request.

Speech Recognition (SR) Agent: The SR agent provides a mapping from the
Interagent Communication Language to the API for the Decipher (Corona)
speech recognition system (Cohen et al., 1990), a continuous speech speaker
independent recognizer based on Hidden Markov Model technology. This macro
agent is also responsible for supervising a child micro agent whose task is to con-
trol the speech data stream. The SR agent can provide feedback to an interface
agent about the current status and progress of the micro agent (e.g. "listening",
"end of speech detected", etc.) This agent is written in C.

Natural Language (NL) Parser Agent: translates English expressions into the
Interagent Communication Language (ICL). For a more complete description of
the ICL, see Cohen et al. (Cohen et al., 1994). The NL agent we selected for
our application is the simplest of those integrated into the OAA. It is written in
Prolog using Definite Clause Grammars, and supports a distributed vocabulary;
each agent dynamically adds word definitions as it connects to the network.
A current project is underway to integrate the Gemini natural language sys-
tem (Cohen et al., 1990), a robust bottom up parser and semantic interpreter
specifically designed for use in Spoken Language Understanding projects.

Database Agents: Database agents can reside at local or remote locations
and can be grouped hierarchically according to content. Micro agents can be
connected to database agents to monitor relevant positions or events in real
time. In our travel planning application, database agents provide maps for each
city, as well as icons, vocabulary and information about available hotels, restau-
rants, movies, theaters, municipal buildings and tourist attractions. Three types
of databases were used: Prolog databases, X.500 hierarchical databases, and
data loaded automatically by scanning HTML pages from the World Wide Web
(WWW). In one instance, a local newspaper provides weekly updates to its
Mosaic-accessible list of current movie times and reviews, as well as adding sev-
eral new restaurant reviews to a growing collection; this information is extracted
by an HTML reading database agent and made accessible to the agent archi-
tecture. Descriptions and addresses of new restaurants are presented to the user
on request, and the user can choose to add them to the permanent database
by specifying positional coordinates on the map (e.g. "add this new restaurant
here"), information lacking in the WWW database.

Reference Resolution Agent This agent is responsible for merging requests
arriving in parallel from different modalities, and for controlling interactions
between the user interface agent, database agents and modality agents. In this
implementation, the reference resolution agent is domain specific: knowledge is
encoded as to what actions must be performed to resolve each possible type of
ICL request in its particular domain. For a given ICL logical form, the agent can
verify argument types, supply default values, and resolve argument references.
Some argument references are descriptive ("How far is it to the hotel on Emerson
Street?"); in this case, a domain agent will try to resolve the definite reference by
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sending database agent requests. Other references, particularly when contextual
or deietic, are resolved by the user interface agent ("What are the rates for this

hotel?"). Once arguments to a query have been resolved, this agent coordinates

tie actions and calculations necessary to produce the result of the request.

Jnteface Agent: This macro agent is responsible for managing what is cur-

rently being displayed to the user, and for accepting the user's multimodal input.

The Interface Agent also coordinates client modality agents and resolves ambi-
guities among them : handwriting and gestures are interpreted locally by micro

agents and combined with results from the speech recognition agent, running

on a remote speech server, The handwriting micro-agent interfaces with the

Microsoft PenWindows API and accesses a handwriting recognizer by CIC Cor-

poration. The gesture micro- agent accesses recognition algorithms developed

for TAPAGE.

An important task for the interface agent is to record which objects of each

type are currently salient, in order to resolve contextual references such as "the

hotel" or "where I was before." Deictic references are resolved by gestural or

direct manipulation commands. If no such indication is currently specified, the

user interface agent waits long enough to give the user an opportunity to supply
the value, and then prompts the user for it.

TRAVEL

San Francisco New York User Resources

Map LIE Hoes 
R

Restaurart) Sees

Facilitator Agents 3 NU Naturai Language Agent
3 SR Spce¢h Recogoition Agent

(~)Macro Agents RR: kcfkace Resolution Agent
UI UserInterface Agents

Modality Agents 3 3 WWW: World Wide Web Agent............................. -- ---.....................------

Fig. 3. Agent Architecture for Map Application

We shall now give an example of the distributed interaction of agents for a

specific query. In the following example, all communication among agents passes
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transparently through a facilitator agent in an undirected faslion; this process
is left out of the description for brevity.

1. A user speaks: "How far is the restaurant from this hotel?"
2. The speech recognition agent monitors the status and results from its micro

agent, sending feedback received by the user interface agent. When the string
is recognized, a translation is requested.

3. The English request is received by the NL agent and translated into TCL
form.

4. The reference resolution agent (RR) receives the ICL distance request con-
taining one definite and one deictic reference and asks for resolution of these
references.

5. The interface agent uses contextual structures to find what "the restaurant"

refers to, and waits for the user to make a gesture indicating "the hotel",
issuing prompts if necessary.

6. When the references have been resolved, the domain agent (R.) sends
database requests asking for the coordinates of the items in question. It
then calculates the distance according to the scale of the currently displayed
map, and requests the user interface to produce output displaying the result
of the calculation.

5 Conclusions

By augmenting an existing agent-based architecture with concepts necessary for
synergistic multimodal input, we were able to rapidly develop a map-based ap-
plication for a travel planning task. The resulting application has met our initial
requirements: a mobile, synergistic pen/voice interface providing good natural
language access to heterogeneous distributed knowledge sources. The approach
used was general and should provide a for developing synergistic multimodal
applications for other domains.

The system described here is one of the first that accepts commands made

of synergistic combinations of spoken language, handwriting and gestural input.
This fusion of modalities can produce more complex interactions than in many
systems and the prototype application will serve as a testbed for acquiring a
better understanding of multimodal input.

In the near future, we will continue to verify and extend our approach by
building other multimodal applications. We are interested in generalizing the
methodology even further; work has already begun on an agent-building too]
which will simplify and automate many of the details of developing new agents
and domains.
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